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Executive Summary
In the mid-1980s, a number of factors supported the decision to begin a soil-mapping
project at the national level in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The country, and
indeed the region, suffered from a variety of environmental problems and challenges
related to soil and land resources. While various mapping resources already existed in
Jordan, the task of making land-use decisions based exclusively on the historic studies
was extremely challenging
The National Soil Map and Land Use Project of Jordan (NSMLUP), completed in
1996, was undertaken to address the issues of soil data availability in Jordan and delivered
a sophisticated and comprehensive set of soil profile descriptions and choropleth soil
maps. These were used by the project team to develop land use suitability maps. The
Jordan Soil and Climatic Information System (JOSCIS) and land suitability maps were
the primary products of the project. Due to a number of factors, JOSCIS has fallen into
disuse, though the data has been recovered.
The potential uses for these data are significant, spanning applications such as a
sustainable land use and management decision support tools to sophisticated modelling
and analysis applications. Given the limited area of highly fertile agricultural lands and
other environmental management challenges, the need for access to this data is pressing.
A number of environmental management challenges facing Jordan and recent studies
of land and soil management in the Kingdom are reviewed to demonstrate that many
environmental issues are pressing, and that the current availability of soil data in Jordan
is insufficient to meet the subsequent demand for information.
A general literature review establishes the importance of soil geographic data for the
management of many soil-related environmental issues. Two cases of successful soil
geographic databases, namely the European Soil Information System and the Soil Information System of Lower Saxony, are examined in detail. System documentation and
interviews allowed for an in-depth description of the systems.
Recommendations regarding possible applications of a rebuilt Jordanian database were
made, with consideration of the environmental challenges discussed and the reviewed
literature. Approaches to the amelioration of technical obstacles are presented, as is
a discussion of the importance of a coherent and comprehensive institutional strategy
towards the long-term usability of a rebuilt soil database.
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Then let man look to his food,
That We pour down the water, pouring it in abundance,
And We split the earth into fragments,
And We produce therein corn,
And grapes and grasses,
And the olive and the palm,
And gardens, dense with trees,
And fruits and fodder,
Provision for you and for your cattle.

—Sura ’Abasa (The frowned) No. 80 (verses 24–32)
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Part I.
Introduction and Historical Review

1

1. Introduction and Goal Definition
1.1. Study Background and Introduction
Although Jordan gained independence from British rule only in 1946 and has been a
political entity in its present form only since that time, its history began several thousand
years earlier. Its arid landscape is scattered with countless ruins and castles, testament
to the civilisations that had developed, prospered, and declined while using these lands
as passageways, farmlands, or pasture. Until recently, the Bedou tribes had continued
to practise a nomadic system of shifting grazing in the Badia region as the basis of their
agriculture. With industrialisation and an extremely rapid population growth, bolstered
by an influx of refugees, land-use practises in Jordan have become less sustainable and
the health of these lands, threatened by intensive and unplanned land use, increasingly
critical.
Humans have always had an intimate relationship with the soil. Indeed, many traditions hold that the first human was formed from clay. While the characteristics of the
land have shaped human existence, humans themselves have also altered their environment and the soils. The advent of agriculture saw the anthropogenic influence on the
land increase dramatically in both scale and scope. The ability, or inability, of cultures
to adapt their environment without severely degrading it has been a critical factor in
determining their longevity. Land-use practises inappropriate to a landscape can lead
to its short-term and long-term degradation, a serious issue given that soil is a nonrenewable resource in the context of human lifespan. A thorough understanding of what
made ancient civilisations grow and eventually disperse can assist us in understanding
what practices and impacts may ultimately prove fatal to agriculture, or conversely, what
practices are indeed sustainable in this region. These are lessons modern societies must
learn from the past if they are to thrive.
The need for high quality, accessible environmental information in the Middle East
is especially pressing given the susceptibility of the region’s environment to impact and
the rapid modernisation and industrialisation of Middle Eastern societies in the past
decades. This need will continue to increase due to economic, social and environmental
factors. Human well-being and development is only possible with sustained environmental integrity. A critical task of planners in the near future will be to evaluate potential
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courses of action according to sustainability criteria. Such evaluations could benefit
greatly from access to an environmental information system.
Land degradation and desertification are recognised by the United Nations as a critical
problem in many developing nations, with 2006 being declared the International Year of
Deserts and Desertification. Because land degradation and desertification are present in
Jordan, the scientific management of resources has become critical to the health of the
people of the Kingdom and the integrity of Jordanian natural resources. Security in the
region is threatened by the potential for water conflicts [17], demanding the efficient use
and conservation of fresh water.
Many countries, unable to fund soil surveys and establish related information systems,
are forced to face environmental challenges with inadequate data. Accurate and current
soil data, integrated into information systems and management models, are recognised
as necessary for sustainable agricultural and land use and the management of land resources [109]. Soil data, critical to many types of analyses and integral to land-use
management decisions at various levels, is a core element of information systems used to
supply information to decision makers and environmental researchers. The implementation of the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) relies on
the availability of reliable and accurate desertification-related data.
According to the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, of which Jordan is a signatory, the threat of serious or irreversible damage is sufficient reason for the
implementation of cost-effective measures for environmental protection (The Precautionary Principle, Article 11) [162]. As will be described below, the environmental challenges
facing Jordan could lead to such damages, especially in the context of global change,
implying the responsibility of decision makers in Jordan to address the social, environmental, and economic challenges of the country in a precautionary manner. Miller [109]
writes that “the sustainability of civilisation itself is at risk if we do not act at least with
prudence if not with aggression.”(p. 29) The government of Jordan has realised this, and
seeks to prevent degradation before it reaches levels “too costly to reverse, if indeed it can
be.”[87, p. 11] That Jordanian natural resources are at risk of permanent degradation is
echoed by Harahsheh et al. [68].
In the mid-1980s, a number of factors supported the decision to begin a soil-mapping
project at the national level in Jordan. The country, and indeed the region, suffered from
a variety of environmental problems and challenges related to soil and land resources.
While various mapping resources already existed in Jordan, the task of making land
use decisions based exclusively on the historic studies was extremely challenging [75].
It was decided that a comprehensive survey would be undertaken to overcome these
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limitations [124], and the National Soil Map and Land Use Project (NSMLUP1 ) was
first identified as a potential project in 1986 by the Soil Survey Section of the Jordanian
Ministry of Agriculture [86].
The NMSLUP was undertaken between 1989 and 1995 by a group of ex-patriot consultants and Jordanian scientists and technicians. Funding was provided by the Commission
of the European Communities and the Jordanian Ministry of Agriculture. The project
involved the mapping of Jordanian soils at three mapping scales, and the establishment
of a geographical information system and a custom-designed database. At that time
it represented one of the most advanced systems of its kind anywhere in the world.
The system, known as the Jordan Soil and Climatic Information System (JOSCIS), was
intended to facilitate land-use decisions and resource conservation in Jordan. The sophistication of the system eclipsed traditional methods and analogue technologies, permitting
a qualitative evolution in land-use evaluation and planning.
The NSMLUP data represented an opportunity for authorities in Jordan to perform
land-use planning on a level of sophistication rivalling those of many much wealthier
nations. However, technical and institutional issues make current use of the data impossible, as will be discussed further in Section 2. Despite professional input, locally
based computer specialists and a library of accompanying and specialised literature, the
continued development of the system, as envisaged by its creators, has failed to take
place. Unfortunately, a number of factors have contributed to the failure of the system
in the short term, while others have hampered data recovery efforts in the longer term.
The software required for simple access to the digital soil maps is no longer possessed
by the authorities responsible for the information. As well, the hardware system designed for data entry, editing and manipulation is non-functional. Thirdly and perhaps
most importantly, staff trained in the use of the system have been removed from the
responsible branch without replacement. Data from the NSMLUP represents a significant store of data relevant to land use suitability analysis and land use planning, yet it
is no longer accessible and has remained essentially invisible to both planners and scientists in Jordan. A recent report states that “[only] 6% of the area of Jordan is arable
land and comprehensive information on the subject is not available”[120], reflecting how
completely the NSMLUP has slipped from the awareness of decision makers.
The development of a modern environmental information system in Jordan must include the JOSCIS data. However, the data is far from being suitable for integration
into an existing database or for use in its current state. What is required at this time is
the proper consideration of theoretical advances in database management and geograph1

Hereafter referred to as “the Project” or the NSMLUP.
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ical information systems and the addressing of the errors in the dataset described by
Blattmann [29]. Further, as a new soil information or environmental information system
for Jordan should be designed to function well into the future, the state of the art of
soil information systems should form the basis for the design of such a system. This
approach will allow an informed and realistic plan for the rehabilitation of JOSCIS to
be prepared and executed.
A soil geographic database (SGDB), populated with accurate and comprehensive soil
and environmental data, can act as the core of a environmental information system used
to track changes and perform analysis of the environment. Should such a system be
rebuilt within the necessary political, institutional, and economic framework, it would
bring direct and palpable benefits to the people of Jordan.
While the rehabilitation and treatment of this data are necessary for its use in environmental planning in Jordan, such efforts would do nothing to ensure such use. Following
the completion of the NSMLUP, a vision for the application of the data was lacking. A
vision that considers the integration of NSMLUP data with other data sources and the
planning of realistic and effective cooperation between authorities is needed. This data
can only be utilised within a planned and functional organisational framework.
1.1.1. Purpose and Objectives
This study arose from the need for accessible soil data from the Decapolis region of
Jordan. Lucke et al. [103, 104] utilised soil analyses to aid in their investigations of
historical land use practises in Jordan. During the course if their studies, the authors
became aware that the soil data they needed existed, but was, for unknown reasons, no
longer accessible. This prompted researchers from the Chair of Environmental Planning
at the Brandenburg University of Technology to engage a M.Sc. student in a Master’s
thesis focusing on the Jordanian soil data and accessibility issues.
I undertook a four-month term in Jordan, allowing me to collect and analyse data,
as well as to establish important contacts with interested parties. During this stay,
major strides were made in setting the groundwork for the rehabilitation of JOSCIS
and NSMLUP data. The results of this stay, a study project, form a practical basis
upon which this theoretical work is written. The study project Jordan Soil and Climatic
Information System: Recovery and Rehabilitation Prospects [29] began with a number
of goals. The first and most fundamental of these was to produce a guide to the state
of JOSCIS such that a more concerted effort to rehabilitate and redesign JOSCIS could
begin with adequate knowledge of the principle obstacles to such an effort and with
possible courses of action. The second goal was to transfer the digital maps from the
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original, antiquated software with which the system was designed to a standardised
format for geographic data. It on this basis that this thesis continues.
Land-use decisions are best made with accurate, relevant and accessible data. This
thesis will demonstrate that an important source of Jordanian soil data is inaccessible
and essentially unusable at this time. Furthermore, it will be argued that a rehabilitation project for the NSMLUP should be undertaken to address the vacuum of spatial
environmental data in Jordan.
The dataset in question has remained highly underused since the completion of the
original project in 1996, as can be concluded from a literature review and interviews
with scientists involved in pedology and soil-related research in Jordan. While there
have been efforts to rehabilitate the data, none of these has been concerted, thorough,
or successful. This thesis is to act as a catalyst and an information resource to improve
the likelihood that a renewed effort to rescue this data will occur and succeed, and will
identify the steps critical to the construction and use of a soil information system based
on the NSMLUP dataset.
Comprehensive information on land resources in Jordan can be made available for a
fraction of the collection and processing costs that would be required for their reacquisition, as will be described in Section 10.4 on page 114.
Specific objectives include:
1. to evaluate potential applications for the dataset, proving the usefulness of the
dataset
2. to compile both a general and a detailed overview of shortcomings in the NSMLUP
dataset
3. to propose minimum treatments to the dataset required for its usage
4. to outline a concept for the rehabilitation of the dataset.
1.1.2. Study Methodology
The possibility of redeveloping and utilising the data from the NSMLUP as the basis for a
new environmental information system (EIS) must be described. The environmental and
institutional context will be established by reviewing studies and literature describing
research and environmental challenges in Jordan. This review will testify to the need
for sophisticated land management in Jordan. A discussion of the state of NSMLUP,
including a review of factors leading to the abandonment of the original information
system, will establish an understanding of the state of the dataset. This discussion will
be based on the investigation of the integrity of the dataset and through discussions
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with a number of individuals involved with the dataset. Specific objectives include
the introduction of the NSMLUP and JOSCIS and a review of factors leading to the
abandonment of the original information system.
Many local, national and international soil databases and environmental information
systems exist. A review of available literature and a number of interviews have provided
information for two case studies of existing systems. These case studies will serve to
guide a proposal for the reconstruction of JOSCIS. The two systems to be discussed here
have been chosen based on a number of criteria:
1. Age. Both systems are modern and are in continued use.
2. Purpose. Each system has a purpose similar to what could be developed in
Jordan.
3. Documentation. Both systems are well documented. Peer-reviewed publications,
user-manuals, websites and interviews were used as sources of information.
4. Purpose and application. Both systems are used for applications similar to
those required in Jordan.
5. Actuality. Both systems are in continuous development.
Based on the review of the NSMLUP dataset, an assessment of needs for soil data in
Jordan will be offered. The construction of modern soil geographic database will be suggested and the importance of institutional factors on the success of such a system will be
highlighted. Steps required for the amelioration of outstanding technical issues affecting
the dataset will be identified. The case studies contribute to these recommendations
by offering examples of successful approaches to the management of soil information
systems.
1.1.3. Report Outline
The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I, Introduction and Historical Review, includes
a review of environmental issues affecting Jordan and of the NSMLUP and the JOSCIS
information system. A thorough discussion of JOSCIS since its inception to the present
day will be provided, with heavy emphasis being laid on the data, and its structure and
condition. Part II, Soil Geographic Databases: Overview and Case Studies, will provide
the reader with a basic understanding of SGDBs. Two detailed case studies will be
discussed. Part III, Recommendations and Conclusions, proposes measures required for
the rehabilitation of the NSMLUP dataset, possible applications of the database, and
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includes a number of recommendations regarding the institutional framework of the new
system.

1.2. Environmental Management Challenges in Jordan
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan was established in 1950 and is a constitutional monarchy led by King Abdullah II. While the King and his ministers possess executive power,
the legislative power rests with the National Assembly. The country is divided into
12 governorates. The capital city is Amman; other major centres include Al Aqabah,
Al Karak, Az Zarqa and Irbid. Jordan’s population is approximately 5.9 million and
the gross domestic product is approximately US$28 billion per year. Per capita annual
income is estimated to be US$4800 [41].
Jordan has an area of approximately 89,275 km2 . The climate is generally arid, with
annual precipitation of less than 50 mm over some 41% of the total area. Fully 90%
of Jordan’s area receives less than 200 mm of precipitation per year. Average annual

°

°

temperatures range between 16.5 C and 20.5 C over 83% of the country. The western,
mountainous region receives precipitation through the winter months.
Elevation ranges between −408 m at the Dead Sea to 1734 m at Jabal Ram. The
eastern portion of the country is a desert plateau while a mountain ridge extends along
the western side. Approximately 0.6% of the country contains natural forests, while 1.5%
is forested. Natural resources include phosphates, potash and shale oil. The economy is
largely based on services, with industry and agriculture combining to contribute to 18%
of the economy [41].
Desertification and the degradation of scarce agricultural lands, water scarcity and
quality issues, and a significant and persistent human population growth represent some
of the most important environmental challenges facing Jordan [85]. All of these issues
will become more complex in the context of global change.
Jordan faces challenges with regards to domestic food production in general and cereals
in particular. Domestic production of some commodities, including rice and maize, lie
far below consumption, necessitating the costly import of foodstuffs at market prices,
though some food aid is received. This leaves the country vulnerable to fluctuations in
world market prices [45].
The imbalance between scarce natural resources on the one hand and dynamic growth
in demands for these resources on the other has long been recognised and was a driving force for the decision to undertake the NSMLUP in 1989 [124]; the environmental
challenges of the region have not abated since that time. Indeed, very rapid lifestyle
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and economic changes in Jordan have brought new technologies, attitudes and practises
to a fragile ecosystem [54], making the management of the environment an especially
challenging one.
It is widely recognised that the nations of this region, in particular those without
plentiful reserves of hydrocarbons, are highly vulnerable to fluctuations in domestic
agricultural production [161]. The political decision to achieve a measure of national
food security and independence has placed further pressure on natural resources in many
nations. Indeed, the state of environmental affairs in the Middle East and Jordan can
be described as being even more precarious than in 1989, given the fragility of the soils
and the intensity to which these resources must be exploited in order to feed the human
populations.
An amalgam of climate change models predict an increase in mean annual tempera-

°

°

tures in Jordan of between 4.4 and 5.1 C, where the mean is 4.7 C, by 2080. Should
this occur, a number of aspects of land degradation and water scarcity will likely further
deteriorate, and total costs of adaptation to such change could equal US$700 per capita
by the end of this century [112]. Water scarcity in Jordan also has a direct influence on
water quality and thereby drives the use of poor quality water for irrigation, contributing
to the salinisation and degradation of soils [66].
Inter-agency rivalry is an unfortunate fact in many countries, including Jordan.It is
often the case that decision-making powers are held by high-level officials with poor
information transfer occurring from the level of the technician upwards to the decision
maker. This results in decisions being made without the input of information from below,
thereby compromising the ability of all levels of staff to make informed decisions. Data
or information held by one authority may not be shared in a timely manner with other
agencies.
Agricultural research in Jordan is undertaken primarily by the National Center for
Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer and the Water and Environment Research and Study Center. Additionally, five faculties of agricultural sciences exist at
Jordanian universities. Collectively, some 450 scientific and technical staff are employed
in agricultural research in Jordan, including 141 with Ph.D. degrees [156].
1.2.1. Land Degradation
A key constraint to agriculture in Jordan is the simply scarcity of fertile lands. Low
levels and temporal variation of precipitation limit the area where agriculture can be
commercially viable. The region’s climate puts soils at risk to various types of degradation.
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Land degradation ranks as the third most important environmental challenge in Jordan, superseded only by a shortage of fresh water and a decreasing quality of water
supplies [66]. The signing of the UNCCD in 1994 marked an important point in the
recognition of this problem and the systematic attempt to prevent desertification and
land degradation. Degradation of soils and lands is a critical matter given the basic
functions offered to humans by these resources:

 production of biomass and foodstuffs;
 filtering, buffering, and transformation capacity between the atmosphere, ground
water, plant cycle, human industry, and terrestrial and atmospheric systems;
 biological habitat and gene reserve;
 physical basis for technical, industrial, and socio-economic structures and their
development;
 source of raw materials;
 geogenic and cultural heritage [31, pp. 1–2].

These functions are basic to the existence of human individuals and societies. The
substitution of technologies for the functions of soil and land can be successful to a limited
extent only; to sacrifice the fecundity of the land for short-term gains invites disaster.
Equally, the destruction of land resources through poor planning must be strenuously
averted.
Land and soil degradation are manifested in a number of forms. Soil displacement
(wind and water erosion), chemical degradation (nutrient impoverishment, acidification,
salinisation), physical degradation (compaction, hardsetting, crusting), and biological
degradation (loss of organic matter, soil flora and fauna) all contribute to a decline in
soil health and productivity. These influences on soils can be brought about by many
human activities, including cropping, forestry, and livestock grazing. These are, in turn,
influenced by socio-demographic factors (population growth, poverty, etc.), land law,
micro-economic factors, agricultural policy, and the institutional setting [154].
The International Fund for Agricultural Development, a funding and development
organisation, has identified environmental degradation in the Badia region as a severe
threat to human well-being and initiated a research and development project there. A
deficit of information has been recognised as a hurdle to sustainable management of the
drylands [77].
The loss of rangelands to agriculture is partly explained by the human population
growth in the region and the increasing demand for agricultural products. As farming
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has been extended into pastoral lands, two problems have immediately arisen. The first
is the practising of agriculture on marginally suitable lands, which can lead to land
degradation and inefficient use of water resources [80]. The second is the shifting of
herding from suitable to marginally suitable lands, threatening degradation of the soils
and the livelihoods of the shepherds in the medium to long terms. These consequences
are common to many regions experiencing population growth in sensitive environments.
Al Bakri et al. [6] note that population growth, expansion of urban and agricultural
areas, and an increase in livestock numbers in the sensitive area of eastern Jordan pose
serious management problems.
While agriculture expands into rangelands, the urbanisation of prime agricultural
lands is a serious concern in many nations, including Jordan [66]. In the US, a number
of features of the loss of agricultural lands have been identified:

 poorly planned development represents a pressing threat to agricultural lands
 loss of highly productive lands exceeds loss of marginally productive lands
 high proportions of fruit and vegetable production are in urban-influenced areas
 land-intensive (high area per household) urbanisation represents 55% of developed
lands [2].

These issues highlight how it cannot simply be assumed that the best agricultural lands
will be allocated to agriculture without conciencious management on the part of decision
makers.
Market forces are more important in Jordan now than ever before. As the population
grows and urban land becomes scarce and increases in value, agricultural land owners will
have increasing incentive to convert agricultural land to a use with a higher profitability,
e. g. for urban uses. Unfortunately, land can be only converted from an urban to an
agriculture usage with extreme difficulty. The loss of fertile soils to urbanisation must
be considered a process that cannot be reversed and must therefore be done only on a
well-informed basis.
1.2.2. Population Growth
Human population growth rates in the Middle East are extremely high. While there
exists no direct link between human population growth and environmental degradation,
and although population growth has long been villainised by Westerners as evidence
of unsustainability in developing countries, these trends can legitimately be considered
troubling failing corresponding improvements in management practises. That is to say
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that because the (long-term) carrying capacity of Jordan (taken in isolation) may be
exceeded at this time and given current economic, social, industrial and environmental trends, it is urgent that management practises be adapted to increase the carrying
capacity of the country, or at the very least mitigate destructive practises.
According to the Jordan Department of Statistics, the population has increased at a
rate of 4.3% between 1950 and 1990, and from 4.7 million in 1998 to 5.4 million in 2004,
a rate of growth of 2.6%. The United Nations estimates that this trend will continue,
with Jordan’s population reaching 9.6 million by 2040 and 10.2 million by 2050. This
is due to both Arab culture (see Findlay and Maani [63]) and significant immigration of
Palestinian refugees. Findlay and Maani estimated that population aged 15–59 would
increase 49% between 1993 and 2003 in the Badia region of Jordan alone.
A trend in the total Jordanian food import bill can be observed. Between 1970–1979,
food imports average some US$144,000,000, while between 1996–2001 the average import
bill exceed US$575,000,000 [45]. Though the import of fruits and vegetables and dairy
products has decreased over this same period, the proportions of wheat and coarse grains
imported have steadily increased, from 69%–95% and 75%–96%, respectively [45].
Attempting to reduce the value or quantity of imported foodstuffs would put significant
pressure on the agricultural sector in Jordan and particularly in the Badia, as over 30%
of the Badia population relied on this sector for employment. Findlay and Maani note
that trends in population and irrigation could put significant stresses on the land, though
because of rapid changes in culture, health care and other socio-economics factors, it is
very difficult to extrapolate their study data further into the future.
Livestock populations in Jordan have increase markedly since 1950. Table 1.1 summarises livestock population changes in Jordan between 1950 and 1991 for the three most
common and important species of livestock. In the context of the under-management
of rangelands and the importance of rangelands to the production of livestock, these
numbers likely indicate a tremendous strain on land resources.
Decreasing biodiversity, the rapid growth in the presence of invasive species and wind
and water-induced land degradation are contributing to the impoverishment of Jordanians dependent on agriculture for income [149].
It should be noted that Jordanian agricultural policies have contributed to this trend in
livestock populations with subventions to herders in the form of low-cost fodder and free
veterinary care. The Jordanian government recognises the importance of agriculture and
supporting industries to the national economy and has historically offered subsidies and
veterinary care for shepherds, thereby contributing to the trend in livestock populations.
The liberalisation of the Jordanian economy has led to a decrease in these subsidies and
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Table 1.1: Livestock population statistics in Jordan [4]. The significant increase in goat and
sheep numbers may threaten rangeland sustainability.
Livestock
Goats
Sheep
Cattle

1950

1991

Increase

Annual growth

206,411
170,304
86,010

1,079,363
2,671,317
64,150

+523%
+1569%
−34%

4.1%
7.0%
−5.6%

makes future trends in livestock populations difficult to forecast.
1.2.3. Water Scarcity and Risks to Groundwater
Given the extremely low levels of precipitation across most of its area, Jordan faces
an extremely challenging situation with regards to its freshwater supplies. Surface fresh
water supplies are limited to the Zarqa, Yarmouk and Wadi Shuib Rivers, and the Jordan
River, all found in the north-west of the country. These surface sources, fed by the winter
rains, leave a significant portion of freshwater demand in Jordan unmet. The result is
that groundwater aquifers are exploited at some 160% of their recharge capacity [80].
Water from one of the most important aquifers in Jordan, the Azraq Basin, is currently
being extracted at a rate of 55 × 106 m3 a−1 , often from uncontrolled wells [15], though
the sustainable rate of extraction (safe yield) is estimated to be only 25 × 106 m3 a−1 [10].
The challenging water supply issue demands the protection of existing supplies. In urban environments, heavy metals from pesticides, including illegal chemicals such as DDT,
have been identified as important risks to human health when contaminated sites are used
for grazing and when contamination is able to leach to groundwater supplies [82]. Risks
to groundwater in Jordan have been identified as landfills for solid and liquid wastes, industrial and commercial activities, sewer systems, and agriculture and farming [106]. In
a study in neighbouring Israel, Oren et al. [132] identified dissolved salts in poor-quality
irrigation water and nitrate fertilisers as serious contaminants of ground water, while
al-Adamat et al. [5] also identified aquifers located below irrigated fields in the Badia
region as being at elevated risk for nitrate contamination. This region faces an extreme
water deficit, with ground water extraction greatly exceeding estimated recharge [10].
Even with the over-exploitation of groundwater sources, water shortages continue to
hamper economic growth and risk environmental resources and human health. It has
been suggested that water harvesting and desalinisation offer the best options for Jordan
to meet its water needs in the future [80]. Protecting groundwater resources from the
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sources of contamination mentioned above is extremely difficult, if not impossible, failing
access to mapping of at-risk areas. Once areas of high risk have been identified, i. e.
areas with permeable soil, shallow ground water depth, where high risk activities are
undertaken, mitigation and management measures can be optimally allocated.
1.2.4. Environmental Infrastructure and Initiatives
Following the Rio Convention in 1992, a number of national and international environmental reports and initiatives have proposed plans to address pressing environmental
issues and trends. The most relevant to this discussion are the UN Convention to Combat Desertification and the Convention on Biological Diversity. Jordan is a signatory of
both of these conventions.
Informal projects undertaken to combat land degradation in Jordan have a relatively
long history. An afforestation program has provided seedlings and organised annual tree
planting festivals. The Badia Program was initiated in 1992 to encourage economic,
social and environmental sustainability in the Badia region. Social, agricultural and
engineering (geology, industry, remote sensing and GIS) aspects of the region are studied.
Management recommendations are made based on the data and information yielded from
these studies. Additional initiatives include:

 Jordanian Society for the Control of Desertification and Badia Development: study
of desertification, raising of public awareness, publication of study and research
results.

 Jordan Arid Zone Productivity Project (JAZPP): endeavours to raise agricultural
productivity in the Badia region
 Jordan Cooperative Organization: coordination of range reserves, farmer-level initiatives.

These programmes and initiatives indicate that the importance of the environment
is recognised in Jordan. The Ministry of Environment was established in 2003 and has
directorates responsible for air and water protection, waste disposal, nature conservation,
planning and environmental impact assessment. The ministry is also responsible for
drafting environmental legislation, capacity building and developing the institutional
infrastructure needed to comply with environmental laws and by-laws [110].
An Internet website exists describing a national geographical information data dictionary, with the objective being “to develop digital mapping standards and create a
National Digital Map Database with public access to all government institutions.”[119]
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Such a system would reduce the duplication of efforts, improve inter-agency coordination
and enhance the technological capabilities of participating agencies [119]. The website
describes some 25 GIS layers to be included in the information system, though as the
site has not been maintained since 1997 and since no reference to such an information
system has been found in any literature, it is must be assumed that this system has
never been realised.
1.2.5. Geographical Information Systems in Developing Countries
The development of geographical information infrastructure is challenging under the best
of circumstances. It is widely recognised that the construction of GISs in developing
countries has been unsuccessful in a large number of cases [48, 158] and that the muchvaunted potential of the technology has yet to be proven. Taylor writes that “if GIS are
to be useful and effective, then they must be introduced by indigenous scientists who
understand both the technological and the socio-economic context in which the systems
are to operate.”[158, p. 81]
Ramasubramanian notes that while GIS research in developed countries has shifted towards the complexity of its use, developing countries continue to tackle issues associated
with implementation of GIS technologies [135]. Further, hype surrounding technological
aspects GIS has often meant that the institutional aspects have been ignored [1]. That
being the case, many developing countries have developed and continue to refine soil
information systems, spatial decision support systems, and environmental information
systems.
Dalal-Clayton and Dent [48], in their highly critical review of land resource information
and its use in developing countries, note that a resource information system must have a
recognised place in the decision-making process. If this is not the case, “there will be no
demand for this information and no way of using it.”(20) Also discussed are problems
encountered with inter-departmental rivalry and poor inter-departmental communication
routes. The following excerpt from their text addresses two issues encountered in the
case of JOSCIS:
Without a strong institutional capability in land use planning, decisions
will continue to be made on short-term political and financial grounds, and
potentially-useful natural resources information will be unused and, therefore, lost. Inadequate archival services and short institutional memory resulting from frequent changes of staff also contribute to the loss of information. (p. 20) (Emphasis added)
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Sahay and Walsham [139] provid a review of literature related to the success of GIS in
developing countries. They note that four aspects of GIS cause problems and inhibit the
sustainability of GIS implementation. Data problems arise when non-standard formats
and outdated maps are used. Manpower issues arise due to a lack of trained personnel
and a poor understanding of the technology, especially among planners. Decision-making
structures often require untrained officials to make decisions. Policies enabling coordination between departments are often lacking, resulting in poor cooperation and the
duplication of efforts. Financing, frequently tied to development packages, cannot be
relied upon to maintain a GIS over the longer term. Domestic financing to maintain,
develop and utilise the GIS may be unavailable.

1.3. Recent Studies of Land and Soil Management in Jordan
Jordan has been the subject of numerous agricultural, geological, and other studies
since the completion of the NSMLUP. It is clear that the arid climate and difficult
conditions for agriculture are important factors in almost all land-use decisions, though
water scarcity is perhaps the single most pressing issue driving environmental research
in the Kingdom. This overview serves to convey an impression of the kind of research
being undertaken and what soil data are being used and reflects the extent to which
NSMLUP data is being used. Much of the research undertaken has been with regards to
sustainability issues in the Badia region. For this reason, the following review considers
areas centred in the Badia and other studies.
1.3.1. Studies in the Badia Region
Al-Adamat et al. [5] studied the vulnerability of groundwater aquifers to contamination
by salinisation and agrochemicals. Geological, soil and land-use data were combined in
a GIS to assign risk levels to wells in the Badia region. The study made use of NSMLUP
Level 1 mapping.2
Al-Bakri et al. [6] utilised aerial photographs, SPOT PAN⋄3 and Landsat TM⋄ satellite
images, and land cover maps from the NSMLUP to identify land-use changes in the Badia
region. They noted the importance of continued research into land-use patterns and the
requirement of quality data for such studies.
Allison et al. [15], in their study of geomorphology and soil forming processes in the
Badia region, utilised the soil maps from the Moorman soil study of 1959 [113] to assist
2
3

See pages 24–25 for a description of the NSMLUP survey levels.
The ⋄ symbol indicates that a term is explained in the glossary beginning 137.
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in the making of development recommendations.
Also in the Badia region, Tansey et al. [157] utilised satellite imaging radar, coupled
with field observations and soil texture data from Levels 1 and 2 of the NSMLUP, to
estimate soil moisture in rangelands. According to the authors, accurate soil moisture
information, accessible in the form of (digital) maps, can be beneficial to rangeland
management and allow the optimisation of grazing patterns under variable precipitation
conditions. They noted that such data can be used to optimise the use of scarce grazing
resources, identify areas suitable for rain-fed cultivation of grains, and mitigate conflict
between competing herders and land users.
Khresat and Qudah [91] investigated the formation and properties of aridic soils in
the Badia by making excavations at eight locations and undertaking identification and
laboratory analysis. This study refers to Allison et al. [16] for base data on soils in the
region.
The effects of intensive irrigated agriculture on soil degradation in the Badia region
were studied by Kirk [94]. He observed salt mobility and the development of areas of
high ESP (exchangeable sodium potential) in over-irrigated soils.
Ziadat [171] and Ziadat et al. [172] utilised both soil profile and soil maps from the
NSMLUP in their studies of digital terrain attributes, topographic data and Landsat TM
imagery as soil property predictors. Ziadat [170] discussed the detection and correction
of both systematic and unsystematic errors found in the spatial and attribute data of
soil maps and soil observation sites of the NSMLUP.
1.3.2. Studies in Other Areas
Al-Saad et al. [11] compared the possible relationships between agricultural practises,
land degradation and climate change in the surroundings of the historic settlement of
Abila and in the Wadi el-Arab. Soil profiles were analysed and the results generalised
across the landscape to gain an understanding of soil spatial variation.
Al-Sheriadeh et al. [13, 12] made use of profile data from Level 2 of the NSMLUP
in their examinations of erosion risk at the King Talal Reservoir. This reservoir is an
important store of freshwater in the Kingdom and the management of sediments in the
watershed can contribute to the optimisation of erosion management practices, thereby
improving the longevity of the reservoir.
Batjes et al. [25] undertook a major study to create a soil and terrain database between
1994 and 1996, mapping soil and terrain in Jordan at a scale of 1:500,000. The purpose
of this system was to estimate carbon stocks and changes in these stocks using various
carbon models. For the purposes of this study, the authors travelled to Amman and
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worked in close cooperation with the NSMLUP staff.
Harahsheh et al. [68] undertook a land-use suitability analysis of the Irbid District
in north-western Jordan. The study, using remotely-sensed images, topographical maps
and climate data, and soil maps (1:250,000), mapped suitability for tree crops and annual
crops (such as wheat, barley) over an area of 694 km2 . Soil depth, texture, structure and
stoniness were the soil attributes used as factors limiting suitability in this study. The
authors state that the study required the digitisation of soil maps, indicating that they
were using paper map albums, though they did not cite the soil study used.
Khresat et al. [89] studied the physical and chemical properties of soils in north-western
Jordan, citing the need for detailed characterisation of soils in this region. Their study
involved the excavation of four profile pits, the description and classification of the
observed profiles, and the chemical analysis of each horizon. Electrical conductivity,
pH, organic carbon and iron oxides were among measured properties. The same authors
used NSMLUP Level 1 parent material data in a separate study of soil properties related
to land degradation in the same region [92]. This study involved the excavation of six
profile pits.
Khresat [88] performed a study of calcic horizons using four profiles and laboratory
analyses in north-western Jordan, while Khresat and Taimeh [90] studied vertisols developed on limestone in western Jordan using six profile pits and laboratory analyses.
Lucke et al. [105] investigated historic land use impacts on local environmental conditions and the subsequent abandonment of the Decopolis cities in this region. The
study involved the excavation of soil profiles and laboratory analysis to characterise
soil conditions in north-western Jordan. Lucke [102] indicated that access to soil profile
descriptions and laboratory analysis would be helpful for further studies of Jordanian
soils.
Schmidt et al. [146] compared NSMLUP data with their own investigations of soils
in north-western Jordan. Because the NSMLUP offered coverage for all of Jordan, this
dataset was of significant use in the study.
Table C.1 on pages 141–143 in the Appendix summarises these studies. It is clear that
the NSMLUP data are available to a selected number of researchers in Jordan, though
it is not the case that all researchers are aware of or permitted access to NSMLUP data.
It has been identified that no digital soil or land use maps have been available for use
since 1996, and it is therefore the case that none of these studies, with few exceptions,
would have used GIS maps of soil distribution in Jordan as recent or as comprehensive
as NSMLUP data. Some studies, such as that of Margane et al. [106], used analogue
Level 2 soil maps.
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1.4. Discussion
Jordan faces serious challenges with regards to the sustainability of its agriculture and
the conservation of its land and water resources. Attempting to meet domestic food
supplies, or to decrease the need for food imports, can risk land degradation if activities
impacting the environment are not well managed. A number of authors have referred
to the need for improved soil data in Jordan. The environmental challenges reviewed
here paint a dire picture for Jordan. Many of these environmental, social, and economic
issues together posed questions in the 1980s that Jordan, with aged and impractical soil
information, remains unable to answer.
Since the mid-1990s, numerous studies have been undertaken examining soils in Jordan
or have made use of soil data. Only a small fraction of these had access to NSMLUP
data, and very few of the studies reviewed here had access to digital NSMLUP soil maps
in a GIS. This indicates that the NSMLUP data is not widely available and is cannot,
therefore, be made use of by managers and scientists, as was originally envisioned by
the project’s instigators. A number of authors identified a need for more expansive
knowledge of soil spatial distribution in Jordan.
All studies listed here that made use of other sources would likely have benefited from
readier access to the dataset created by the NSMLUP. Soil profile data and non-soil
datasets from the NSMLUP would have improved the analyses made by many of these
authors. Having had access to NSMLUP data would have simplified these studies by
eliminating the need for field work (e. g. Khresat and Qudah [91]), augmented the pool
of data available for analysis (e. g. Batjes et al. [25]), or would have made possible new
types of analysis.
The environmental issues discussed above have been present for some time. The
NSMLUP was seen as a tool and dataset needed for the sustainable management land
resources and was intended to meet the demand for spatial soil data in the Kingdom. The
following chapter will introduce the Project and the accompanying information system,
JOSCIS.
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2.1. Background and Overview
At the time of its inception, the NSMLUP was an ambitious project to map not only the
entirety of Jordanian soils, but also to produce land-use suitability maps to improve landuse decision making needed to address the agricultural challenges faced by the country. A
dependency on imported food and a limited capacity to expand the domestic agricultural
sector necessitated an improvement in land-use efficiency, and the conservation of fertile
lands and precious water resources.
The methodology of data collection and the sheer scale of the proposed project represented a significant improvement upon previous efforts to map soil distribution in Jordan.
The volume of data produced and stored at a single location rivalled or exceeded similar
facilities in many European countries of the era [121].
Originally identified as a project capable of bringing significant benefits to the Kingdom by the Soil Survey Section of the Jordanian Ministry of Agriculture in 1986, the
NSMLUP received funding by the Commission of European Communities in 1988. Hunting Technical Services Ltd. (HTS) was the consulting firm responsible for undertaking
the project on behalf of the Ministry of Agriculture.
The contract to undertake the project was led by a small group of ex-patriot experts
working with and training Jordanians. The project team included individuals from a
number of ministries, development agencies, and private firms. The history of the project
has had three important phases. The first was between 1989 and 1995, during which
time the fieldwork and the construction of the information system were completed. The
final reports for all levels of the project were completed by April 1995. In 1993, two of
the senior members of the consultancy team left and their responsibilities were taken
over by the remaining consultants and newly trained Jordanians. The second phase in
the history of the NSMLUP spans 1995–1996, during which time the digitisation of soil
maps was undertaken. The final period was the time between 1996 and 2005 when very
little work was undertaken to improve the state of the data, little research used the data,
and the data was not used for planning.
Until this time, soil classification in Jordan had taken place before the widespread
adoption of computers. A basic advantage of computer-based system over the traditional,
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analogue methods of data storage is the capacity to cope with very large data volumes
without resorting to generalisation [30, 55]. As well, modern methods allow the soil
scientist to store, display, and analyse much larger datasets than was possible with
analogue maps, thereby improving the efficiency of soil survey and reducing data loss.
Undertaking a large project with inadequate means to store and retrieve the data is
ill advised. In the case of soil studies, the costs of data acquisition are very high, thus
demanding from planners that provisions and facilities for efficient use of the costly data
be incorporated in the planning and implementation of the project. This fact was well
understood by the Project team and those responsible for financing and organisation,
and is reflected by the central importance of the computer-based information system
and GIS through planning, production and utilisation stages.
The objectives of the Project are listed below, and are taken directly from page 2 of the
Level 3 Main Report volume of the NSMLUP literature [122]. The comprehensiveness of
the objectives reflects the thoroughness of the planning and ultimately the importance
of the results to Jordan. Explicitly, the objectives of the project were to:

 Identify, describe and geographically locate areas of arable land.
 Classify arable land areas according to suitability for irrigated and non-irrigated
agriculture.
 Prepare pedologic soil maps for the country and selected areas in accordance with
U.S. Soil Taxonomy and correlate with the legend and definitions of the Soil Map

of the Arab World established by the Arab Centre for the Studies of Arid Zones
and Dry Lands.

 Obtain all information about soils necessary for agricultural and urban project
planning and design and create a digital data bank for storage of this information,

the staff necessary for updating and utilisation of the system being based in Jordan.

 Devise a training schedule for counterpart staff in order to ensure Government
follow-up of project activities.
 Provide the Jordanian government with an experienced soil mapping staff, knowledge of digital production of space and thematic maps, and data bank management
techniques.
Figure 2.1 on the next page shows the three levels of the project’s soil survey. Level 1
extends to cover the entire area of Jordan. Level 2 covers a sub-section of this area,
while Level 3 is nested within Level 2.
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(a) Level 1 of the project extended to cover the entire area of Jordan.

(b) Level 2 of the project covered an area (c) Level 3 of the project covered 800 km2
of 9000 km2 .
in areas deemed suitable for rainfed agriculture.

Figure 2.1: National Soil Map and Land Use Project study area extents.
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Table 2.1: Images used to map land cover and aid in soil mapping in the NSMLUP. Not all
images were available for the entire area of Jordan.
Image type

Date

Scale

Aerial photography

1978
1981
1992
April 1988
March 1992
March 1992

1:10,000
1:10,000
1:30,000
1:250,000
1:50:000
1:50:000

Landsat MSS
Landsat TM
SPOT P

2.2. Soil Survey and Mapping in the NSMLUP
The soil survey component of the NSMLUP used the land systems map, including geomorphological, vegetation and soil assessments, produced by C.W. Mitchell [111] in 1975
as a basis for general planning of areas to be surveyed. This was followed by the preparation of base maps using topographic maps of 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 scales, and 1:10,000
panchromatic aerial photographs. These preliminary soil maps were delineated using
topographic features, surface rock features and obvious patterns, and were the starting
point from which the surveyors began their observations in the field. The aerial photographs were combined with slope maps prepared by project technicians. Land cover
mapping was undertaken using aerial photographs and satellite imagery for Levels 1
and 2. Landsat TM, Landsat MSS and SPOT satellite images were used. Aerial photographs from various years and scales were also used. Details of these images are found
in tab. 2.1.
With the information gathered from profile pits and auger holes in the field (see
below), the pedologists prepared legends describing the mapping units. This process
is iterative, with office map preparation being augmented by field checking, until the
pedologists are satisfied that the boundaries of the soil maps are appropriate and that
the legends reflect, to the extent possible, the “ground truth”. Although the random
or systematic placement of observation sites is possible, NSMLUP sites were chosen
based on their representativeness of the landscape. Actual site placement was based on
aerial photograph interpretation, land topography, and other features observed by the
surveyor, thereby requiring the expert knowledge of an experienced soil surveyor for the
optimal placement of sites. This study employed a total of 20 individuals for surveying,
though not all of these had extensive experience prior to the Project.
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2.2.1. Project and Soil Survey Levels
The Project has in common with other soil and land surveys of this scale and scope that
the sampling and mapping were undertaken at three levels of intensity. The coverage of
the three levels is seen in fig. 2.1. Each level has certain advantages in both its degree
of detail and vagueness, thereby lending different levels of study for use in different
applications. For example, planning at the regional level is best undertaken with a
general assessment of land resources. Highly detailed mapping would include too much
information for an administrator or planner undertaking a regional assessment, but would
be required for studies at the scale of a watershed or town. By undertaking detailed
studies only where detailed data is needed, survey costs can be minimised.
Level 1 was a reconnaissance level survey of 1:250,000, where 1 cm on the printed map
represents a distance of 250 m “on the ground”. The entire area of Jordan (89,275 km2 )
was sampled with a density of one sample per 7.6 km2 , often using the transect sampling
method.1 Soils were described at the subgroup level of the 1992 United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil taxonomy. A total of 11,696 observations were made
for Level 1. Figure 2.1 shows the external borders of Jordan which forming the extents
of the study area.
Undertaken between 1989 and 1993, Level 1 was the first active stage of the Project
and it was necessary to collect and unify the diverse data sources available at that time.
This included the integration of a wide variety of related data into the GIS. Initially, the
digitisation of paper maps from disparate sources, including, among others, the Forestry
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture, the National Resource Authority, the Royal
Jordanian Geographic Centre, and the Water Authority (of Jordan), was required [121].
The original maps were of varying scales and ages, ranging from 1:25,000 to 1:2.5 million.
Most are between 1:250,000 and 1:1 million scale and were more recent than the 1960s.
Level 2, a semi-detailed survey, was undertaken in areas identified during Level 1
as having some potential for (rain-fed) agriculture and covered an area 9000 km2 and
mapped at a scale of 1:50,000. The identified study areas were sampled with an average
density of 3.2 observations per km2 . This study was undertaken between 1992 and 1994
and soils were mapped at the USDA series level. As Level 2 took place after Level 1,
observation sites from Level 1 falling inside Level 2 boundaries were used to assist in
mapping unit delineation. Level 1 contributed 380 profile pits and 1023 auger bores to the
total of 4228 profile pits and 19,754 auger bores falling within Level 2 boundaries [124].
Level 2 was separated into five regions. The first was the North Western Area, sur1

Transect sampling involves the sampling of soils along a vector or line through the environment. The
transect is oriented to maximise the observed variation.
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rounding the cities of Irbid, Mafraq and Salt. The second area was the Central Plains in
the region of Amman and Madaba. The third and fourth areas, the Southern Highlands
and the Northern Highlands, surround Karak and Shaubak/Tafila, respectively. The
North Eastern Area follows the canyon of Wadi Rajil.
Level 3 of the project was a detailed soil survey of a scale of 1:10,000. Taking place between 1993 and 1995, Level 3 covered over 800 km2 in ten separate areas of the country.
Careful consultation took place between the surveyors and various ministries and interested organisations regarding the selection of study areas. The Ministries of Agriculture,
Water and Irrigation, Planning, Municipal and Villages Affairs, together with the Royal
Jordanian Geographic Centre (RJGC), the Higher Council for Science and Technology,
and HTS met to discuss the extents of the detailed study areas. The preliminary results
of the Level 1 and 2 studies served as a source of information to assist in areas selection.
Areas for which inadequate aerial photographs could be acquired and areas for which
detailed surveys were already available were excluded from consideration. The areas
finally chosen for detail observation were in the surroundings of the following cities and
were named after the city, unless otherwise indicated: Mafraq, Irbid (Um Qeis and East
Nueimeh study areas), Ajlun, Balqa (Salt/Subeih study area), Madaba, Dhiban, Tafila,
and Shoubak (Shoubak/Fujeij and Dana study areas). Level 3 areas are those best suited
for agriculture.
2.2.2. Field Sampling and Laboratory Analysis
Field Sampling
The sampling of soils in the field offers the pedologist the opportunity to examine the
horizons of soil and classify the soil according to a soil taxonomy. Three different field
sampling methods entailing two levels of detail were used in the NSMLUP: profile pits,
auger bores/chisel pits.
Profile pits are essentially large holes dug by the surveyor or technicians, with which
the surveyor is able to make a detailed examination of the soil and its characteristics.
Soil horizons can be easily examined and measured and large samples can be collected
from each horizon for laboratory analysis. Technically, the unit of measurement is known
as a pedon and is spatially chosen such that it will be representative of the largest area
of soil possible, a polypedon. Profile pits are excavated to a depth of 200 cm or to a
root-impeding layer, and are generally 1–2 m wide.
Auguring is the least labour-intensive method of sampling, with a reduced quality
and quantity of data recovery. The auger is a long tool manually screwed into the soil,
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Table 2.2: Number of observation sites undertaken within survey Levels 1, 2, and 3 of the
NSMLUP [122, adapted from tab. 3.2 p. 20].

Profile Pits
AugerPBores
Bore : Pit Ratio

Level 1 Sites

Level 2 Sites

Level 3 Sites

Total Sites

380
3848
4228
10.12

1623
18131
19754
11.17

1736
15895
17631
9.16

3739
37874
41613
10.12

generally to a depth of 120 cm or to a root impeding layer [122]. In regions with very
deep soils, the auguring depth can be increased by the use of extensions. Due to the
small diameter of an auger, a large number of attributes cannot be measured at an auger
site while others are sampled with a reduced level of accuracy, as is described below.
Chisel pits are excavations of 40–50 cm in depth followed by an auguring to the rootimpeding layer or to 200 cm. This method allows superior observation of the upper
horizons and of characteristics relevant to agriculture compared to auguring, while being
less resource intensive than the excavation of full profiles. The number of soil attribute
observations made at chisel sites was identical to that of auger sites.
Auger bores and chisel pits are favoured over full profiles when used in a reconnaissance
study, when the digging of a profile pit is deemed overly detailed or too resource intensive
for the data required. They are often used to verify the extent of a soil body previously
sampled at a pit.
The ratio of augers to profile pits can range from 2:1 for very detailed mapping to
40:1 for reconnaissance level mapping [35]. The number of pits and augers used in the
NSMLUP is shown in tab. 2.2, as is the ratio of auger sites to profile pits. The actual
number of sites used to map each level is higher than what is shown in this table, as the
pedologists used sites from previous project levels when they were available.
For this study, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) terminology from Guidelines for Soil Profile Description [59] was used. Guidelines for Soil Profile Description
defines the soil attributes to be sampled. As was mentioned earlier, the USDA soil taxonomy was then used to classify the soils based on the sampled attributes. For both
augers and profiles, 74 separate surface attributes (e. g. particle size class, mineralogy
class, shape of slope, drainage, etc.) were recorded. These attributes include general,
non-soil characteristics such as the altitude of the site, the author of the description,
and the region in which the site lies. Information regarding the maps and aerial photos
containing the site were also recorded. The thoroughness of data collection at each site
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ensured that as much information as possible was referenced to a particular geographic
location [35]. For each horizon of an observation site, 54 attributes were recorded for
profile pits and 26 for augers. Horizon attributes included dry and wet colours, textures,
mottling characteristics, concretion characteristics, and crack, root and void descriptions.
Field observations were noted on special data collection cards specially designed for the
project. They allowed the efficient and uniform recording of field observations. Due to
the significantly larger number of observations taken at pits than at bores, separate cards
were designed for each type of observation site. The standardisation of data collection
is extremely important to ensure the completeness of the final data in a proper soil
survey [35].
Laboratory Analysis
In addition to surface and horizon data, laboratory analyses were undertaken for 2010
horizons, almost exclusively taken from profile pits. Over 70 different attributes were
calculated, though in practice far fewer were actually undertaken and entered in the
database for each sample.
The NSMLUP used a number of pedotransfer functions⋄ in conjunction with laboratory analyses. The following equation shows the pedotransfer function used to calculate
exchangeable sodium percentage, (ESP ):
ESP =

meq
N aexch [ 100g
]
meq
]
CEC[ 100g

× 100

(2.1)

where N aexch represents exchangeable N a+ (sodium) and CEC is the cation exchange
potential. These two (input) attributes are calculated in the laboratory using simpler
procedures than would be required to calculate ESP , the output attribute.
Further tests included soil physics tests undertaken at 102 sites using sprinkler and
double ring infiltration tests [123]. The profiles were chosen based on their representativeness of the most common USDA soil series⋄ . Structural stability, bulk density,
available water holding capacity and hydraulic conductivity were also measured at a
restricted number of sites. The motivation for these extended tests was to determine
the soil physical properties in relation to the major soils mapped in the Project, i. e.
to develop the pedotransfer functions. Due to the timing of the analyses, profiles from
Level 2 sampling were used, restricted to Level 2 and Level 3 sampling areas. The full
results of these tests, methodology and analysis is included in Volume 4 of the Level 3
reports, and can assist in the suitability analysis of lands for agriculture under irrigation
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and rain-fed conditions [123].
The Project objectives required the interoperability of results with soil resources of the
Arab Centre for the Study of Arid Zones (ACSAD) [122], and thus the choice of taxonomy
was very important. The reference literature and taxonomic system used to classify the
soils were Soil Taxonomy (1st ed.) [152] and the 1990 Keys to Soil Taxonomy [153] from
the USDA. Given that no other system was widely accepted or in common international
use when the NSMLUP was being planned, Soil Taxonomy was an appropriate choice.

2.3. Land Use Suitability Analysis
The land suitability maps could be described as the most important product of the
Project, as ultimately most soil data is required as a surrogate for soil productivity and
land use potential. Following the methodology of the Framework for land evaluation [58],
a number of potential land uses were identified prior to the undertaking of suitability
analysis:
1. rain-fed (annual) arable cropping (e. g. wheat or barley)
2. rain-fed perennial cropping (e. g. olives with associated fruit trees)
3. drip irrigated vegetables (e. g. cucumber, tomato, eggplant)
4. rangeland/grazing
5. forestry and re-forestation [122].
The task in land evaluation is to identify the suitability of a given mapping unit for
each of the potential land uses. The suitability classes utilised in the NSMLUP were:
S1 suitable for the intended land use
S2 moderately Suitable for the intended land use
S3 marginally Suitable for the intended land use
NS not Suitable for the intended land use.
Qualitative definitions of the criteria are useful when quantitative data is unavailable,
when the scale of spatial data is highly heterogeneous, or when the reliability of the data
is questionable. The NSMLUP data permitted the creation of quantitative criteria. For
each of these activities identified above, tables were prepared with quantitative criteria
used to define suitability classes. The framework for the classification tables is shown
in tab. 2.3 on the next page. The column “Land Characteristics” represents the land
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Table 2.3: Land Characteristics used for land evaluation in the NSMLUP [122, Table 7.1].
Code

Grouping

Land Characteristics

Land Qualities

c

climate

- precipitation: mean annual rainfall
- temperature: winter growth potential
- windrum (km/day)

moisture availability
temperature regime
wind hazard

s

soil

- total available water holding capacity
(AWHC) within 0–120cm depth (mm water)
- hydraulic conductivity (m/day)

moisture availability

- soil salinity (mS/cm)(ESPa )
- vertisolic root shearing
- secondary carbonate concentration
- potential fertility (CECb )
- nutrient availability (pH, CaCO3 )

a
b

oxygen availability at
the root zone
soil salinity
rooting conditions
nutrient availability/
soil toxicity
nutrient availability

e

erosion

erosion type; severity of erosion

t

topography

percent slope

trafficability/
micro
terrain/
nutrient
availability
terrain

r

rockiness

rock outcrop; surface boulders & stones %;
subsurface stone %

rooting
conditions/
moisture availability

Exchangeable sodium percentage
Cation exchange capacity

attributes for which data is held. The “Land Qualities” are the characteristics of the
land which are actually required, but for which some proxy is needed. For example,
although the planner actually wants an answer to the question “What is the type of
terrain in mapping unit N010?” (a land quality), the soil scientist or GIS analyst can
offer only: “The average slope in mapping unit N010 is estimated to be 3%” (a land
characteristic).
For Level 3 of the study, a combination of computer and manual means were used
to assess the soil mapping units, thereby assigning suitability values to the five landuse types (LUT) of each mapping unit. Table 2.4 on the following page shows a table
containing the criteria used to assign suitability classes for rain-fed annual cultivation of
Level 3. As can be seen, a suitability rating of S1 (highly suitable for rain-fed annual
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Table 2.4: Extract of a land suitability criteria table for rainfed annual cultivation (wheat
and barley, improved management, Level 3). The definition of suitability classes in terms of
mean annual rainfall and winter growth potential are shown. The relevant data sources are also
indicated [122, Table 7.2].
Limitation

CLIMATE (c)
Precipitation (mm)
(mean annual rainfall)
Winter Growth Potential
(days over 8° C)

Suitability Class

Source in Soil Database

S1

S2

S3

NS

>349

349–300

299-250

<250

>249

NL

NL

File:

Field:

Directly
obtained/derived
(& remarks)

brcm_x

prc_gis

Direct

brcm_x

temp_dec
temp_jan

New field
WINTGRPT
(Winter growth
pot.)

cultivation) required precipitation of greater than 349 mm per annum. Precipitation of
300–349 mm or 250–299 mm was considered to reflect a suitability of class S2 (moderately
suitable) and class S3 (marginally suitable), respectively. Precipitation of less than
250 mm would result in a rating of NS (not suitable for this use). As shown in this
figure, the data related to this suitability was found in the table brcm_x in the field
prc_gis.
The criteria were chosen for their importance in the determination of the suitability
(and productivity) of land for a particular LUT, for their availability in the context
of this study, and for the ease with which they can be objectively measured [122]. The
criteria of evaluation shown in tab. 2.4 are strictly environmental. The inclusion of socioeconomic (management unit sizes, marketing arrangements, employment requirements,
etc.) and technical aspects (herbicide applications, tillage techniques, etc.) of the LUTs
is limited to a qualitative discussion in the report. These aspects are generally considered
during the decision making process, when the suitability maps are used as a basis for
more complex analysis.

2.4. Discussion
The undertaking of the NSMLUP was an internationally and domestically supported decision, as is seen by the cooperation between Jordanian government bodies and external
funding agencies. It was hoped that the extensive field sampling and laboratory analysis
used to produce soil maps and land-use suitability maps would improve agricultural production, support sustainability, and bring benefits to present and future generations of
Jordanians. The inclusion of Jordanian pedologists, scientists and technicians was seen
as an approach to ensure the longevity of the project results.
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The data collection procedures and analysis techniques followed international standards of that time. The soil survey and land evaluation components of the NSMLUP
were, however, of no use without an information system designed for management and
analysis. The Jordan Soil and Climatic Information System will be described in the
following chapter.
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3.1. Purpose, Goals, and Applications
When the NSMLUP came to an end in 1995, it was intended that JOSCIS, representing
the software/data management system, computer facilities and staff and data components of the NSMLUP, be the platform through which information requests from various
ministries and authorities be processed. In addition, it was foreseen that JOSCIS could
“serve as a test bed for studying environmental processes, analysing trends and supporting decisions about resource management.”[121, p. G 1–1] According to the project’s
terms of agreement, the Soil Survey Section (the department of the Ministry of Agriculture to work with JOSCIS) should have been equipped with the technology, trained
staff and proper procedures and protocols to manage the large dataset produced by the
project.
JOSCIS was not only an integral part of the NSMLUP but was also a product of the
Project in the sense that it was to remain in use long after the Project itself had been
terminated. In the future it was expected that additional datasets and more sophisticated
modules of analysis would be added to the system, thereby expanding the potential for
new applications.
The NSMLUP goals, as outlined on page 21, are tightly connected to the tasks of
JOSCIS. The most fundamental goals of the project, taken in the context of this discussion, were to identify, describe, and locate areas of arable land and to classify these
areas according to suitability for irrigated and non-irrigated agriculture. To support
these ends, JOSCIS tasks included the entry editing, maintaining and outputting of
data and analyses. Further, the system was designed to calculate temperature, moisture, and land suitability by combining the various datasets listed in tab. D.1 on page 144
in the Appendix.1

3.2. Developers and Users
JOSCIS was developed by Mr. Gerhard Bechtold, a German computer programmer with
extensive experience working with GIS and soil information systems. He was responsible
1

This was an extended goal of the project and was only partially realised.
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for the programming of all software programs and the compilation of the accompanying literature and documentation. The database management system (DBMS) and its
literature are entirely in the English language. Throughout the development and usage
phases of the system, Jordanian computer experts were trained by Mr. Bechtold to use,
maintain, and improve the programs [121].
The intended users of JOSCIS were the trained computer specialists who had worked
extensively with the system. Although the system itself was simple to use, the long-term
health of a complex database requires a database administrator (DBA) with training,
experience, and proper documentation. Especially in the environmental sciences, a successful DBA can benefit from a thorough understanding of the data and its applications.
This will allow him to meet the needs of the actual data users who may be less familiar
with the details of database management or geographic information sciences.
The intended clients of the system were the ministries of the Government of Jordan.
Environmental data is collected, stored and used by a number of ministries and departments in Jordan, though the Ministry of Agriculture was the most important of these
and was intimately involved throughout the lifetime of the Project. Other authorities
are discussed on page 121.

3.3. Software and User Interfaces
The JOSCIS user interacted with Clipper⋄ executable modules when using JOSCIS.
This program acted as a front-end to the dBASE-based back-end of the system, thereby
protecting the user from the technical aspects of this database.
Each of the different functions of the system was built into a separate module, or
stand-alone executable program. Table 3.1 on the following page lists the modules and
their functions. The core of the system consisted of Clipper modules designed to perform
specialised functions, i. e. the execution of a variety of tasks required separate modules.
The user chose an option from a keyboard-driven menu—in essence a graphical user
interface—programmed to read and write to the database files. Modules were designed
for data entry, retrieval, maintenance and interpretation.

Figure 3.1 on page 35 is a

screen-shot of the module chmretrc (chemical data retrieval), displaying data for three
horizons of soil profile pit number PA001. The user had the option to display, save, or
print the retrieved data. The format of data entry modules was very similar to what is
shown in this figure.
The Clipper forms were designed to prevent erroneous data deletion or data entry
through the use of confirmation messages and input masks. Being directly linked to the
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Table 3.1: JOSCIS v.1.0 Clipper modules. Each module represents a single executable program
used to enter, view or modify data in the database.
Module type

Name

Purpose

Data Entry

borentrc
chmentrc
crpentrc
lchentrc
pitentrc
prcentrc
smpentrc
mstretrc
chmretrc
desretrc
gcoordkh
indretrc
locretrc
prcretrc
regretrc
smpretrc
tempintc
wrkretrc

Entry of bore descriptions
Chemical/analytical data
Crop requirements
Land characteristics
Pit descriptions
Daily precipitation data
Soil samples’ inventory
Combinations (selections) of soil data
Chemical/physical data
Profile descriptions
Geographic coordinates for bore sites
Qualitative work assessment by surveyor
Location data
Precipitation data
Register forms and summaries
Soil samples inventory
Temperature data
Quantitative work assessment by surveyor

Data Maintenance

mnt_impc
addnewfc
anycorrc
dat_impc
gis_impc
indexntx/indexndx
prc_impc
ser_impc

Regular data maintenance
Clearance of entry files
Correction of pit and bore data
Data append from entry to master files
Data transfer from GIS to soil database
Indexing of data files
Import of rainfall data by year/station
Import/export

Interpretation

tempintc
moisintc
suitintc

Temperature assessment
Moisture assessment (not finalised)
Suitability assessment (not finalised)

Data Retrieval

proper files, the modules shielded the user from frequent interaction with the physical
design of the system. Being designed in conjunction with the field cards, the data entry
forms were efficient interfaces between the computer staff and the database.
The GIS program used during the lifetime of the Project was Spatial Analysis System
(SPANS) from INTERA TYDAC Technologies (versions 4, 4.3, 5.21, and 5.22). SPANS
was chosen because of its advanced placement in the field of GIS software at the time of
the project. The connection between the non-spatial data of the database and SPANS
was not “live” in the sense that SPANS could connect to the database. Rather, the com-
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Figure 3.1: Original JOSCIS Chemical data retrieval module. Shown are data from the three
horizons of the observation site PA001 and their compositions in terms of sand, clay, etc. The
user interface restricted the entry of data to physically possible values, reducing the possibility of
erroneous entry. The fields conform to the FAO terminology for soil profile description.

puter specialist transferred the tabular dBASE data into SPANS for processing before
transferring it back from SPANS to the database using the indexing modules mentioned
in tab. 3.1.

3.4. System Functions
The management of JOSCIS non-spatial (attribute) data consisted of six tasks or functions:
Entry This function allowed users to input data from analogue sources (field cards)
into the database. The system ensured that the user was limited to the entry of proper
values (e. g. “rocky” is not a valid entry for “number of horizons”). Entered data was
then stored in temporary tables in a format that could be retrieved and checked at a
later time and prior to being saved in the master database files.
Data which could be entered in the system was divided into a number of different
types. For each of these categories there existed a specialised entry form. The categories
of data were soil (soil surface horizon data), chemical and analytical (results of laboratory
analyses), soil sample inventory (storage location), and precipitation data (rainguage
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records).
Checking

The checking of data was undertaken by a member of the staff. It is not clear

from the documentation to what extent data in the entry tables was compared with the
analogue sources, that is to say if all entered data was double checked (over checked),
or simply some subset of the data. The completion of this task was recorded into the
database itself. Although the user was limited to physically possible values at the time
of entry, this allowed semantically correct but wholly unreasonable values to be entered.
The correctness of values required the careful comparison of entered and original values
by a human operator.
Appending

Data appending was an important function of the system. After new en-

tries had been over-checked, they were ready for an automated computer check prior to
appending to the master database. This automated function of the system compared
entered values with a more complete set of criteria than used at the time of entry, as well
as with the data in the master database. The computer could detect errors that would
not appear on individual entry cards. When critical errors were identified, the user was
requested to address them. Site number sequencing, plausibility of geographic coordinates and dates, and missing values are examples of what was checked in this process.
Once all errors had been corrected, the data from the temporary tables was appended
to the master database. The temporary tables were then emptied in preparation for
subsequent entries.
Retrieval

A large variety of data retrieval operations could be performed by the JOSCIS

modules. The most important of these was mstretrc, the Master Retrieval or Selected Data Retrieval Module. The user could choose to search any subset of the
database according to defined criteria. Upper and lower ranges could be set for attributes, as well as geographic or other constraints. If a predetermined subset (determined in a previous query) was to be used, the query was limited to 5000 sites. The
output of such queries could be exported to a variety of formats, displayed on-screen, or
directed to a printer.
A second critical element of the retrieval modules was the profile description report
(desretrc module). Figure 3.2 on the following page shows an excerpt of the profile
report recreated using Microsoft Access. The user could select a single site, a range
of sites, or a predefined subset of sites for retrieval. The report provides the surface
and horizon data in an understandable form. The report translated the codes held in
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Figure 3.2: Profile pit description report. The report was available through the desretrc
module and displayed data from the database according to the FAO terminology for profile descriptions. This report could be viewed or printed. The format of this report is according to the
FAO terminology.

the attribute tables, making descriptions of individual sites useful for use outside of the
computer. As with all data retrievals, these results could be exported, displayed, or
printed.
Maintenance Regular data maintenance was required for the calculation and compilation of a number of types of data: particle size classes, colours, chemical data, temperature data, water-holding capacities, estimated monthly soil temperatures, and so
on. As well, data maintenance was undertaken to transfer spatial and non-spatial data
between the two system components, namely the GIS and the database. An example
of this would be the calculation of the rain gauge nearest to an observation site. The
system contained algorithms and commands in specialised modules that calculated these
values and updated the appropriate tables in the database.

3.5. Datasets and Database Structure
3.5.1. Spatial Data
The spatial dataset of JOSCIS consisted of vector format maps. The total size of the
SPANS spatial data and the attribute databases was approximately 200 MB and over
2000 individual files representing approximately 250 maps. As of 1996, soil observations
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(a) Excerpt of Level 1 soil map.

(b) Excerpt of Level 1 map legend.

Figure 3.3: Level 1 map and legend excerpts. The representative profile PM123 is visible in the
centre of the figure. International boundaries, wadis, rivers, roads and villages are also shown
on this map. The background image is Landsat TM/SPOT P. The legend contains details of soil
components, altitude and slope, geomorphology, and vegetation and land cover.

sites were not spatially represented as layers in the GIS. The spatial data can be separated
into the following categories:

 national level maps describing a wide variety of features, including soil maps;
 digitised individual soil map sheets relating to Levels 1, 2, and 3 of the Project
 other maps (miscellaneous or unknown subject matter).
2

Paper map albums were a core product of the NSMLUP. Prior to the development of
GIS, these albums, together with the survey reports, were the medium with which the
knowledge of the soil surveyors was recorded and communicated. Level 1 of the study
consisted of 10 sheets, Level 2 of 28 maps sheets, and Level 3 of 47 sheets. An excerpt of
a Level 1 soil map is shown in fig. 3.3(a). The representative profile PM123 is visible in
the centre of the figure. International boundaries, wadis⋄ , rivers, roads and villages are
also shown on this map. The background image is Landsat TM/SPOT P. An excerpt of
the legend, found on the pages following the map in the album, is shown in fig. 3.3(b).
The legend contains details of soil components, altitude and slope, geomorphology, and
vegetation and land cover.
A user would consult the map to locate a soil based on the mapping unit drawn on the
map. If an agricultural field fell within a mapping unit marked as “8” on the map legend,
the user would refer to the legend to learn that the elevation in this mapping unit ranged
2

A full listing of the national level maps is found in the Appendix on pages 144–145.
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between 350–450 m, that annual precipitation was between 450–550 mm, and that the
mapping unit consists of 25% Typic Xerochrepts, a USDA soil series. Locating areas
with particular characteristics is difficult with the map albums, as the user must search
the map sheet for the mapping unit number.
Land cover, soil and topographic paper maps were manually digitised using a digitising
table and puck in order to allow access through a computer rather being limited to an
analogue (paper) map. The full process of digitisation is depicted in fig. 4.5 on page 48.
3.5.2. Database Structure and Non-spatial Data
The database component of JOSCIS was file-based. While the programming methods
adopted in 1989 were state-of-the-art at the time, a number of serious limitations are
inherent to file-based systems, as will be discussed on page 51. This approach was based
on the existence of a fixed number of tables, determined at the time of programming.
The data types, file names, and the total size of each type of file (the aggregate sum
of the individual files) are shown in tab. 3.2 on the next page, where x refers to a single
letter assigned to each surveyor, and S is a set of precipitation station (rain gauge)
initials. The JOSCIS non-spatial data consisted of six basic types. Some of this data
was collected in the field or laboratory during the NSMLUP, while other data were
acquired from national authorities in Jordan. Each type of data was stored in numerous
files. Soil surface data, soil horizon data, climatic data, and so on, were each stored in a
separate group of files. Bore data was separated in files according to the surveyor who
had collected the data at the site, thereby reducing query times. Thus, all observations
made by Austin Hutcheon are found in files with the suffix _A, while those of Ian Baillie
are found in files with the suffix _B, continuing until all data had been allocated. A total
of 20 initials were used.
Additionally, the system required secondary files to contain data temporarily or to
act as look-up tables. A look-up table, or a domain table, is used to store codes and
code descriptions for attribute values of the database. In order to minimise data storage
needs, integers are stored in the place of text descriptions. Rather than storing large text
strings in the database, the code description is accessed during data entry as a reference
for the personnel.
Temporary files stored data during processing or prior to the manual or automated
checking of entries. Following the processing of checking, the files would be emptied.
The use of look-up tables not only decreases data storage costs, but also increases
searching and updating speeds. When information from the database is needed, the
look-up tables act as legends for the stored values. When one considers that more than
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Table 3.2: JOSCIS database files containing NSMLUP non-spatial datasets. Each file is of the
dBASE format.
Data type

File name

Laboratory data
Bore surface data
Pit surface data
Bore horizon data
Pit horizon data
Compiled bore data
Compiled pit data
Physical data
Precipitation data

analtot
brsf_x
ptsftot
brhz_x
pthztot
brcm_x
ptcmtot
phystot
prc_S

Number of files

Total size (MB)

1
20
1
20
1
20
1
1
59

0.74
11.2
1.1
7.6
1.7
7.5
752
0.008
7

30 attributes refer to a look-up table, the data savings are substantial for a database of
this magnitude. These tables are described in tab. 3.3 and are labelled “support”.
In addition, a number of files have been found with the core data, yet are not described
in the documentation. A number of the files are empty, though a number appear to
have been actively used. Other files appear to have been renamed by a member of
the computer staff and are meant to replace the original files, though no explanation or
documentation describes what, if any, difference exists between the renamed and original
files. These files include, but are not limited to the dBASE files analkha, bpgisint,
cordkf, rnalkh, romlkh, and serjdee.
3.5.3. Metadata
The NSMLUP produced a number of sets of documentation beyond the technical reports describing the results of the project. The JOSCIS User Guide and Reference
Manual [121] is the most important of these in terms of its description of the dataset.
The metadata3 component of JOSCIS was given some consideration between 1989 and
1993, but completely ignored between 1993 and 1996.
The user guide and manual describes data entry, retrieval, and maintenance procedures, and acts as a technical guide to printing, scanning, and other tasks. Further to
this, it contains a complete data dictionary describing the structure of the database and
its fields and tables. Table 3.4 is taken directly from the JOSCIS data dictionary and
shows an excerpt of the attributes which describe pit and bore surface observations. The
entities in the Attribute column are the shortened names used to technically describe
3

The importance of metadata is discussed in Subsection 6.3.3 below.
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Table 3.3: JOSCIS support files used to temporarily contain data during processing or provide
support data for processing or data retrieval. Temporary files were rewritten as data was entered,
check and saved in the database. Support files were look-up tables.
Data type

File name

Type

Bore surface data
Pit surface data
Bore horizon data
Pit horizon data
Laboratory data
Surveyor data
Look-up codes
Colour codes
Crop characteristics
Land facets
Raingauge data
Help file
Land cover
Data transfer specifications
Evapotranspiration
Printer settings
Display settings
Soil mapping unit composition
Soil taxonomy conversion
Village location file
Precipitation data template

brsf
ptsf
brhz
pthz
chemical
gen_auth
gen_code
gen_col
gen_crop
gen_face
gen_guage
gen_help
gen_lch
gen_m2cm
gen_pet
gen_prnt
gen_scrn
gen_smap
gen_taxo
gen_vill
rainfram

temporary
temporary
temporary
temporary
temporary
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
temporary
temporary
temporary
support
support
support
support
support
temporary

each attribute, while Description is a comprehensible description of the attribute. Unit
refers to the unit in which the value is measured (e. g. m for metres, code for a look-up
code, or if it is a text description text). Width describes the number of characters that
can be entered for the attribute. Default contains either a default value, is blank in the
case that there is no default value, or R if the field is required. The column Expl (Explanation) is a reference to the description code dictionary found in the JOSCIS Manual.
These codes are fully described in look-up tables. The excerpt in tab. 3.4 shows that the
attribute coords_e is the easting coordinates in metres. The value is a six digit number
with zero decimal places and is a required entry. A description of this field is found in
the JOSCIS manual at entry 102.
The GIS aspect of the system is also given extensive treatment. The Manual covers
digitisation procedures, data processing, printing and plotting, and miscellaneous settings and backup procedures. The documentation is detailed enough that one could
operate the system and the software of that time using no other source of information.
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Table 3.4: Excerpt of data dictionary showing observation site surfaces attributes. The data
dictionary defines the domains (permitted values) for each attribute of a table. Please refer to
the text for a detailed discussion of the table.
Attribute

Description

Unit

Width

Default

Expl

sitenum
coords_e
coords_n
systc
...

Site number
Easting in applied projection
Northing in applied projection
Applied projection

text
m
m
code

(5)
123456
124567
1

R
R
R
R

101
102
102
1

In short, this manual was a complete guide to the daily procedures required to use and
maintain JOSCIS.
The Manual contains considerable information regarding the digitised maps. Almost
300 pages of the volume are dedicated to describing important aspects of each of the
core maps of the system.4 These attributes include the full and short names of the map,
digitised features, source (authority), source map, source map projection and scale, and
the digitiser’s name, among others.
The Manual does not include a formal metadata resource describing the non-spatial
datasets (soil, laboratory, and precipitation data). Full methodology descriptions and
other types of metadata are to be found in the NSMLUP reports. The spatial datasets,
however, are without metadata beyond what is found in the JOSCIS Manual. Because no
files contain the purpose or type of data in the file name, and none of the post-1993 maps
contained proper legends, there are many cases in which it is impossible to determine
what information the maps contain.

3.6. Discussion
JOSCIS was a modern and custom-designed soil information system built to manage
the NSMLUP dataset. Using hardware and software modern at the time, JOSCIS allowed trained technicians to administer the dataset and use it for various applications.
Because the NSMLUP was undertaken before Jordanian government departments had
fully transitioned to digital information systems from the traditional analogue methods,
JOSCIS was seen as a resource supplementary to the paper map albums and reports.
Due to the rapid development of information technology, JOSCIS was no longer a
4

Please refer to pages 144–145 of the Appendix for a complete listing of these maps.
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cutting-edge information system by the time the project was completed in 1995. That
being the case, the system was able to perform the tasks required of it with precision
and speed. The management of over 41,000 soil profiles and approximately 100,000 soil
horizons was satisfactorily undertaken with JOSCIS. While the modules were capable
of spatial analyses that would now be considered rudimentary, they did allow a level of
analysis far in excess of what is possible using analogue datasets.
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4.1. Introduction
This chapter will review the developments of the NSMLUP and JOSCIS since the end of
the project in 1993. It was at this time that two of the senior consultants left the project,
namely the original project leader and the computer consultant. These changes left
Jordanian staff responsible for all tasks related to data processing and documentation.
The observations that follow are based on conversations with a member of the original
team, a GIS technician employed after the stoppage of processing, and on the analysis
of the data itself.
As the NSMLUP was ending in 1995, a number of management challenges were already
beginning to appear. Despite the careful planning and efforts of the consultants and
Jordanian staff, the useful life of JOSCIS and the NSMLUP data would end within
months of the completion of the Project. Information regarding the period 1995–2004 is
limited to what has been gained through interviews and consultations, and is insufficient
to identify with a high degree of certainty the underling factors of the collapse. Therefore,
this discussion is limited to the observation of the factors leading to and following the
collapse, and should not be considered an investigation in which fault can be assigned.
As was outlined in the study report Jordan Soil and Climatic Information System: Recovery and Rehabilitation Prospects [29], a number of negative developments took place
immediately after the completion of the Project. These developments had grave consequences for the data such that a serious rehabilitation effort is required prior to its use
in a modern database.
As was mentioned above, JOSCIS consisted of four key components: software, computer facilities, staff and data. It may have been assumed that if these four components
were properly functioning, JOSCIS would also function. Below is a brief description
of the development of each of these components. It will be shown, however, that the
institutional framework within which these components are embedded is a critical factor
in the usefulness of the system.
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4.2. Software Failure
Software issues played a major role in the history of JOSCIS. The failure of the license
key (dongle) for the SPANS software was a critical event. The key was necessary for
any use of the software and therefore for access to the data. The dongle would have
needed to have been ordered directly from the software company in Canada. It appears
as though the key was reordered on at least two occasions, though it is certain that in
1996 the key became non-functional for the final time.
The data was physically secure, but with the failure of the SPANS key, it became
entirely unusable. As the entire set of digital maps was stored in the SPANS format,
no other software could have been used to gain access to the data. At the time of the
failure, the treatment and processing of digitised maps was being undertaken. These
tasks were therefore left incomplete, as is discussed below. Thus, the digital soil maps
and all other spatial data were fully inaccessible for the length of time that SPANS was
non-functional. This period lasted between 1996 and 2005, at which time I undertook a
rehabilitation effort to migrate the data to a standard format.
The soil profile database should have been completely accessible throughout the period
between 1995 and 2004, though its ease of use would have been extremely poor by modern
standards. Clipper modules have been made to run successfully on computers running
both Windows 98 and Windows XP operating systems.

4.3. Computer Facility Failure
Computer section documents indicate that hardware breakdown and inadequacy were
becoming a concern as early as 1995. Funding beyond what had been originally provided
for the Project was not available to secure improved computer hardware beyond the
acquisition of a Pentium computer. As was reported by Blattmann, the main database
computer did not have a functional keyboard in 2005.
Once JOSCIS was non-operational, it is likely that any request for funding to obtain
new hardware would have been denied. In effect, by disrupting any work with the data
and thereby eroding confidence in the system, the failure of the hardware ensured that
no new hardware would be obtained. The acquisition of new hardware would have,
however, significantly improved the situation.
While the original modules can be used on modern computer, the nature of the Clipper
modules requires that the data be stored in the identical path used to store the data
in 1996 (i. e. C:\dbase\natsoild). This makes the use of the modules in a network
context very difficult and the printing of output from JOSCIS impossible.
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4.4. Staffing Problems
The term “staffing problems” is meant to indicate disconnections between the human and
non-human components of JOSCIS. The staff responsible for finalising the digitisation
of Level 3 maps had received considerable training and were naturally the most familiar
with the data and software of anyone in Jordan. They had become experts in SPANS
and Clipper, and had first-hand knowledge of the basic structure and nature of the data.
GIS experts are in high demand in wealthy countries even today: these individuals were
priceless resources for Jordan at that time.
When the SPANS key failed, the four remaining members of the computer section
were without work until 1997. Within a short period, they were transferred to other
departments, leaving a vacuum of knowledge at the department responsible for JOSCIS.
As these staff were replaced, an adequate transfer of knowledge did not take place. The
new technician, although trained in GIS, was inexperienced with SPANS and lacked
any training or familiarity with the data. He was forced to acquire background of
JOSCIS through the Project literature. The greatest challenge he faced was recovering
the SPANS data, yet without a working copy of SPANS and with no experience with
the program, this was extremely difficult [7]. Despite an excellent knowledge of English,
reading thousands of pages of technical reports in his non-native language would have
been very challenging.
This staff member attempted to contact the original specialists and experts from
various local universities in order to receive assistance in his attempts to recover the
data. Unfortunately, even with some assistance he was unsuccessful in his attempts,
and between 2000 and 2004 was unable to make any use of the data. In effect, when it
was most critical that the staff have familiarity with the data and software, i. e. when
JOSCIS failed and a recovery was being attempted, the experienced staff were removed
from the section.

4.5. Data Problems
An examination of the data indicates that work with the data had ceased at an inopportune time. A number of important tasks had been left partially or fully incomplete.
A total lack of documentation describing work with JOSCIS data between the periods
of 1993–1996 meant that the recovery of the data during this study was hampered. The
most important of the resulting problems are related to map legends and transformation
errors.
As described in my earlier study, the NSMLUP maps had been inaccessible since the
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collapse of JOSCIS in 1996. The challenge in recovering the files lay in the format in
which they had been saved, namely the SPANS format. Because the SPANS format of
that era is no longer supported by widely used software programs, the transfer of files
from SPANS to a more widely used format had not taken place. Once this preliminary
recovery had been completed, a more detailed examination of the files was possible. It
was at this point that a number of shortcomings in the data were observed.
4.5.1. Map Legends
The most serious shortfall in the integrity of JOSCIS data is the lack of legends to
the spatial data. During the investigation of 2005, it became clear that no legends or
attribute tables had been attached to the maps. Although a unique ID code for each
object was present, it is useful only insofar as it can be linked to the appropriate data.
Unfortunately, most maps were without legends prior to the rehabilitation efforts of
2005, at which time a restricted number of legends were recovered. Attribute table were
found and attached to the Level 3 land suitability maps, and most of the core maps listed
in the Appendix in tab. C.1 on pages 144–145. As well, the observation site maps have
been fully upgraded to include all attribute data. Addressing the missing and incomplete
map legends represents the most important outstanding task towards the rehabilitation
of the JOSCIS maps.
Figure 4.2 is a recreated map from the Nueimeh study area. It was during my earlier
study that the legends for the Level 3 land suitability and maps were recovered and
attached to the spatial data. The data displayed for each mapping unit has been compiled
from the appropriate attribute table. The soil maps from Levels 2 and 3 should also
possess such legends, while all other maps should possess a legend appropriate to their
types. However, because these legends have yet to be recovered in digital form, the
digital maps are without attribute data.
The labelling of this map shows a number of important attributes of the mapping
units. For example, mapping unit N149 is seen to be classified as containing the soil
KCA7, have the depth class “s”, the rock outcrop class “R1” with less than 10% stone
cover and less than 20% gravel cover, and the slope class of “c”. This indicates that the
soils are “shallow fine mixed thermic family of Lithic Xerorthents”, the depth class is
“< 50 cm”, the rock outcrop class is “< 10%” and the slope is “5–8%”.
The steps necessary for the creation of topologically correct vector data are shown in
fig. 4.5 on the following page. The examination of JOSCIS data reveals that the righthand portion of the process, the preparation of spatial data, was not completed. On the
level of the individual soil map sheet, unique identifiers were indeed manually added.
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Paper map
or
Field data

Non−spatial
attributes

linked by unique
Spatial data

identfier

Manual
Digitising
Input via text files

Scanning

Visual Check

Clean lines and junctions
Build topology

Create entity identifiers

Create relational tables
Link spatial to
non−spatial data

TOPOLOGICALLY CORRECT
LINE AND POLYGON DATABASE
Figure 4.1: Procedure for the production of topologically correct vector data. This procedure
was not completed for any digital maps of the NMSLUP. The creation of relational tables and the
linking of spatial and non-spatial data were not completed. Level 3 maps did not undergo clean
up of lines and junctions. (Adapted from [37].)
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Figure 4.2: Sample of a complete, labelled soil map. This map has been recreated with NSMLUP
data and contains the same soil data as the original map albums. The original albums also
included supplementary information such as roads and built-up areas. Because the soil maps are
part of a GIS, many different data layers can be over-layed, allowing complex spatial analyses far
exceeding what is possible with analogue maps.

These individual map sheets were not, however, joined or linked to the appropriate
attribute data.
4.5.2. Transformation Errors
At the time of the Project, secrecy surrounding the parameters of the various projection systems meant that the project’s computer specialist was forced to calculate the
parameters on his own. Though it is stated in the documentation that these parameters
are accurate within ± 10 m, the actual error is approximately 170 m, as is illustrated in
fig. 4.3. The arrows indicate the shifting of sites due to projection calculation difficulties. The sites marked with a “ + ” are the original coordinates calculated by a JOSCIS
module, whereas the sites marked with “ • ” represent recalculated coordinates. A number of sites (e. g. W4116 and W4117) can be seen to shift from one side of the Level 2
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Figure 4.3: Observation site shifting attributed to the mis-transformation of coordinates from
the Palestine Grid/Belt projections to the Jordan Transverse Mercator (JTM) projection. The
original coordinates (“ + ”) represent the geographic coordinates calculated by JOSCIS using an
inaccurate algorithm. The newly recalculated coordinates are based on accurate logarithms and
are marked by a “ • ”.

soil boundary to the other. The north-east side of this boundary is an airport and no
sampling was undertaken here. Ziadat [170] attributes these inconsistencies to errors in
data processing, as is discussed below.
It also appears that Level 3 soil maps have been incorrectly transformed from their
original projection. Level 3 soil maps were originally hand-drawn on basemaps of a
varying, undesignated projection systems. These maps were then hand-digitised. All
maps were thereafter saved in the JTM projection, implying a transformation of those
maps from the other projection systems. The transformations were undertaken using
the geographic coordinates in decimal degrees as the stop-over between systems. As
mentioned above, the precise transformation parameters for Palestine Grid and Palestine
Belt maps were unknown at that time. The transformation used during the project is
shown in fig. 4.3 to have not included the rule-of-thumb correction of −93 m (easting) and
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−160 m (northing) described in the Clipper executable file locretrc commentary [26].
The figure shows an incorrectly transformed Level 3 soil map (thin line) from the Mafraq
area. The thick line indicates the likely boundary of the map sheet as indicated by the
Level 2 soil map. The discrepancy is very close to that of the observation points, though
slightly lesser in magnitude.
Verifying the accuracy of Level 1 maps was not possible given the lack of correspondence between features visible in the SPOT images and soil boundaries at this mapping.
Ziadat [170] notes that the inconstancy between international borders in properly georeferenced satellite imagery and the borders shown on the Level 1 soil maps is consistent
with an incorrect transformation.
Level 2 maps were checked against features in the SPOT images. Figure 4.4(a) on the
next page is in the Madaba study area of Level 3. The town of Madaba can be seen
in the upper right-hand corner. Many of the soil boundaries are clearly indicated by
the surface vegetation and geomorphology visible in the SPOT image. The agreement
between the soil map and the image appears to be very good. Figure 4.4(b) on the
following page shows the Level 3 soil maps and a shift similar to that previously shown
in Mafraq in fig. 4.3 on the previous page. As was discussed by Ziadat [170] and shown
in fig. 4.3, the shifting of Level 3 soil maps appears to be rather severe.
According to the JOSCIS Manual, the base maps used for Level 1 and 2 used the
JTM projection. As was mentioned earlier, these parameters were well known at the
time of digitising. Details regarding the base maps used for Level 3 are found in the
Main Report. Because topographical maps of the 1:10,000 scale were unavailable, photoenlarged 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 topographic maps were provided by the Royal Jordanian
Geographic Centre. Ziadat posits that some of these maps used the Clarke 1886 ellipsoid
and the NAD27 datum, while others used the International 1909 ellipsoid with the
European 1950 datum. He further concludes that it was the failure to account for the
differing datums in topographic base maps during digitisation that lead to the shifting
in the Mafraq study area (30 m easting, 130 m northing).
It should be noted that Ziadat [170, 171, 172] has been the only author who made use
of this data to mention this geographic dislocation, and is the only author to have used
Level 3 soil maps.
4.5.3. Other Issues
Batjes et al. [25] note a number of serious problems with the soil profile data. Their
study made use of forty-eight soil profiles in the mapping of Jordan using the SOTER
methodology. Batjes et al. note “glaring inconsistencies in the original data set”(7),
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(a) Overlay of Level 2 soil maps sheets on SPOT (b) Overlay of Level 3 soil maps sheets on SPOT
image. The soil map shows excellent agreement image. The soil boundaries show a systematic shift,
with the land cover visible in this image. Note the as was also seen in fig. 4.3 on page 50.
discrepancies at the map sheets overlaps.

Figure 4.4: Overlay of Levels 2 and 3 soil maps with SPOT images. The SPOT image has
10 m resolution and is from

requiring the rigorous checking of data for consistency and plausibility undertaken using
expert knowledge and common sense. For example, they observed “the erroneous use of

) for organic carbon, inorganic

percent (%) instead of the mandatory per thousand (

carbon, total nitrogen and gypsum content . . . ”(p. 7). Other errors required access to

the original profile descriptions for the checking of values. Batjes et al. also noted that
expert estimates (rather than measured properties) were not properly recorded in the
database.
Ziadat noted a number of independent inconsistencies with the attribute data of both
observation sites and land suitability maps [170]. Errors in attribute data such as a
water holding capacity of greater than zero while the soil depth is registered as zero
were found. He also observed that a number of horizons contained entries whereby the
course material size and type were non-zero, whereas the percentage of course material
was zero.
Checking for logical inconsistencies, such as those discovered by Ziadat and Batjes, is
likely a straightforward procedure using standard queries in any database management
software. When serious problems are discovered, reference to the original field cards
would offer the opportunity to correct erroneous data entry.
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The original, file-based approach to database construction is no longer appropriate for
the JOSCIS data for a number of reasons. Firstly, this type of database results in an
unwieldy number of files. Secondly, the system can be changed only on the programmatic
level: new authors (surveyors) can only be added through changes to the source code
of the system. Finally, the coupling of this data with a modern GIS would require the
linking of each of these files (a total of 63 soil data files) with the spatial entities, a time
consuming and potentially error-prone approach. These limitations are discussed further
on page 65.
Because work with the data was terminated prior to the completion of the digitisation
work, the Level 3 soil maps are also affected by inconsistencies along map sheet borders.
Soil maps for Levels 1 and 2 have been treated to remove slivers and anomalous polygons,
whereas those for Level 3 have not. The digitisation error is not in excess of what is
to be expected from manual digitisation procedures. Ragged edges of mapping units in
fig. 4.2 on page 49 are found at the borders of map sheets where slight inconsistencies
lead to error.
The poor usability of the informal metadata described above represents a serious
hurdle to the reuse of this dataset. Although there does exist some documentation, it is
informal and ill suited for use by third parties.
Finally, the soils classification undertaken during the NSMLUP was made using the
1990 Keys to Soil Taxonomy and the first edition of Soil Taxonomy [152]. Given the
continuous development of this classification system, there have been concerns raised
about this aspect of the data [75]. Issues of international interoperability result from the
use of differing systems. Further, newer generations of Jordanian scientists are likely to
become more familiar with more widely used systems such as more recent versions of
the USDA taxonomy or an FAO system. A thorough review of alternative classification
systems and the needs for compatibility should be undertaken prior to a decision to
convert the classifications to a particular system. It could be that the original need for
compatibility with ACSAD (a key reason for choosing the USDA taxonomy) no longer
exists, whereas other international projects, such as the SOTER database, require FAObased classifications.

4.6. JOSCIS Upgrade
Many of the issues described above would have been immediately evident to those administering the data. The response of the Ministry of Agriculture to these challenges was
to request a proposal from the original consultants for an upgrade to JOSCIS in 1998.
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The draft upgrade discussed advances in software and hardware, as well as proposed
field work to supplement the original data [75]. It was intended to immediately recover
the data and return it to use prior to enhancing the system through the inclusion of
improved climatic data, remotely sensed images, and supplementary fieldwork. As was
the case during the NSMLUP, local staff were to have been trained in the use of the
GIS and data management software. The upgrade was submitted to the Commission of
European Communities but did not receive funding.

4.7. Recovery and Rehabilitation Prospects Report
In 2004, I undertook an assessment of the technical obstacles to the recovery of the
NSMLUP dataset and reported these results in the report Jordan Soil and Climatic
Information System: Recovery and Rehabilitation Prospects [29]. The study was the basis
upon which this thesis was prepared. The purpose of this investigation was primarily
to assess the state of the data, though improving accessibility to the dataset was also
very important. Because the data had been saved in an outdated format (SPANS), the
initial task was to migrate the data to a more widely-used format.
The migration involved the transformation of the data from the JTM projection system, a coordinate system useful only for Jordan, to the WGS 1984, a coordinate system
in use world-wide. Additionally, redundant files were removed and the Level 3 map
sheets were merged to form a single map. Land use suitability legends and other legends were located and attached to the spatial data files. The creation of digital maps
containing the observation points was also undertaken.
The attribute data of the NSMLUP was migrated into a relational database for testing
purposes. On a prototype-basis, many of the original JOSCIS functions were recreated
using this database.

4.8. Interim Uses of JOSCIS Data
The factors outlined above combined to render JOSCIS unusable. In the fall of 2004,
the state of JOSCIS was as shown in tab. 4.1. Very limited application of the data has
taken place, as outlined in tab. C.1 on pages 141–143 in the Appendix. It must be noted
that this survey of studies is as comprehensive a list of applications of NSMLUP data
as was possible to compile. The Department of Lands and Irrigation of the Ministry of
Agriculture operates a GIS with the soil observations data for the purposes of rangeland
management. It is not clear to what extent the horizon data or laboratory data have
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Table 4.1: A summary of the state of of critical JOSCIS components in 2004. problems in each
of the system components prevented [29, p. 44].
System component

Summary of condition

Computer facilities
Software
Staffing

hardware non-operational, incomplete
GIS software non-operational, DBMS potentially operational
trained staff transferred out-of-section, replacement staff received inadequate training
data secured on hard drives and compact discs, GIS inaccessible, profile
data theoretically accessible

Data

been integrated with the surface data at the department, though it is known that no soil
or LUS maps are being used.
As was mentioned above, the NSMLUP soil maps were available in limited in digital
form to a very select number of individuals. Those studies that did make use of the
digital soil maps likely acquired the dataset unofficially and would have required access
to the SPANS software.
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5.1. Institutional Issues
A discussion of the failure of JOSCIS cannot exclude some consideration of the institutional setting in which the project was undertaken and within which JOSCIS was to
operate. It is more difficult to describe the institutional setting in Jordan in 1996 than
to detail the technical attributes of the dataset. What follows is a discussion based
on interviews with involved individuals and conclusions drawn from the investigation of
similar systems.
Singh [151] identified factors contributing towards low utilisation of remote sensing
data in developing countries. While not identical to soil maps, these two types of spatial
data have much in common. A number of the issues raised by Singh are related to the
case of the NSMLUP:

 High costs of equipment and maintenance combined with lack of capital
resources Funding was neither available to replace the defective SPANS key nor

to acquire modern computer hardware in 1996.

 Reliance on short-term foreign experts and lack of continuity External
experts have been needed for important tasks related to data accessibility and
funding acquisition.

 Supply driven approach as opposed to demand driven approach The
inadequate identification of soil data needs led to a situation in which the NSMLUP
data was not considered to be an indispensable asset. The lack of identified needs
allowed decision makers to ignore the plight of the dataset.

 Inadequate dialogue between decision makers and technical personnel
Technicians may have been unable to effectively communicate the urgency of the

situation and the implications of the failure to complete digitisation. My previous
study [29] was, for example, not reported directly to high-level decision makers.
The migration of the data has, more than one year later, had little impact.

 Users do not appear themselves; any information and output generated
must be systematically and continuously promoted Because JOSCIS remained in service for such a limited period of time, users have essentially been
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limited to those with access to the NMSLUP maps albums and reports. It is not
clear at this point, how potential users would react to the rehabilitation of NMSLUP. The focus of such an effort would define to what extent users would appear
for access to the dataset.
It is interesting to note that the goals of the project, as shown on page 21, were
all fulfilled and the project itself was clearly very successful. Despite this, it is clear
that neither the Kingdom of Jordan nor the major financial backer, the Commission of
European Community, can be satisfied with the results of the project and the subsequent
developments described above, implying that at the time of the project’s conception and
during the preparation of the terms of reference, the vision for the application of the data
had been conceived on an abstract or theoretical level, rather than in practical terms
with concrete goals extending beyond the submission of the map albums and technical
reports.
That a serious understanding of the possible benefits of JOSCIS was lacking can be
inferred from the length of time between the final failure of the SPANS key and any
efforts to address the issue. Because I was able to undertake the data migration in a
very short time, there does not appear to have been any pressure from the departments or
ministries to make the system available, implying that the benefits of a soil information
system were either unknown or misunderstood.

5.2. General Discussion
The NSMLUP was undertaken to explicitly meet the recognised need for accurate, accessible and reliable soil information and land-use suitability maps in Jordan. A number
of environmental, social, and economic factors, coupled with advances in information
systems, made the construction of a soil and climatic information system, JOSCIS, a
feasible and laudable decision. Fieldwork was terminated in 1993, yet data processing
and the preparation of the final reports continued until 1995, at which point the Range
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture took final possession of JOSCIS and the
NSMLUP.
At that time, JOSCIS was fully functioning and the database contained all soil and
analytical data from the soil survey. The final reports of the Project contained map
albums and legends describing the surveyed soils and the results of the land suitability
analyses. Full descriptions of the survey and laboratory methodologies are found in
these resources. The digitisation and finalisation of soil maps and land suitability maps
were tasks to be completed by Jordanian staff of the Project. It may be assumed that
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the original Terms of Agreement of the project did not require that the final product
include the soil maps in the GIS, as the digitisation of these maps was undertaken largely
after the hand-over of JOSCIS and the documentation to this process and of the data is
lacking.
Unfortunately, technical issues caused an initial stoppage in the digitisation process.
A domino effect of software, hardware and staffing problems led to a non-operational
system and incomplete dataset. Since these problems were not addressed, further issues
arose which made the continuation of digitisation more difficult, leading to the present
situation in which no use of the data, with the exception of a number of studies and the
use of profile data at the Range Department, has ever been made. Reference to fig. 4.5
on page 48 shows that the linking of spatial and non-spatial data was never completed
and that the digitised Level 3 maps did not undergo the “cleaning” of lines and junctions.
The failure to complete these steps has resulted in topologically incomplete vector data.
While the original JOSCIS modules can be used on modern computer workstations
and the data accessed, modern expectations and software require that new approaches be
used to replace the Clipper modules. The hard-wired nature of Clipper modules make
their application in a networked computing environment impractical. The file-based
database has been eclipsed by modern database technologies.
The environmental challenges reviewed in Section 1.2 have not abated since the 1990s.
Indeed, the need for soil information in Jordan remains pressing. Because the simple
resurrection of the original information system would allow the exploitation of only a
small fraction of the data’s potential, a more ambitious rehabilitation is needed. What
is clear from the observations made here regarding the failure of the original system is,
however, that no effort to bring JOSCIS to a useful condition can be executed failing an
adequate strategy or realisation plan and a vision of potential uses.
Such a strategy must consider the potential uses of such a system and the state-of-theart of soil geographic databases. To this end an introduction to soil information systems
is provided, with an in-depth survey of soil data applications in contemporary literature,
and the examination of two soil information systems. After examining these systems, it
will be possible to make recommendations as to how the shortcomings in the JOSCIS
dataset can be addressed and what steps are required to ensure that renewed efforts to
use the dataset are successful.
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6.1. Introduction
This chapter offers an introduction into the basic concepts of soil geographic databases.
By identifying the basic components of a modern SGDB, datasets commonly included
in such databases, and their organisational/institutional settings, recommendations for
the reconstruction of JOSCIS can be made.
Soil survey is the basic method through which knowledge of surface and sub-surface
attributes, characteristics and properties of the soil can be acquired by soil scientists
and recorded in accessible forms, such that the land may be evaluated for human uses.
Information regarding important attributes of the soil is collected from remote sensing
(aerial photographs and satellite images), topographical maps and through the sampling
of a relatively small number of observation sites. The soil scientist uses this data to
create maps of soil spatial distribution for analysis and interpretation.
Soil information is needed for the management of soil and water resources, and for
numerous other applications discussed below. Modern computing and data collection
technologies allow pedologists and other scientists to describe soil properties across a
landscape.
A soil geographic database (SGDB) is a database built for the management, storage, manipulation, analysis, and retrieval of soil survey and soil-related data. Spatial
aspects of soil observations, soil maps, and of soil landscapes is an integral aspect of
such a database, and the coupling of the database with a GIS is extremely important.
Understood under SGDB is a carefully planned system of spatial and non-spatial data.
SGDBs became an important aspect of soil survey when affordable computers became
available. The first databases were essentially digital replacements for the traditional,
analogue methods of storage and cataloguing. They were initially used simply to accomplish the tasks performed by traditional data storage methods since the beginning
of systematic data collection in pedology. With the expansion of GIS capabilities came
a number of important extensions to database use: the inclusion of sophisticated spatial
analyses, digitisation of analogue soil maps, integration with remotely sensed images,
improved data processing, and automated data interpretation [173], and various forms of
visualisation. The evolution of such systems has changed soil science and research from
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Table 6.1: Basic components of a soil information system. Every SIS will contain the three
elements of data, hardware and software, and organisational structure.
General component

Specific component

Data

conceptual model
geometric data
attribute data
documentation and metadata

Hardware/software

workstations, servers, plotters, etc.
GIS software
database management system

System users

technicians
internal researchers
external researchers
lay people
organisational framework
decision makers

a descriptive to a quantitative science [39].
A SGDB, like any GIS, has three basic elements: data, hardware and software, and
systems users, as shown in tab. 6.1. The data element consists of a conceptual model, geometric and attribute data, and metadata. The hardware and software are the particular
grouping of technologies chosen for a system. System users refers, on a general level, to
the organisational network of communication, resources, and authority connected to the
inputs and outputs of the information system. More specifically, system users refers to
individuals who are involved with the system. These include technicians responsible for
the construction and maintenance of the system and who work directly with the data,
researchers both internal and external to the organisation that owns the data, lay people
(the general public) and managers. Political decision makers may also be involved in the
use of a system if it is maintained/owned by government agencies.

6.2. Conceptual Model of Soil Landscapes
Soil survey is based on a conceptual model of the soil landscape that, according to
Hudson, is a paradigm [71]. The paradigm states that a soil surveyor, using his tacit
knowledge and the observation of soils at certain locations on the landscape, can predict
the occurrence of soils in similar positions at other locations. By dividing a landscape
into soil-landscape units, the surveyor is able to make conclusions about soil types based
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on the more easily observable surface morphology. The observation of surface conditions
are used to enhance this predictive capacity. Unfortunately, this tacit knowledge is rarely
conveyed in full on final soil maps or in soil survey reports. Hudson writes:
As a general principle, the more different two conterminous areas of soil
are, the easier it is to locate the boundary between them accurately and
precisely. This is a fortuitous relationship. Because of it, conterminous areas
of soil that are the most different generally can be separated most accurately
and precisely in mapping. (p. 837)
The work of Jenny [81] has proven monumental in pedology and is also at the centre
of the paradigm. Jenny abstracted soil forming processes in his famous State Factor of
Soil Genesis:
S = f (cl, o, r, p, t, . . .)

(6.1)

where S denotes any soil property, cl is the environmental climate, o represents animal
organisms, r is relief, p is parent material and t is time since the start of soil formation.
It has been, until recently, impossible to quantitatively describe a landscape according
to Jenny’s formula, forcing soil surveyors to rely on qualitative descriptions of the soil
forming factors.
It is with this paradigm that soil scientists structure their approach to soil survey. The
surveyor attempts to find linkages between the landscape as understood through remotely
sensed imagery and topographic maps. Prior to beginning the field work, base maps
depicting estimated soil delineations are prepared using these resources. Specifically,
the delineation of soil boundaries begins with the interpretation of large-scale aerial
photographs (API) using surface topography, vegetation, rock features, human activities,
terrain aspects and morphology, and other observable features as references [35].
The pedologist draws soil mapping units (SMU) onto the base maps. At this point
in the survey, these units are areas suspected to represent areas of similar soils. These
base maps are taken into the field by the surveyor and guide the sampling, where soil
observations are used to estimate and describe the soil variation of each mapping unit.
The result of such soil survey is generally a choropleth soil map: a model built from
points, lines and polygon units. Soils are grouped into mapping units according to
the observed soils, though the purity of such mapping units is highly dependent on
the scale of the mapping. Mapping units are rarely of a high purity (homogeneity)
and generally contain numerous similar and dissimilar soil types. The homogeneity of
each mapping unit is reflected in whether it is described as a consociation, association,
complex, undifferentiated group, or unassociated soils, where each of these contains a
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual model of the geoform-soil complex data structure following the geopedological approach. The morphon and pedon are shown to be the basic components described by
both their internal and external features. Increasingly smaller-scale units (polypedon, soilscape,
etc.) are described using various data sources. The result of this combination is the classification
of soil mapping units [173].

defined number of different soil taxa and dissimilar inclusions (different soils) [173]. The
soil map legend describes the purity of the soil map and the soils observed there. Analysis
undertaken with a choropleth map is referred to as Boolean in nature, meaning that a
given point on the map can belong to a single set only (e. g. a profile can belong to a
single soil series only).
The borders of each polygon are infinitely thin and therefore fail to reflect whether a
soil boundary is sharp, gradual or diffuse. A number of authors have criticised the model,
and note that the choropleth model has a number of serious disadvantages when used to
convey soil distributions. Burrough [39] notes that this type of map was a result of the
implications of analogue technologies available to soil surveyors in the past. The quantity
of data collected in soil survey was historically much more than could be assimilated by
the data user, necessitating the drastic simplification of data for interpretation. While
the resulting maps are simple and easily interpreted, they give the user a false sense of
the precision of the mapping and thus of real soil variation.
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Soil boundaries may be directly observed to vary over short distances, though it is
much more common that they are inferred from landscape form, and vegetation, among
other factors. That these two types of boundaries, observed and inferred, exist is not reflected by the choropleth map approach [37]. Additionally, the nature of Boolean logical
operators (AND, OR, NOT, XOR) implies that strict membership in a set is required.
This inflexibility may be inappropriate in situations where data is subject to measurement error or uncertainty [37].
Zhu et al. [169] note that the smallest unit that can be mapped using this model is
often larger than the variation observed in the field. As well, each mapping unit is
generally described in terms of a taxonomic classification rather than in terms of soil
characteristics. The characteristics of a classified soil are thereafter only known by the
typical characteristics of the identified class. The result of these generalisations is the
loss of soil surveyor knowledge.
An alternative to this method is the geostatistical interpolation of soil properties based
on soil profiles. Advances in remote sensing and computer processing have permitted the
field of pedometrics or predictive soil mapping to begin to solve Jenny’s equation [147].
A large volume of literature has been generated with studies comparing traditional soil
and land suitability mapping methods with interpolative methods (cf. [21, 38, 169]),
though it is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine this topic in any detail.
Data for soil classification and mapping are collected from a number of sources including at the minimum remotely sensed images, field observations, and laboratory analyses,
as described in the topmost level of fig. 6.2, data sources. The remotely sensed images
are combined with field observations to describe the external features of each morphon
or observation site. Laboratory analyses and field observations describe the sub-surficial
aspects of each pedon or observation site, where the horizon is the basic unit of soil observation. The morphon and pedon are generalised to a greater area, known as polymorphon
and polypedon.
These units are abstracted to the soilscape⋄ level and are classified according to a soil
or geoform taxonomy, such as the USDA’s Soil Taxonomy. A soil map is derived from
the acquired data and soil mapping units are delineated according to the conventions
chosen by the pedologists. Judgement is required regarding the scale of the map, the
size of the minimal legible area (the smallest area representable on the map), and the
classification of mapping units with multiple soils. These decisions will be made based
on the resources available for the survey and its anticipated applications.
The survey observations component represents all field observation undertaken during
the soil survey. Modal pedons are pedons chosen as being representative of mapping
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units for which extended analyses are undertaken.
Soil map units form the core of the database. Information regarding the composition
of mapping units and the proportions of these, and of distribution patterns should be
stored for each mapping unit in the map legends, in the case of analogue maps, or in the
database, in the case of digital maps. Further, phases or use-specific classifications can
be designated for each unit. This component of the database contains attribute data for
each mapping unit and the spatial extents (total area) of each unit.

6.3. Database Management Systems and Metadata
6.3.1. Database Management Systems
Database management systems are collections of programs used to manage databases.
A DBMS is needed to enter, modify, delete, query, and view data stored in a database.
Databases are essential components of environmental and geographic information systems. Defined as “a shared collection of logically related data, and a description of this
data”[46, p. 14], databases are used to manage all types of data in various formats such
that they can be easily stored, manipulated, queried and archived. Soil studies produce
large amounts of data which must be systematically stored if they are to be of any use,
thereby requiring custom designed databases. This is especially the case when the data
is both spatial and non-spatial. A DBMS consists of an organisational model, a software
component, and data.
The management of large amounts of data can be undertaken using various database
models. One of the most simple of these is the file-based database, in which data
is stored on the workstation computer itself in single files, as was the case with the
JOSCIS database. According to Connolly and Begg [46], a number of serious limitations
are inherent to file-based systems, including the duplication of data throughout the system, the possible incompatibility of files, the static nature of queries and the numerous
application programs required for data manipulation, and lengthy development times.
These disadvantages imply that the file-based database is useful only for routine applications and extremely ill-suited for interactive work or alterations to the structure of
data storage.
Various database models which can be used for a server-based system, including the
file-based, hierarchical, network, relational, object/relational, and object-oriented models. While each of these has certain strengths, because the relational database model
is simple, proven and adept at handling the conceptual model soil landscapes described
earlier, it is the most widely used for the storage of soil-profile and spatial soil data. The
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reader is advised to consult Levene and Loizu [100] or any text dealing with databases
for a review of these and other systems.
The relational database was initially developed by Codd [43] and has a number of
characteristics and advantages which differentiate it from the hierarchical, network, and
other designs. According to Thalheim [159, p. 7], the relational approach has a number
of strengths:

 an advanced database design theory based on mathematics
 formally defined query languages
 automatically generated access paths for relations and the opportunity to realise
data independence
 optimisation of descriptive languages and the relational calculus
 a user-friendly, comprehensible, and understandable approach.

Codd defined the fundamental components of relational databases as being the relation, attribute, and tuple. The model is grounded in the relation or table, which is the
entity in which data is stored. The columns of the tables correspond to the attributes
of the individual records. Each row, or tuple, of the table contains the data for a single
record. Each attribute of a relation is defined on a domain, or set of values permitted
for a particular attribute.
In important aspect of relational databases is the extent to which they are normalised.
Normalisation refers to the process of reducing data redundancy and storing related data
together in tables. The normal forms are levels of normalisation that become increasingly
strict in their requirement. A normalised database will be smaller (in terms of storage
size), less vulnerable to data redundancy and errors, and more easily maintained.
The management of spatial data for GIS poses some challenges to conventional relational DBMS. GIS data consists of three basic types: non-spatial data, spatial data,
and pictorial data. Non-spatial data are alphanumeric and are handled by conventional
databases. Spatial data include the location, geometry, and topology of a spatial object.
Pictorial data are digital images, such as satellite or orthographic photographs. The relational database required some modifications from its original form to properly handle
spatial and pictorial data.
6.3.2. Geometric and Attribute Data
A soil information system contains geographical data that can be categorised as geometric
and attribute data at the most abstract level. Geometric data consists of points, lines
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and areas in a GIS, representing physical objects, continuously changing objects (e. g.
elevation models), classified objects (e. g. soils), or events [27]. The choice of how a real
object is represented in a GIS is dependent on a number of factors, including the scale
or resolution and the purpose of the dataset. Each geographic object is described by one
or more attributes that describe a fundamental characteristic of the object. Attribute
data are stored in tabular form containing a unique identifier that links the attributes
with the unique identifier of the geographic object.
6.3.3. Metadata
Metadata, or “data about data”, are critical to all datasets and play crucial roles in
their use. Metadata inform users and potential users what data is available, whom to
contact for information regarding the data, and include descriptions of many aspects of
a dataset. Any dataset lacking the context created by metadata are useless. Proper
metadata ensures that data remain fit for use for as long a period as possible, allows
the use of data for multiple applications, and allows both the producers and users of
a dataset to acquire and maintain an organised overview of what data exists. As well,
metadata describes transfer procedures of data from one system to another.
A metadata standard declares what information is required or mandatory, the type
of entry permitted (i. e. integer, text, date), and the domain of the entry, and is often
stored in the XML (extensible mark-up language) format. However, any description
of a dataset, even a hand written note or other informal documentation, is a form of
metadata.
The long-term use and interpretation of geographical data is highly dependent on
the creation of accurate, standardised, understandable, and accessible metadata. Over
the long term, the absence of metadata will deteriorate any reuse value the data may
have. Once a study has been completed, the collection of metadata can be tedious, timeconsuming, and expensive to assemble, thereby underscoring the importance of including
proper documentation at the time of a study [32, 155]. Metadata compiled ex post facto
may not be as complete as it would have been had compilation taken place during a
project, as information can be lost, forgotten or destroyed. It should be the task of
those compiling data to provide documentation detailed enough to pass the “20 year
test” such that a researcher could continue to use the data twenty years later.
It is noted by Robertson et al. [32] that while the costs of collecting and maintaining
such a comprehensive set of data can be significant, it should be considered obligatory
for those conducting and funding long-term research [32]. Strebel et al. [155] discuss the
increasing costs of metadata acquisition in the years following a project’s completion
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of how the recovery of data and information about data (metadata)
becomes increasingly difficult through time. The costs of recovery eventually exceed the benefits
(Adapted from [155]).

and the similar decrease in the percentage of information recovered. This relationship is
depicted in fig. 6.2. Through time, the percentage of data recoverable decreases (dashed
line) as the costs associated with a recovery rise (solid line). After some time (10 years
in this figure), no data is recoverable.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO 19115:2005
Geographic Information: Metadata [79] is an internationally developed and accepted
standard for geographic metadata. It is part of a series of geographic information standards being prepared by ISO Working Group 211 and has been adopted in both Germany
and Europe. The basic components of the standard are described in tab. 6.2.
ISO 19115 defines the minimum set of metadata required to serve the full range of
metadata applications (data discovery, determining data fitness for use, data access, data
transfer, and use of digital data) and optional metadata elements to allow for a more
extensive standard description of geographic data if required. As well, a method for
extending metadata to fit specialised needs is provided [78].
The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) has published the Content Stan-
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Table 6.2: Components of ISO 19115 metadata standard. The description of these aspects of a
dataset would contribute greatly to the quality and usefulness of the data. [79].
Metadata Component

Contents

dataset identification

citation information, abstract, purpose, credit, status,
points of contact
restrictions to use
data lineage, thematic, positional and temporal accuracy
scope and frequency of data updating
mechanisms used to represent spatial information in a
dataset (e. g. raster parameters)
spatial and temporal reference system(s)
data content and/or data catalogue information
description of the portrayal catalogue
data distributor contact information
non-ISO 19116 metadata
information about the application schema used to build the
dataset
spatial and temporal extents of the dataset
standard method for citation, responsible party description

constraint information
data quality
maintenance information
spatial representation
reference systems
content information
portrayal catalogue information
distribution information
extension information
application schema information
extent
citation/responsible party

dard for Digital Geospatial Metadata [62] (CSDGM) which describes the FGDC Metadata Standard, a standard in use with government agencies in the United States. This
standard is highly compatible with ISO 19115 and will become the US profile of this
standard in the near future. This standard is freely available in full for download from
the FGDC website1 . The main components of the standard are identification information, data quality information, spatial data organisation information, spatial reference
information, entity and attribute information, distribution information, and metadata
reference information.
A number of commercial and non-commercial software tools are available to assist
with the task of creating properly formatted metadata documentation. Tkme and FGDCMETA(AML) are two free programs available for download on the Internet2 capable
of creating CSDGM-compliant XML files from inputted data descriptions. ArcCatalogue
and Spatial Metadata Management System (SMMS) are commercial products able to
partially populate metadata files based on datasets, and create both CSDGM and ISO
compliant metadata files.

1
2

http://www.fgdc.gov/standards/standards_publications/
http://sco.wisc.edu/wisclinc/metatool/mtools.htm
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6.4. Applications of Soil Survey Data
The environmental challenges described above have been observed, to various scales and
degrees, throughout human history and in many regions of the earth. Great civilisations,
from the Egyptians and the Babylonians to the Aztec, Inca, and Maya, experienced
expansion and retraction caused or influenced by their local soils. Even the Greeks and
Romans saw the relationship between the fates of their civilisations and the fecundity of
their lands.
Human responses to these challenges have historically been without the benefit of
a technical understanding of soil science, population dynamics, or impact mitigation
measures. Within the past decades, scientists from industrial nations have developed
and championed technical methods of land resource management. These methods make
use of computers to store, manage, and analyse massive quantities of data. This pool
of knowledge and technology are currently sufficient, in theory, to address many major
threats to global sustainability such as land degradation [73].
The management of soil resources is extremely important—critical even—in addressing the environmental challenges discussed earlier. While all of these challenges are
interlinked with social institutions, international agreements and treaties, and environmental forces beyond the control of individual nations, accurate, current, and accessible
environmental data will remain an important tool for integrated land management at the
national level. The management of soil resources is a basic component of any approach
to mitigate these problems. Any technological set of solutions to these issues must
include national and international databases, remotely sensed images, and computerbased information technologies [73]. These technologies, in turn, must be embedded in
an institutional framework that is capable and interested in their utilisation.
Soil geographic databases and their accompanying information systems are used in
a variety of applications and indeed the major purpose of soil mapping is to assist
decision makers to rationally plan the use of soil and land resources [108]. A single system
and database can be used for several of applications if the database has been properly
structured and if the data have been collected according to standard procedures and
are well documented. Decision makers require a broad understanding of the possible
applications of a SGDB if they are to allocate resources to its construction, maintenance
and use.
The integration of datasets from different sources into a single information system
can yield new information. This integration must, however, consider issues of scale or
resolution, units of measurement, and the purpose of the original data. Failure to do so
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Figure 6.3: Integration of GIS, spatial databases, and models. Models are used to aggregate data
from disparate sources and create data which can be interpreted for land-management decisions
(adapted from [130]).

can lead to the production of unrealistic data and erroneous predictions [130]. Figure 6.4
shows a schematic of how various data sources (remote sensing, soil databases, etc.)
can yield indicators of important environmental variables (land use/land cover indices,
soil physical/chemical parameters, climate records). These data sources are integrated
in models to yield holistic descriptions of landscape processes and characteristics, data
much better suited for land use and land management decisions than the raw datasets.
Steiner [154] writes that the responsibility for the sustainable use of agricultural resources lies mainly with policy makers. National structural policies are seen to have
significant impact on the activities and behaviours of farmers and land users. He notes
that cooperation between government organisations is critical if the complex factors
influencing land-use practises are to be successfully understood and managed. This
complex interaction of policies, agro-technology, and agricultural services are, however,
so complex that it is necessary to consider three key variables. The first two of these
variables require detailed soil survey data:

 Regional ratio of arable land to population as an aggregate measure of the margin
available for ecologically feasible development of farm enterprises until the maximum carrying capacity of a farming region has been reached

 Soil fertility as a complex (and measurable) value for yield capacity, regeneration
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capacity, sustainable yield security and sustainable soil management

 Pricing and costing as a major economic lever for adapting farming operations,

gradually changing and developing land use systems and production techniques to
earn sustainable ground rent [154, p. 39].

Darwish [49] describes recent efforts to improve the soil and agriculture knowledgebase in Lebanon. Soil scientists were equipped with disjunctive and outdated analogue
soil maps and it was recognised both domestically and internationally that the establishment of a 1:50,000-scale soil map of the country and a soil and terrain database would
contribute to both local and regional land management efforts. Further, studies were to
be undertaken to better understand the impacts of urbanisation on the agricultural land
base and of salinisation, among others. The establishment of a soil bureau and the integration of a soil and terrain database with research institutions were recommended by
Darwish. The primary application of such a system was ultimately to convey knowledge
of soils and best practises to farmers in Lebanon.
What follows is a more detailed examination of some of these models and applications
possible with integrated datasets.
6.4.1. Soil Interpretation and Land Evaluation
Even before the onset of computers and prior to the advent of formal overlaying techniques used by landscape architects in the late 19th century, land users, i. e. farmers,
have been judging which lands are best suited for different crops or uses [44]. With the
increasing demands placed upon land resources, the need for a formalised and scientific
approach to this activity has steadily grown, as has our capacity, in theory, to balance
more complex and intensive land-use activities with environmental fragility.
The importance of informed land use decisions is growing as environmental problems
increase in severity, magnitude and frequency. This is particularly the case in regions
with degradable and scarce land resources. Land use suitability mapping (LUSM) is
the process of creating maps displaying the suitability of land for particular uses, and
is intimately connected with soil survey when an evaluation has ecological aspects. The
task is to provide a methodology by which human activities can be judged as suitable
or unsuitable, such that those lands best suited for particular activities are allocated to
those activities. While the most obvious application of this information is for agriculture,
many other land uses can be evaluated with regards to soil properties. Understood under
LUSM are also land use and landscape planning. Thus, land use suitability analysis and
mapping offer decision makers at national, regional and local levels tools to judge and
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compare the appropriateness of particular land use choices [58].
Preparing these maps often requires access to soil survey information. Indeed, some
land evaluation studies can rely exclusively on soil maps [70], implying therefore that
the final quality and scale (or resolution) of the LUS maps will be highly related to
the quality and scale of the soil mapping. Huddelston describes three reasons for the
central position of soil maps in LUSM: “1) soils are essential land resources; 2) soil
survey interpretations are often sufficient to meet land the evaluation objective; and 3)
soil surveys provide a cartographic base from which maps of resultant land evaluation
classes can be made.”[70, p. 761]
Both choropleth and raster-based, interpolated soil maps can be used for land evaluation. When based on choropleth soil maps, suitability classes will coincide with mapped
soil boundaries. Burrough, MacMillan and van Deursen [40] recommend the use of some
variety of fuzzy set classification methods based on interpolated point data for land evaluation to overcome limitations of Boolean analysis on crisp (vector- or polygon-based)
data.
One of the key assumptions of LUSM is that the success of a particular land use is
highly dependent on the characteristics of the land upon which it is practised. Further,
the state of the surrounding environment (air, land, water, etc.) will be affected by the
choice of land use and its intensity [150]. By formally examining the ecological requirements of an activity (e. g. inputs, outputs, restrictions, etc.), and linking these to the
properties of a particular land unit (e. g. terrain development costs, drainage, microrelief, climate, etc.) it is possible to determine the minimum conditions for suitability, or
suitability classes [33]. The FAO publication A Framework for Land Evaluation [58] is a
thorough guide to this methodology and is widely used.
A Framework for Land Evaluation contains broad definitions, allowing for modification
and expansion as the particular context dictates [34]. The framework specifies a number
of principles to be followed in the preparation of an evaluation. These are:
1. Land suitability is assessed and classified with respect to specified kinds of use.
2. Evaluation requires a comparison of the benefits obtained and the inputs needed
on different types of land.
3. A multidisciplinary approach is required.
4. Evaluation is made in terms relevant to the physical, economic and social context
of the area concerned.
5. Suitability refers to use on a sustained basis.
6. Evaluation involves comparison of more than a single kind of use [58].
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To this end, it is standard to define between two and five classes of the order “suitable”,
three being the usual number. Additionally, between one and two classes of the order
“not suitable” are defined. Such an evaluation is based on the knowledge of physical,
chemical and biological characteristics of soils in a study region, and on the knowledge
of crop requirements in terms of these criteria (please refer to page 28 for an example).
Suitability maps can be developed from various data sources to assist decision makers
to evaluate planning decisions according to the criteria used in the mapping. For example, the suitability analysis of a landscape for rice cultivation could be compared with its
suitability for protection as a wetland, thereby acting as a tool to assist cost-benefit or
multi-criteria decision analysis. Joerin et al. [83] recommended that such mapping should
“incorporate complex criteria integrating several stakeholders’ points of view.”(p. 153)
Decision makers and researchers must establish which datasets are required to undertake
a needed analysis and integrate these data into a single system. The integration of socioeconomic with environmental datasets in a single system offers the possibility of greatly
increasing the complexity of spatial analysis, though differences in spatial resolution can
make such an integration questionable [36].
On a longer-term basis, Bindraban et al. [28] note the importance of monitoring land
quality for the optimisation of agricultural practices. By identifying the potential yield
and nutrient budget of a land unit based on climatic, pedometric and land use/land
cover data, general, qualitative conclusions can be drawn as to trouble areas and negative
trends, thereby acting as an aid to agriculture management.
6.4.2. Soil Erosion Modelling
Soil erosion is an issue affecting soils in all parts of the world and under all climatic and
management conditions. According to Nearing et al. [125], the modelling of erosion has
three principle benefits:
1. erosion models can be used as predictive tools for assessing soil loss for conservation
planning, project planning, soil erosion inventories, and for regulation;
2. physically based mathematical models can predict where and when erosion is occurring, thus helping the conservation planning target efforts to reduce erosion;
3. models can be used as tools for understanding erosion processes and their interaction and for setting research priorities. (p. 127)
The physical monitoring of soil erosion is extremely challenging, requiring long-term
studies of soils to acquire sufficient and statistically significant data [115], which has
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led many researchers to “guesstimate” its impacts or utilise models inappropriately [98].
An accurate estimation of soil transportation across a landscape requires both a model
suited for the studied context (e. g. field vs. watershed, arid vs. tropical climate, etc.)
and accurate and sufficient input data. The resolutions of base spatial imaging and
DEMs must also be considered.
The results of soil erosion modelling can be interpreted either relatively or quantitatively. The comparison of the relative risk of erosion (e. g. low, medium, high) for
different areas can highlight regions in need of special management. The quantitative
interpretation of erosion estimates can be problematic due to the complexity of the phenomenon and therefore the general tendency of models to over or underestimate erosion.
Further, individual models may be overly or underly sensitive to minor changes in individual parameters. Quantitative analyses do, however, allow a quantitative estimate of
soil erosion (i. e. the quantity of topsoil lost per hectare). This could be used to estimate
the mass of soil entering a watercourse.
USLE/RUSLE soil erosion models Two of the most widely known erosion predictors
are the universal soil loss equation (USLE) [168] and the revised universal soil loss equation (RUSLE) [137]. USLE was first officially used by the USDA in 1985 and since that
time has been widely used to quantitatively estimate soil loses to erosion on agricultural
lands. The USLE/RUSLE equation is:
Ai = f (Ri , Ki , LSi , Ci , Pi )

(6.2)

where Ai is the estimation of average annual soil loss in tons per acre caused by sheet and
rill erosion, Ri , the rainfall erosivity factor, Ki is the soil erodibility factor, LSi is the
slope length and steepness factor, Ci is the cover and management factor and Pi is the
support practise (i. e. soil erosion mitigation practise) factor, all on the ith day. These
factors were originally calculated for the United States, but a number of studies have
been undertaken in other countries (for example in Italy [18]) to calibrate the models
to local conditions. This calibration, involving the study of test plots under controlled
conditions, must be undertaken under local conditions for the model to be useful.
RUSLE was developed to improve on the original equation by using more extensive
field data to refine the parameters mentioned above. For example, long-term data from
more than 1000 weather stations was used to develop a relationship between the R factor
and rainfall parameters, whereas very few stations were used for USLE.
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Soil erosion model for Mediterranean areas The soil erosion model for Mediterranean
areas (SEMMED) [50] is a raster-based erosion prediction model for regional applications. The model considers erosion to result from the detachment of soil particles by
raindrop splash and the transportation of particles by overland flows, ignoring transportation by raindrop splash and detachment caused by overland flow. The analysis
divides the erosion process into a water phase, describing rainfall energy and cumulative overland flow, and a sediment phase, comparing the splash detachment rate with
transport capacity, to deliver a final estimate of soil loss. The deposition of detached
soil particles is not considered.
SEMMED requires the following datasets: rainfall data (intensity, volume, number
of rainfall days), soil data (topsoil depth, soil moisture, bulk density, soil detachability,
saturated conductivity), vegetation cover data, a digital elevation model, and rainfall
interception data (rainfall intercepted by vegetation). Calculated rainfall energy is combined with soil and rainfall interception parameters to calculate the splash detachment
rate of the topsoil. An estimate of overland flow, derived from soil and landcover data
and local drain direction data from a DEM, is combined with slope and channel information and further soil and land cover data to derive the soil particle transport capacity
of each raster cell. Mean annual soil loss is calculated as the minimum of the predicted
rain splash and the transport capacity of overland flow. Thus, in cases where either soil
splash or transport capacity is determined to be zero, no erosion will be predicted to
occur.
The revised Morgan, Morgan and Finney method (rMMF) Morgan proposed the
rMMF model for soil loss [114]. Like SEMMED, the rMMF considers splash detachment
and overland transport as important factors in the calculation of erosion. Additionally,
soil detachment caused by overland flow is integrated into the calculation as a function
of runoff, slope steepness and the resistance of the soil. The data inputs are found in
tab. 6.3. According to Morgan, the rMMF can be used for a preliminary determination of erosion rates and for the identification of watershed components responsible for
high rates of sedimentation in a watercourse. The model was applied in a number of
climates including in northern and north-western Europe, the Mediterranean, east Asia
and coastal Africa.
6.4.3. Rangeland Management
Rangelands are large expanses of grasslands or savannahs generally unsuitable for agriculture due to climatic factors. For these reasons, rangelands are generally used for
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Table 6.3: Input parameters for the revised Morgan, Morgan and Finney method of soil loss
estimation. The four erosion factors are described by 15 parameters in this model [114, p. 308].
Factor

Parameter

Definition and remarks

Rainfall

R
Rn
I

Soil

MS
BD
EHD

Annual or mean annual rainfall (mm)
Number of rain days per year
Typical value for intensity of erosive rain (mm h−1 ); use 10 for
temperate climates, 25 for tropical climates and 30 for strongly
seasonal climates (e. g. Mediterranean type or monsoon)
Soil moisture content at field capacity or 1/3 bar tension (% w/w)
Bulk density of the top soil layer (Mg/m2 )
Effective hydrological depth of soil (m); will depend on vegetation/crop cover, presence or absence of surface crust, presence of
impermeable layer within 0.15 m of the surface
Soil detachability index (g/J) defined as the weight of soil detached
from the soil mass per unit of rainfall energy
Cohesion of the surface soil (kPa) as measured with a torvance
under saturated conditions
Slope steepness (°)
Proportion (between 0 and 1) of the rainfall intercepted by the
vegetation or crop cover
Ratio of actual (Et ) to potential (Eo ) evapotranspiration
Crop cover management factor; combines the C and P factors of
the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE)
Proportion (between 0 and 1) of the percentage canopy cover
Proportion (between 0 and 1) of the percentage ground cover
Plant height (m), representing the height from which raindrops fall
from the crop or vegetation cover to the ground surface

K
COH
Landform
Land cover

S
A
Et /Eo
C
CC
GC
PH

livestock grazing. The factors making rangelands unsuitable for agriculture also decrease the capacity for vegetation to recover from disturbances such as trampling or
overgrazing, implying the need to carefully manage livestock in rangelands.
Understanding factors that influence the health of the soil and its vegetative cover is
very important if the benefits of rangeland use and the communities dependent on them
are to be sustained.
Ata Rezaei and Gilkes [20] correlated soil physical and chemical attributes to landscape
characteristics such as slope, aspect, elevation and vegetation cover in rangelands in Iran.
There study revealed the superior conditions for vegetation on north facing slopes and
concluded that the variations in productivity across the rangeland should be taken into
consideration during range capability assessments and range management.
Ata Rezaei et al. [19] note that four indices can be used to assess the productivity of
rangelands and for rangeland productivity assessments using soil surface attributes:
1. Stability (resistance to erosion)
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2. Infiltration (capacity for rain and run-on water to infiltrate)
3. Nutrient cycling (organic matter decomposition and cycling)
4. Landscape organisation, reflecting the overall resource use economy of a hillslope. (pp. 461–462).
They observed high correlations between indices based on these attributes and range
production and site stability (resistance to degradation). Their study recommended
that slopes steeper than 56% be protected from grazing due to poor stability. Northfacing slopes and areas with high nutrient cycling indices were identified as being suitable
and productive for grazing.
Van der Merwe and Keller [163] assessed the impact of two mechanised rehabilitation
methods on the productivity of degraded rangelands in South Africa. The study showed
that mechanised methods increases plant species density and biodiversity, and that the
suitability of the methods was related to soil physical properties.
Hamed [67] proposes a number of objectives that would benefit pastoralists in the
Middle East. Of these, a number can be described as being restricted by insufficient
information and analysis of the natural resources of the region, as shown in tab. 6.4.
All three types of agricultural in arid regions benefit greatly from decision-making made
with spatial information. The systematic collection of data and its proper organisation,
coupled with modelling and analysis regimes, can contribute to better management.
These conclusions are supported by Chouhan [42], who notes that soil and land surveys
form the basis for appropriate grazing strategies.
6.4.4. Land Degradation Indices
Land degradation, or the decreased ability for soils to function effectively within an
ecosystem, represents a risk to soils in all regions of the world. Communities directly
dependent on the land for their sustenance and livelihoods are immediately affected
by erosion, salinisation and other types of land degradation, while others not directly
dependent on the land are indirectly affected by water pollution, the advancement of
alien species, the economic impacts of degradation and the reduced security of food
supplies.
De Paz et al. [51] developed land degradation indices for a study area in eastern Spain.
This study used existing soil maps and soil analytical data to identify areas prone to each
type of degradation on a regional scale, producing maps describing degradation risk at
a scale of 1:200,000. Additionally, this study used topographical and lithological maps
together with aerial photographs to define geo-scientific mapping units.
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Table 6.4: Development challenges in rangelands management. Three areas of rangeland agriculture require special practises and data to ensure sustainability and successful harvests. Adapted
from [67, pp. 82–94].
Problem Sector

Objective

Pastoralism

to stabilise supplies of food and water available to livestock over long
periods
to maintain a dynamic rational system of rotating herds across the
region based on reliable climatic information
to prepare crop and pasture capability/suitability analysis maps and
land use plans
to control the semi-arid belts based on maximising net, long term environmental and socio-economic well-being of the region

Irrigated agriculture

to minimise water infiltration and evaporation from the land
to minimise the disturbance of areas with soils of high salinity potential
to maximise sound practises of dry farming and crop production

Rainfed agriculture

to establish a comprehensive GIS which documents drought probabilities
to maximise the use of land areas according to climate and soil models

Degradation indices for each of the three types of degradation were developed based
on the need for accuracy, simplicity and on data availability. These criteria would ensure
that degradation indices would be both useful and practical given the datasets on-hand.
The indices were as follows:

 physical degradation index (PDI): The calculation of the PDI requires the percentage of stable aggregates, sand, clay, organic matter, and fine and course silt.
 biological degradation index (BDI): The BDI was calculated simply as / , where
OM is organic matter.
 chemical degradation index (CDI): The CDI consisted of the soluble sodium con1 OM

tent, exchangeable sodium, and the cation exchange capacity of the soil profiles.

The means and standard deviations of the indices for each soil typology were calculated
and this data was linked with the mapping units via the GIS. The GIS was then used
to display the degradation indices for each mapping units. Additional mapping layers,
such as property boundaries or planning maps to advise decision makers, could easily be
integrated into such a system.
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6.4.5. Surface and Groundwater Conservation
An understanding of soil hydrological characteristics is useful in a region with limited
water resources. The protection of valuable groundwater supplies from point and nonpoint pollution must be a high priority. Field or laboratory tests can reveal infiltration
rates and enhance our understanding of infiltration of rainwater following a rainfall event
and of infiltration of harmful substances. This data, in turn, has major implications for
water harvesting and agriculture in arid areas [165] and is needed for the calculation of
groundwater recharge rates. The development of appropriate sprinkler and drip irrigation schemes relies on knowledge of soil hydrological characteristics [148].
Properly managed irrigation is a powerful tool to improve productivity, especially in
arid zones. Irrigation, however, can lead to the salinisation of the surface soils when the
evapotranspiration of water draws salts upwards, or when irrigation is undertaken with
poor quality water. Both types of salinisation are common phenomena in arid regions [23]
and are exacerbated by poor irrigation practises [56]. The efficiency of irrigation water is
influenced by the soil type, texture, water-holding capacity, drainage characteristics, and
salinity of irrigation water [164]. Soil properties important for the calculation of infiltration, and therefore of groundwater recharge, include soil texture, porosity, volumetric
water content, particle density, dry bulk density and hydraulic conductivity [148].
Unfortunately, these soil properties are time-consuming and expensive to acquire. For
this reason, many studies have attempted to link other, more cheaply available soil
properties to the needed soil properties via pedotransfer functions. The functions are,
however, limited for use in the context in which they were developed. The reader is
advised to consult Rawls et al. [136] for a summary of studies estimating soil water
properties based on data available from soil surveys.
6.4.6. Archaeological Studies
Soil science can not only assist in understanding archaeological studies, but can also be
assisted by knowledge of historical land use. Because of the interdependent nature of
human development and the state of the environment, the aggregation of climatic, palynological3 , pedological, geological and long-term settlement data can elucidate historic
changes in the landscape. As well, knowledge of human settlements can help to explain
the arising of particular pedological conditions. Sediment accumulation patterns [167]
and levels of organic carbon [64] have been used to identify linkages between climate,
human population and land degradation. The detailed analysis of soil forming factors
3

Palynology: the study of spores and pollen.
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can be useful for estimating climatic conditions.
The utility of soil survey information in archaeology faces important limitations. Holliday [69] notes that using the soil series to map soils results in a fragmented impression
of the soilscape. He indicates that the great group or subgroup level (i. e. less detailed)
is likely more appropriate for regional studies. As well, the scale of soil mapping is generally far too small for use at specific archaeological sites. For example, a map of scale
1:25,000 has a minimal mappable area of 3 ha, whereas an archaeological dig could use
scales as large as 1:5000 with sites being as small as 0.06 ha. Soil surveys can also fail to
properly account for important distinctions between parent materials or factors of soil
evolution through time, issues important to archaeologists.
Soil surveys do, however, often contain important information for archaeological studies. A soil survey will likely contain valuable descriptions of regional and local geomorphology. Studies can be undertaken to link site frequency with soil characteristics, such
as soil series or drainage characteristics [69].
Kristiansen [97] used knowledge of historical land use practices, namely field-based Iron
Age agriculture and charcoal burning, to explain increased soil quality in a portion of
the study area. They conclude that archaeological information can act as a powerful tool
to explain soil spatial distribution where traditional methods of soil science have proven
inadequate. The study of Bakker et al. [22] is an example of soil science explaining landuse practices. The reconstruction of top-soil properties and erosions rates gave insight
into land abandonment and crop shifting in Greece.
Dekker and de Weerd [52] were able to identify a strong linkage between creek ridges
with coarse and medium textured soils and settlements from between the Late Neolithic
(2000–1700 B.C.) and the Roman Iron Age (ca. 100–300 A.D.) in the Netherlands. This
linkage can allow archaeologists to efficiently search for artefacts using a detailed soil
map (1:10,000) for guidance.
The Jordan Archaeological Database and Information System (JADIS) was developed
in the early 1990s. The system permits the management of archaeological information
and its integration with spatial data, such as topographical maps and remotely sensed
images. A wide variety of attributes and supplementary information, such as citation
information and images, can be saved with each site. Complex queries, including spatial
parameters, can be executed on the data [140]. An enhanced version of JADIS is used
by the American Center of Oriental Research (ACOR) and the Jordanian Department
of Antiquities in Amman for the management of their data. The ACOR database in
Amman contained data from some 9000 sites in Jordan as of 1994 [133].
Lucke et al. [103], in their preliminary study reconstructing the environmental history
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of Jordan using soil data and a reconstruction of historic land-use patterns, pointed to the
value of soil data to reconstruct and explain historic settlement and land-use patterns.
There exists a strong link between settlement patterns and soil and climatic conditions,
especially historically when ground water was unavailable for irrigation. Lucke et al.
posit that an understanding of these patterns can greatly contribute to future efforts to
cope with global change.
6.4.7. Global Change and Monitoring
Global change has a two-fold relationship with soil science. Firstly and most obviously,
alterations in temperature extremes and their distribution and regularity throughout
the year will challenge farmers familiar with local temperature patterns and moisture
regimes. Precipitation could also shift dramatically in some regions. The second aspect
of this relationship is the impact of land-use practices on global climate through the
release of soil organic carbon (OC).
It is difficult to predict precisely how soils and agriculture will be affected, but soil
moisture levels, surface runoff and groundwater recharge will be likely be influenced by
alterations in CO2 levels and precipitation patterns [134]. Further, tropospheric ozone,
atmospheric levels of CO2 and plant pests will directly affect crop growth [65]. Given
these factors, knowledge of potential impacts to agriculture induced by global change
could be extremely useful for the development of models and for the preparation of
strategies for coping with a dynamic climate (e. g. [138]).
Global soils house massive amounts of carbon. Because much of this is found in detritus
and litter, a global change scenario in which temperatures rise could see a release of CO2
significant in relation to fossil fuel emissions to be released into the atmosphere [145].
Additionally, the cultivation of soils also releases OC to the atmosphere by exposing
organic matter to oxygen, thereby stimulating decomposition, and by removing OC in the
form of crop matter. The quantity of carbon stored in Jordanian soils was investigated
by Batjes [24] using a soil and terrain database developed by Batjes et al. [25].

6.5. Discussion
This chapter has given an overview of the basic components of soil information systems
and some of the core uses of soil geographic data. Based on a conceptual model of the
soil landscape and data provided by a soil survey, SGDBs are important tools for the
management of soil and land resources. Because the importance of soils to society is so
broad, only a selection of soil survey data applications was provided here.
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The modelling of erosion and soil and water conservation has become a major research
field and has become increasingly empirical with the advancement of data processing and
remotely sensed data acquisition. By combining soil survey data with other datasets,
such as digital elevation models, detailed precipitation data or remotely sensed data,
researchers are able to model important soil characteristics at various scales with implications for land use management. Properly analysed and interpreted, often in the
form of land degradation indices, such data can offer decision makers a valuable tool to
understand factors relevant to land resource conservation. Rangelands are a special type
of landscape requiring careful management.
Surface and groundwater conservation requires knowledge of soil properties. Water
resource managers attempt to estimate the impacts of human activities on aquatic resources and balance the demands with natural regeneration and recovery processes. In
arid regions, the impact of mismanagement can be catastrophic for the environment and
aspects of the economy that require fresh water. More importantly, water shortages can
be extremely detrimental to human health and well-being, underscoring the importance
of proper planning and conservation.
In many cases, archaeology and soil science can act as complementary sciences, as was
shown by this brief survey of related literature. On the one hand, archaeology is able
to offer the pedologists some explanation of soil development as observed in soil survey
and an understanding of historic reactions to previous periods of climatic variation. On
the other hand, soil science can assist archaeologists in understanding the implications
of soil variation and landscape morphology on historic settlements, and can facilitate the
identification of potential sites of archaeological interest.
The redevelopment of JOSCIS should be undertaken with this understanding of potential applications. Discussions with decision makers and potential funders of a rehabilitation effort or of an integrated environmental information system in Jordan must
involve the show-casing of these applications. Ample research and literature is available,
as are case studies involving the effective application of soil geographic data towards
the management of environmental challenges. The cost effectiveness of a dataset can be
maximised by increasing the number its applications.
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The following two chapters will examine two information systems that can be characterised as being successful and well-documented, allowing an examination of their
principle components (please see tab. 6.1 on page 61). This analysis will shed light on
modern approaches to the construction and use of soil information systems.

7.1. System Purpose and Developers
The federal state of Lower Saxony (Niedersachsen), located in north-western Germany
and covering an area of 47,618 km2 , is inhabited by nearly eight million people. Agriculture has traditionally been an important contributor to the economy and remains the
second largest industrial sector, employing some 100,000 people. Ensuring the purposeful and appropriate usage of soils and minimising the impacts of human activities on
natural resources is seen as critical to the economy of the state.
Lower Saxony is currently attempting to slow the development of undeveloped lands
and in the long term reduce this development to zero. The optimal distribution of
land uses across the developed landscape will require better land-use concepts for constructions and buildings, full usage of available developed areas (e. g. redevelopment of
transportation infrastructure, addition of stories to buildings), area recycling, and the
use of available brownfields [129, p. 10]. It is clear that a state-wide mapping of soils will
allow such decisions to be made with adequate information.
The first soil information system in Lower Saxony was constructed in 1985. The
system was administered by the Lower Saxony Department of Soil Research (Niedersäschsisches Landesamt für Bondenforschung, NLfB) until 2006, at which time it was
taken over by the State Office for Mining, Energy and Geology (Landesamt für Bergbau,
Energie und Geologie, LBEG). The system, the Soil Information System of Lower Saxony
(Niedersächsisches BodenInformationssystem, NIBIS) has been used for both soil and
agricultural land management, but also as a planning tool for water conservation and
protection. Soil conservation in Lower Saxony has been driven not only by a pragmatic
need for information, but also by legislation at European, federal and state levels.
NIBIS was built to act as a depository for information needed for the conservation
and protection of soils in Lower Saxony and has four principle tasks:
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1. the digital collection and safe-guarding of information, allowing continuous access
and use
2. cooperative and variable processing of this data
3. problem and user-oriented evaluation of data, with multiple output possibilities
4. automated and user friendly work flow [126].

7.2. Legal and Organisational Framework
7.2.1. Legal Framework
Kraemer et al. [96] have identified the most important risks to European soils as being
erosion, declining organic matter content, local and diffuse soil contamination, soil sealing
and compaction, decline in soil biodiversity, salinisation and floods and landslides. While
there exists no single legal framework for the protection of European soils, a number of
legal instruments directly or indirectly refer to soils, addressing some sub-set of these
issues.
Soils are explicitly referenced in the Sewage Sludge Directive (86/278/EEC), the Water
Framework Directive (200/60/EC), the Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and
Control (96/61/EC) and a number of directives regarding the production and use of
pesticides (e. g. Directive on the use Restrictions of Pesticides [79/117/EEC]).
Kraemer et al. note that the Common Agricultural Policy and policy instruments
in the fields of biodiversity (e. g. Habitats Directive [92/43/EC]), climate change (e. g.
Framework Convention on Climate Change) and impact assessment (e. g. Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive [2001/41/EC]) all indirectly reference soils, or may
require the monitoring of soil health for compliance.
The Federal Ordinance on Soil Protection (Bundes-Bodenschutzgesetz, 1998) is the
most important legal instrument in Germany intended to directly regulate activities
influencing soil health. The Federal Ordinance on Soil Protection and Contaminated
Sites (Bundes-Bodenschutz- und Altlastenverordnung, 1999) and the Act for Promoting
Closed Substance Cycle Waste Management and Ensuring Environmentally Compatible
Waste Disposal (Kreislaufwirtschafts- und Abfallgesetz, 1994) are also important.
In Lower Saxony, the Lower Saxony Ordinance on Soil Protection (Niedersächsisches
Bodenschutzgesetz, NBodSchG, 1999) supplements European and federal legal instruments. According to the Lower Saxony Ministry of the Environment,
“The NBodSchG regulates the jurisdiction and responsibility of state authorities with regards to consulting and information distribution. It creates the
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possibility of establishing soil planning areas in regions with extensive highvalue soils, and creates the legal basis for an official registry of contaminated
sites and for NIBIS.”[129, p. 10]
State regulations were introduced to control all activities having an impact on soil.
Activities such as nature and forest conservation, land consolidation, transportation,
land-use planning and construction are all regulated with regards to their impacts on
soils. Soil pollution is regulated by laws related to nature conservation, waste disposal,
emissions, water pollution, plant protection, fertilisation and chemical application, and
environmental impact assessment laws [126].
7.2.2. Organisational Framework
Many institutions and administrative bodies and countless individuals are involved in
the operation of NIBIS, as can be seen in tab. 7.1 on the next page. The basis of this
cooperation is the NIBIS Cooperation Model (NIBIS Kooperationsmodell), a conscientious and successful attempt to coordinate efforts in soil mapping, research and water
conservation for the collective benefit of public bodies, private business and industry,
and research institutes.
The cooperation model has distributed tasks between ministries, thereby minimising
data acquisition costs and maximising the reuse value of information. Because standards
have been agreed upon, the integration of datasets between the parties is more efficient
than may have otherwise been the case. Tasks have been distributed as follows:

 Ministry of Finance: soil information and consultancy assignments
 Ministry of Land Registry and Surveying: land use and regional planning
 Ministry of Agriculture: agriculture, forestry and agricultural structure
 Ministry of the Environment: nature, landscape and water conservation; hazardous
wastes, emissions control
 Ministry of Social Affairs: health and human welfare, support for settlements [126].

Data is not only collected by the LBEG, but also by a number of other state administrative and research departments. as well as private organisations. Cartographic and
analytical data are supplied, as are results from long-term soil observation studies and
pedotransfer functions. Collected data is compiled and integrated by the LBEG and the
Department of Land Registry and Survey. The issuing of advice and the evaluation and
interpretation of the information is performed by a number of bodies based on these
integrated datasets.
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Table 7.1: Pedological and soil information activities in Lower Saxony based on the NIBIS
Cooperation Model [126].
Institution

Activity
Collection of base data

General administration
Department of Soil Researche
Ministry of Finance
Min. of Land Registry & Surveying
Department of Ecology
Forestry administration
Dept. of Forest Planning
Institute for Silviculture Research
Forest Posts
Agricultural admin. bodies
Depts. of ag. structure
Agricultural chambers (AC)
AC testing and research stations
Planning offices
Research bodies

Map.a

Anly.b

LSOc

PTFd

⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

Data
integ.
⋆

Consult. &
interp.
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆

a

Mapping
Analysis
c
Long-term soil observation sites
d
Pedotransfer functions
e
Now the LBEG.
b

NIBIS is located at the State Office for Mining, Energy and Geology in Hanover. Seven
full-time and eight part-time employees are employed to administer, maintain, and use
the database and information system. NIBIS data is stored in a Microsoft SQL Server
database. ESRI ArcView is the GIS software package used. Additional programs for
data management tasks have been developed by the staff of LBEG.

7.3. System Users
Users of NIBIS differ according to the planning level or scale of applications. Business
and industry, scientific institutions and various associations make use of soil data at
all scales. Research in various fields also requires soil data at all scales. At the state
planning level, involving map scales of less than 1:200,000, the Ministries of Economics,
Agriculture, the Environment, the Interior and of Social Affairs are using NIBIS data.
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County and regional administrative bodies will use soil data for planning at the regional
level, generally at the scale of 1:50,000. Soil data at scales of less than 1:10,000 are used
by county and regional administrative bodies for consultations and planning at the town
level.
Soil maps covering the majority of the state are available to the public. For a fee, soil
maps at 1:50,000, 1:25,000 and 1:5000 scales can be acquired in printed or digital form
(ESRI e00 or Shape File formats). The LBEG also offers various consulting services to
interested parties.
A number of European laws regarding access to environmental information have led
the NLfB and subsequently the LBEG to begin the process of establishing a strong
Internet presence by making soil and related data available via Internet browser based
GIS1 . Figure 7.3 on the following page shows the web interface to the NIBIS database.
The user is able to select a soil map and view it alone or in combination with soil profile
data. A graphical representation of profiles can be viewed and the classification of a
SMU accessed. Additionally, geological, hydrogeological, solid waste, and political and
topographical themes are available. Only the most basic attributes of each theme are
accessible to the user and the maps are not available for downloading.

7.4. NIBIS Datasets and Databases
The NIBIS database contains a number of different types of data, including spatial data
(maps), soil profiles, analytical data and pedotransfer functions (Methoden). Data is
supplied by a number of different parties, as was seen in tab. 7.1. The survey and cadastre
departments of the federal state supply geometric information regarding property values
and ownership delineations. These are supplemented by landscape delineations from the
department responsible for forestry, thereby ensuring that NIBIS possesses all relevant
land delineations in Lower Saxony. Agricultural studies (soil studies), water analyses,
and other environmental analyses (air and water quality, hazardous wastes) are also
provided by the various authorities of the state. Pedotransfer functions are developed for
integration into the information system through the long-term observation of agricultural
plots.
NIBIS consists of many databases, though soil data is stored in just three of these.
The remaining databases are part of the MeMaS system described on pages 92–93. Soil
profile data is stored in the nibis_profile database while soil maps are found in
nibis_bodenkarten. Laboratory data is found in the database nibis_labor. Addi1

http://memas01.nlfb.de/lucidamap/
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Figure 7.1: User interface for the NIBIS Internet-based map server. Various thematic layers
can be selected from the menu on the right-hand side. Information describing individual objects
in the displayed layers can be viewed by clicking on the map.

tional databases include nibis_projekte (project data) and nibis_messwerte (data
logger data).
Once the data has been delivered to the NLfB, thematic maps are created by combining data from various sources according to procedures dictated by the methods and
pedotransfer functions in a GIS. For example, potential yield, soil water balance, filtration potential and ecosystem development are potentially mapped using the data stored
in the system. The vulnerability of soils to compaction, erosion and acidification can
also be estimated and mapped, as can the states of heavy metal, nitrate, or organic
compound pollution. The addition of fertilisers, chemicals, or treatments to soils can
also be spatially represented. These thematic GIS layers can, of course, be updated as
new data becomes available, thereby allowing a time-series analysis and the observation
of trends.
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Table 7.2: Point data types and quantity stored in NIBIS [128].
Data type

Quantity

Profile descriptions
Laboratory soil samples
Data from long-term soil observation plots

ca. 1,000,000
1,100,000
61 plots
>320 test series
>2,900,000 individual measurements
31
6250 over 20 years
67,000

Field studies
Groundwater monitoring stations
Groundwater boreholes

7.4.1. Soil Profile Database
The relational database nibis_profile contains four tables of soil profile data. The
table profil_pep is built from 56 attributes describing a soil profile. Of these, only
pronum, which is the identification number of the profile, and qualitaet, which describes the “quality” or trustworthiness of the data, are mandatory entries and serve
as the primary key⋄ . The system has the ability to enter a number of attributes automatically based on thematic layers from the GIS. Altitude, slope, forest cover, and
miscellaneous information are among the attributes added to a profile description using
other available data layers. Profile data is supplemented by the table profil_zusatz,
which stores climatic, geologic and other miscellaneous data. The database contains
more than 1,000,000 profiles.
Horizon data is stored in the table horizont_pep. Of the 30 attributes, pronum and
hor_nr, which identifies the horizon being described, are the only mandatory fields and
serve as the primary key. The profil_zusatz table also supplements horizon data with
14 additional attributes per horizon.
This database fails to meet a requirement of relational database normalisation, namely
the first normal form. The table profil_pep contains the attributes neigklas (slope
class) and neigproz (slope in percentage) that should, technically, be split into two tables. According to the rules of normalisation, neigklas describes neigproz rather than
the primary key of the table, risking data inconsistency. This offers the NIBIS database
administrators the advantage of reducing the number of tables in the database, and is
considered a maintenance-reducing measure. The three other tables are normalised.
Soil profile data is entered into the custom-designed profile data entry program,
GeODin-Shuttle. The program ensures that data are entered and stored according
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to the relevant data standards. The program is available for free download on the Internet,2 , allowing soil data collectors to store their data using the same standards as the
LBEG, thereby increasing data homogeneity and quality.
7.4.2. Map Database
NIBIS contains a relational soil map database containing soil maps at various scales:
1:5000, 1:25,000, 1:50,000, 1:200,000 and 1:500,000.

The individual mapping units

(SMUs) of these maps are described by tables (e. g. bk50_flaeche) and are linked in
the relational database to legends describing the soil landscapes at the respective scales
(e. g. bk25_legende). These legends, in turn, are linked to soil profiles found within
their extents and to the table bk_profil, which contains profile descriptions (though
the full profile descriptions are not found in this table, but rather in the profile database).
Horizon data is found in the table bk_horizont. The hierarchy of soil mapping units
between mapping scales is described by the table bk_bl_gliederung [143]. Please refer
to fig. 7.2 on the next page for a visual representation of these relationships.
NIBIS contains other maps stored in a separate database. These exist at various scales
and include 1:200,000 and 1:500,000 scale soil maps, 1:25,000 forestry maps and climatic
data for over twenty years [142].
7.4.3. Analytical Data Database
The nibis_labor database is used to store the result of laboratory analyses. These
analyses are undertaken for soil, water and air samples. The database is a component of
the Laboratory Information Management System (LaborInformationsManagementSystem, [LIMS]) component of NIBIS. The database contains 53 tables, of which 45 are help
tables or contain lists and general parameters.
The table serienbeschreibung describes a series of samples with similar characteristics. The characteristics of samples are stored in the table proben, which describes the
date and location of a sample, among other attributes. Teilproben contains descriptions of samples divided into sub-samples for different tests (each sample is related to
at least one sub-sample), while ergebnis contains the results of tests on sub-samples,
while supplementary descriptions of results are stored in ergebnis_zusatz. Verfahren
describes any treatments or preparatory processing undertaken on a sample prior to
analysis. The mitarbeiter contains the name and contact details of staff involved
in the analysis process. Sample collection processes and procedures are stored in the
2

http://www.nlfb.de/boden/downloads/pep_download.htm
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Figure 7.2: Entity relationship diagram of NIBIS soil map database. The various scales of soil
mapping and their accompanying attribute tables and legends are shown. The relationship between
soil profiles, horizons, and the soil mapping units and soil landscapes are shown. Primary keys
for each table are also depicted [143, p. 4].

probenahmeverfahren, while the laboratory which undertook the analyses is described
in labor [144].
The entry and management of laboratory data is undertaken with the LIMS system. A series of programs are used to transfer data directly from measuring devices
to the database, for assigning unique identifiers to samples and test results, and for
over-checking test results [144].
7.4.4. Pedotransfer Functions
MeMas is a system consisting of a number of modules, or programmes, designed to assist
users to extract new data from existing data and to represent this in an understandable
manner. The core of the system is a user interface with which queries are created and
results viewed. Results can be viewed geographically using ESRI ArcView or tabularly
using a spreadsheet software package. Users are able to store their queries and the data
sources in a personal folder, allowing them to conveniently recreate queries. Integrated
into this system are the PTFs approved for use by the LBEG. The advantage of cal-
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culating an attribute at the time of usage is that only the most recent variables of the
attribute will be used [127].
Pedotransfer functions are an important tool used to maximise the value of soil data.
LBEG has recognised this and has published a collection of PTFs over seven editions
between 1989 and 2004, the most recent edition being Dokumentation zur Methoden,
7th edition [118]. The collection of PTFs are meant to be used with the data found in
NIBIS, the results of the methods being passed on to the end users. Some 21 methods
have been thoroughly tested and approved for use, (e. g. lime requirements for forest
soils), while 10 further methods are undergoing testing at this time. Continued analysis
of available data could lead to the development of further PTFs [128].
One hundred fourteen “connection rules” (Verknüpfungsregeln) are also part of the
system. The rules are used to define how parameters needed for the PTFs are calculated
using the available data. For example, the calculation of the fine soil fraction, a descriptor
of the physical characteristics of a soil, is made using the connection rule “6.1.2 Fine Soil
Fraction” (Feinbodenanteil). The rule defines what input data is needed to calculate the
fine soil fraction, the identifying label of the resulting value, the unit of measurement,
and the procedure for calculating its value.

7.5. Applications
In addition to the applications discussed in Section 6.4, NIBIS data is also used for a
number of other applications. The 2005 edition of the NLfB annual report, Bodenschutz
in Niedersachsen: Arbeitsbericht 2005 und Planung 2006 [128], describes the state of the
database, applications undertaken, and future plans. The applications described in this
publication include a state-wide information service of water infiltration capacity, risk
assessment of drinking water supplies, soil conservation and erosion risk assessments,
and soil compaction studies. These studies not only made use of available data in the
NIBIS system, but also utilised additional and new field studies to supplement existing
datasets. The cooperation of laypeople, e. g. farmers, is an important aspect of these
applications. Forestry, land reclamation and regeneration, nature conservation, lifecycle
analysis and waste management are additional fields benefiting from access to spatial
soil data in Lower Saxony [128].

7.6. Discussion
The soil information system of Lower Saxony has been designed to assist public and
private sector entities to conserve soil and water resources, to optimise their activities
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with regards to the spatial variations of these resources, and to comply with the increasing number of legal instruments regulating activities with environmental impacts.
A large number of soil profiles and laboratory analyses of samples is extremely useful
in combination with the pedotransfer functions developed over many years in Lower
Saxony.
A cooperation model between environmental data users and providers has led to benefits for all parties. The integration of numerous datasets allows users with different data
needs to have access to information they would otherwise be forced to collect themselves
or do without. The general acceptance of NIBIS as an important tool for environmental
management in the state has led to its support from decision makers and its development
through time.
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8.1. System Purpose and Developers
The European Soil Information System (EUSIS) is designed to be the main source of
georeferenced soil information in Europe and is maintained by the European Soil Bureau
(ESB). The system itself has been designed to allow the integration of datasets from the
various soil survey agencies in the European Community and acts as a platform for the
integration of interpretation modules. It is used for regulatory and scientific purposes at
various scales ranging from the global (1:5,000,000), continental (1:1,000,000, the average
scale), to the precision farming level (1:5000) [57]. The users are scientists and research
institutes making direct use of the data, and regulatory bodies using interpreted analyses
to assist with decision making.
The database currently covers Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, FYROM (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and is being extended to include Belarus,
Moldova, Russia and Ukraine.

Longer term plans include the integration of Alge-

ria, Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Morocco, Palestine, Syria,
Tunisia and Turkey into the database [99].
EUSIS grew from a number of projects first initiated in the mid 1970s to develop
a soil map for Europe, with the first published map appearing in 1985. The need for
water holding capacity data for the MARS Project (Monitoring Agriculture with Remote
Sensing) at the continental level was an important impetus to the digitisation of existing
maps in 1989 [57, 93]. Located at the Joint Research Centre of the European Union (EU)
in Ispra, Italy, EUSIS is operated and administered by members of national research
bodies and institutes from across Europe.

8.2. Legal Framework
In addition to those European regulatory instruments discussed in the context of NIBIS
on page 85, a number of other regulations are relevant at the continental scale. The
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European Spatial Development Perspective, the UN Conference on Environment and
Development and the World Soil Charter include some of the international agreements
related to the conservation of soils. The INSPIRE1 (infrastructure for spatial information in the Community) initiative of the EU proposes a spatial data infrastructure for
Europe seeking to alleviate issues of fragmentation, harmonisation and incomplete coverage by coordinating data sharing between nations [84]. The ESB is focused on the issues
addressed by these conventions; EUSIS acts as a depository for information needed for
compliance with them.

8.3. EUSIS Databases
EUSIS contains a number of databases. The Soil Geographical Data Base of Eurasia
(SGDBE) maps European soils at a scale of 1:1,000,000 using various soil legends, such as
the FAO-Unesco Soil Map of the World revised legend [60], and the World Reference Base
for Soil Resources (WRB) [61]. The resolution of the grid is 10 × 10 km. The database
contains a geometric component describing soil-mapping units. Each SMU contains at
least a single type of soil or soil typological unit (STU). The STUs are described in
the attribute table by 39 attributes. Due to the small scale of the mapping (i. e. low
resolution), STU attributes are qualitatively described (e. g. low, medium, high).
An important aspect of this database is that it is the result of contributions from
various sources, thereby requiring expert judgement to amalgamate and standardise
these data. The Pedotransfer Rules Database has also been developed to determine a
further 41 attributes based data from the SGDBE.
The third EUSIS database, the soil profile analytical database (SPADE), contains
georeferenced analytical profile data from real profiles and non-georeferenced profiles
created using expert knowledge [99]. The profiles are linked where possible to STUs using
expert judgement. The final database contains hydraulic properties of European soils
(HYPRES), a collaboration between 12 European countries to create a single repository
of soil water availability data. This database is used to calculate soil water availability
across Europe at a 1:1,000,000 scale.
The logical design of these databases is very similar to that of NIBIS. Digital soil maps
are linked to tables describing the dominant soils within each mapping unit. These soil
types (STU) are also linked to real or synthetic soil profiles which contain more detailed
descriptions of soil properties lacking from the attribute table of the STU [99].

1

http://www.ec-gis.org/inspire/
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8.4. Applications
Most mapping in EUSIS is done at small scales (>1:250,000) and its use is essentially
limited to researchers and regulators working on national, regional and continental scales.
The most important applications of EUSIS, however, take place at the planning and
regulatory levels. In addition to those uses described in Section 6.4, EUSIS is also used to
map the background concentration of heavy metals and the vulnerability of groundwater
to agrochemicals. The data has been used in many publications in scholarly journals
and technical reports published by the ESB.
One of the largest projects undertaken with EUSIS data was the Pan-European Soil
Erosion Risk Assessment (PESERA) [95], a project aimed at developing an erosion modelling system for application on the European scale. The result of the project was both
a map of erosion risk for Europe at a resolution of 1 km based on models using soil,
climate, topography and land cover data. This map is based on the PESERA model,
a physically-based and spatially distributed model combining topography, climate and
soil into a single integrated forecast of runoff and soil erosion.
Data from EUSIS is also used to assess the risk of groundwater pollution from agricultural chemical leaching at the pan-European level. Mapping at a 10 km resolution, the
study of Tiktak et al. [160] implemented the EuoPEARL plant protection product (fertilisers and pesticides) leaching model. Crop and substance properties, together with soil
meteorological data, were modelled to estimate leaching risk to groundwater supplies.
A number of web mapping applications such the Soil Map Internet Server (SOMIS)2
and the INSPIRE European Geo-Portal3 make soil, remote sensing and other datasets
available for online viewing for the general public and are similar to the NIBIS interface
described on page 89.
The results of the scientific investigations of European soils can be used by regulators to
monitor areas at risk of degradation or pollution, and to highlight the need for regulatory
instruments to mitigate serious impacts on soil and water resources. The application of
the directives and regulatory instruments discussed above requires knowledge of the
spatial variation of European soils.
This section represents a limited review of studies undertaken with EUSIS and is meant
to serve merely to communicate a general impression of possible applications. Because
the various databases would be improved if higher resolution DEM, further profiles and
additional analytical results became available, the possibility exists to improve existing
2
3

http://eusoils.jrc.it/Website/eusoils/viewer.htm
http://eu-geoportal.jrc.it/gos
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models (PESERA, EuroPEARL) and develop new models.

8.5. Metadata
Because EUSIS is built from data prepared by many different sources, thorough documentation has been prepared to ensure that new datasets conform to the EUSIS standards. This approach minimises the costs of integrating new data while increasing standardisation and the overall quality in the final database. Lambert et al. [99] have prepared a document that acts as both a data preparation manual and data dictionary,
describing the database’s tables in detail.
Metadata is extremely critical in this context, as heterogeneity between data must be
properly dealt with and can only be identified if metadata is present. The INSPIRE
initiative requires that metadata conform with the ISO 19115 standard. This aspect of
data management is given a high priority within the INSPIRE framework.
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Both NIBIS and EUSIS were nested within multiple layers of scientific and regulatory
institutions, an approach that serves to both preserve the integrity of the data and
the information system and make more likely the possibility that the system will be
part of a living and dynamic web of data, technicians, managers and administrators,
and politicians, ultimately bringing benefits to society. The intertwined interests in
the success of the system ensures that all parties both make contributions and receive
benefits, and that it is these interests rather than the systems themselves that fuel the
management of the systems.
Both the LBEG and ESB have great interest in their systems and protect, invest in
and use them accordingly. The interests include environmental protection, agricultural
productivity and land-use planning at the state level in Lower Saxony and at the regional
and continental scales for the ESB. Furthermore, both Lower Saxony and the European
Community have recognised how local, national and international laws and conventions
mandate a soil information system. In Jordan, many of these same international conventions are valid and environmental laws at the domestic level have been recognised
as being important by government decree and as is evident in the establishment of the
Ministry of Environment.
The NIBIS Cooperation Model, consisting of the formal recognition of rights and responsibilities of various departments and agencies, exemplifies a possible approach to the
management and use of a very extensive environmental information system. The central
importance of this model reflects its importance in the actual use and maintenance of
the information system.
Because very extensive datasets from numerous sources are stored in EUSIS and
NIBIS, each individual party is able to benefit from the datasets of other parties. This
approach reduces the duplication of data collection and ultimately maximises the use,
benefit and cost-effectiveness of data collection and processing. By improving the efficiency of data collection resources, this cooperation will yield benefits previously unrealisable. This multi-agency model also allows the efficient use of staff expertise and
technology, further decreasing costs.
Neither EUSIS nor NIBIS are seen as ends in themselves, but are maintained to
assist the participating organisations in the fulfilment of their mandates. Because LBEG
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considers NIBIS critical for its own mission, and because the ESB likewise relies heavily
on EUSIS for data storage and processing, these systems receive adequate funding and
staffing.
Though based on a common conceptual model and understanding of soil landscapes,
the precise construction of a SGDB is affected by a number of factors including primary applications, available financing, available data, staffing, and the structure of the
organisation or organisations to be making use of the system.
The construction of a relational database containing soil profile and analytical data
and estimates of soil spatial characteristics can be used to model soil erosion, create land
degradation indices, assist in surface and groundwater conservation, enhance studies of
archaeology, and assist in global change research.
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10. Redevelopment of JOSCIS
10.1. Introduction
The NSMLUP was completed almost a decade ago. While many members of the original
team have retired or left Jordan, a number of staff members involved with the Project
continue to work in various departments and ministries. Given the unsuccessful and
very slow efforts to rehabilitate the dataset, its condition up until my study of 2005
and the scattering of the remaining staff, it is unlikely, however, that there exists any
understanding of the basic obstacles to usage among staff in positions to affect changes.
These obstacles have been reviewed in Chapter 4.
For the remainder of this chapter, I will outline rehabilitation efforts that could lead
to the successful design and use of a new Jordanian Soil Database (JOSDB) that would
address the issues described earlier, eclipse the functionality of the original system, and
be sustainably used by a variety of institutions and agencies in Jordan.
The priority of a JOSCIS rehabilitation must initially be to make the spatial and
attribute data coherent and properly documented. This should be followed by the construction of a relational database to store both spatial and non-spatial data. Once
applications have been identified, the database can be modified accordingly. Additionally, the rehabilitation should make the data suitable for integration into other spatial
databases and provide the user with a known level of spatial accuracy and precision.
The development of a new JOSDB must consider three aspects. The first aspect to be
addressed is the database structure and data quality. This includes the construction of a
database, the definition of its tables, and the linking of this database to a GIS, as well
as the fitness of the data for use and the preparation of metadata. The second aspect
is applications and data sources, consisting of a review of possible applications and the
needed datasets. The final aspect describes institutional requirements. The resolution of
these questions will allow decision makers in Jordan to approach the reconstruction of
JOSCIS with technical and theoretical understandings of outstanding issues. All three
aspects will be justified with references to the case studies presented above.
It must be emphasised that this thesis cannot offer a complete outline for a rehabilitation project. Funding, staffing, interested authorities and decision-maker interests
are some of the critical factors that will affect precisely how such a project should be
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undertaken. What follows is a sketch of important issues to be considered prior to the
formulation of a rehabilitation project.

10.2. Database Structure and Information System Functions
10.2.1. Database Structure
Many of the more sophisticated applications of the SGDBs described above required significant supplementary research, such as was needed for the development of the NIBIS pedotransfer function database or the Pan-European Soil Erosion Risk Assessment Project.
While it is critical to keep these applications in mind, the technical design proposal that
follows will be strictly limited to the construction of a soil-profile, soil-analytical and
soil-map database. This approach will allow the addition of further modules as they are
developed or further datasets as they are acquired.
In order to undertake the conceptual design of a JOSCIS relational database, the basic
elements of the original database described in tab. 3.2 on page 40 must be described in
terms of the entities they represent and the relationships between entities. Bore and pit
surface data, originally consisting of 40 files, actually represent a single entity, site. A
site is a location at which the soils were investigated, analogous to the pedon discussed
above. Each of these has at least one horizon and a horizon can have between zero and
many laboratory analyses. Additional to these entities, a new database will include a
mappingunit entity, representing a delineated soil mapping unit.
These basic entities must then be described by relations (tables) containing data.
Each site has two principle types of attribute data. Surface data collected at the site
by the surveyor is to be stored in sitedescr, while horizon data is to be stored in the
table horizon. Data based on the overlay of non-soil datasets onto the location of the
observation sites and compiled by JOSCIS is stored in compiledGIS. Analytical data
will be stored in analysis. Each mappingunit is described by a land-use suitability
(landsuitability) and a soil map legend (soillegend). Table 10.1 describes JOSCIS
entities, each of which would also be a relation (table) in a relational database. The
multiplicity of the relationships are represented in tab. 10.2 on the next page.
Entities and relationships are graphically represented in fig. 10.1 on page 105. The
figure includes only the basic data components of JOSCIS, with the primary (PK) and
foreign keys (FK) identified. These keys are the fields linking the various entities/tables
with one another and the GIS.
This conceptual design should be used to create a relational database. The actual
transfer of data from the dBASE format to a database is easily achieved using standard
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Table 10.1: Prosed entities for a Jordan soil geographic database. The entities are based on the
structure of the original database and its datasets.
Entity name

Description

Occurrence

mappingunit

Individual soil mapping
unit
Surface location of observation site
Surface data collected at
a pit or bore observation
site
Horizon data collected
at an observation site

A SMU is a distinct spatial soil body.
Each site has a single location.
Each site has a single
surface description.

site
sitedescr

horizon

Chemical analysis results of an observed horizon
Data compiled from observed data

analysis

compiledGIS

landsuitability

Land suitability tables
describing soil mapping
units

soillegend

Soil map legend

JOSCIS v. 1
n/a
n/a
brsf_x, ptsftot

Each site has multiple
horizons. A horizon may
have 0–1 analysis.
An analysis is from a single horizon.

brhz_x, pthztot

One set of compiled GIS
data is held for each surface observation.
A single set of land suitability attributes is held
for each soil mapping
unit.
A single set of soil map
attributes is held for
each soil mapping unit.

brcm_x, ptcmtot

analtot

n/a

n/a

Table 10.2: Relationships between JOSCIS entities. Please refer to Connolly and Begg [46] for
more information about relational databases.
Entity name

Multiplicity

Relationship

Entity name

Multiplicity

site

1..1
1..1
1..1
1..1

Has
Has
HasA
HasA

pithorizon
borehorizon
compiledGIS
analysis

1..*
1..*
1..1
0..1

horizon
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SiteSurface
+Sitenum: PK

PitHorizon

BoreHorizon

+SiteNum: PK,FK
+HorizonNum: PK

+SiteNum: PK,FK
+HorizonNum: PK

Compiled
+SiteNum: PK,FK

Analysis
+SiteNum: PK,FK
+HorizonNum: PK,FK

Figure 10.1: JOSCIS entity-relationship diagram.

software packages. Care must be taken to ensure that each field is properly transferred
and that the domain is properly identified by the new database.
Because additional profiles and soil analyses may be available for integration into this
database, additional tables and fields should be added in order to allow the origin of
individual entries to be recorded. A table should also be created in which methodologies (e. g. procedure used to calculate pH) are stored. This would greatly enhance the
usability of a dataset derived from numerous studies.
Figure 6.4 on page 71 depicted a possible configuration of a Jordanian information system. A number of the potential datasets depicted. Land use and management decisions
are made with the interpreted analyses undertaken with a large variety of information.
10.2.2. Information System Functions
JOSCIS originally had numerous functions, as was discussed on pages 35–40. Because
the spatial data will be highly accessible via the new GIS software, and because no data
entry would be necessary for the initial use of the data, only the data retrieval functions
will likely be needed in the near future. Many functions, such as the identification of
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sites within a geographical area, can be easily performed by modern GIS software. If
large amounts of data are to be manually added to the dataset, however, entry, checking, appending and maintenance modules would be helpful. Microsoft Access offers a
flexible, simple and versatile software package that could be used for the development of
a graphical user interface to meet these needs.
In the short term, access to soil profile descriptions could be greatly eased with the
development of a module capable of transforming the numerical values stored in the
database to worded descriptions. This decision is supported by Lucke [102], by many
of the studies discussed above, and by the evident use of soil profile data at the Range
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture in Amman.
The development of a new method to conveniently access soil profile data in a usable
form, i. e. to replace descretrc, is an important step in the rehabilitation of the data. In
order to demonstrate the feasibility of creating such a tool, a Microsoft Access database
was built containing JOSCIS surface, profile and analytical data. The user interface,
shown in fig. 10.2 on the following page, allows the user to enter the identification
number of an observation site and retrieve a report for on-screen viewing, printing or
export. The report has been designed to provide the profile descriptions identical to
those from the original system. An example of the output is found in fig. 3.2 on page 37.
This tool could be adapted for a network or internet applications.
Use of the profile data with a GIS context does not necessitate any further steps than
those identified above. For example, the identification of observation sites where the
limiting feature (for excavation) was identified as “paralithic contact” is as simple as
querying the database for sites with the value “2” under the attribute “lim_f1”. The use
of tabular soil profile data, however, is not practical when many attributes of a particular
profile are to be examined. The frequent referencing to look-up tables or printed manuals
is time-consuming and inconvenient. The original JOSCIS module desretrc was used
to display and print full profile reports for a single profile, a consecutive series of profiles,
or a group of profiles found within a designated geographical area.

10.3. Database Applications and Data Requirements
This section offers a number of possible applications for the NSMLUP dataset. Because
a database is meant to serve research projects, policy goals and other applications, and
not vice versa, the success of an information system is largely determined by its uses
towards specific applications. Indeed, the failure to identify applications at an early
stage of a system’s development can be fatal to its implementation [76]. This is echoed
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Figure 10.2: Graphical user interface for access to profile reports. This interface has been
designed using NSMLUP data and Microsoft Access, and replaces the Clipper module desretrc.
The output can be printed, viewed, or saved to disk.

throughout the literature (e. g. [27], [76]) and a rehabilitation effort for the NSMLUP
must consider these applications.
All types of applications have specific needs in terms of the types and quality of
data required. According to Briassoulis [36], factors influencing these needs include the
nature of the entities studied, the characteristics of the analyses, and the users and uses
of the information resulting from the analysis. These factors are seen in fig. 10.3 on the
following page. These aspects of data requirements will be discussed in the context of a
given application, providing future users of NSMLUP a vision of what applications are
possible and what needs remain prior to their realisation.
A number of studies requiring soil data were reviewed in the introduction. For purposes
of demonstration, this section of the thesis will describe how the JOSCIS dataset could
be used to perform analyses, whether as-is or in combination with supplementary data.
These applications have been selected due to their feasibility and the range of benefits
they would bring to the Kingdom. Each application would require a slightly different
outlay of technical and financial resources and each would bring different benefits to
different users, such as researchers, private citizens, businesses and industry, regulators,
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Users and Uses of
Analysis
Policy and decision
makers, farmers,
researchers.

Nature of entities
analysed and mode
of analysis
Data Needs

Estimation, mon−
itoring, prediction.

Land attributes,
integrated, inter−
temporal analysis.

Figure 10.3: Factors influencing data needs for a given analysis. Different user groups will
have differing data needs for a given situation. Likewise, the temporal aspect of an analysis is
critical in determining the needed data. Adapted from [36].

government planners, and the agricultural sector.
10.3.1. Land Degradation and Soil Erosion
Soil erosion by wind and water have been identified by Khresat et al. [92] as the major
causes of land degradation in north-western Jordan. The NSMLUP dataset includes
data which could be used to map areas of potential chemical, biological and physical
degradation, as demonstrated by the study of de Paz et al. [51] (as discussed on page 78).
The preparation of LDIs offers a concrete example of a potential application of NSMLUP
data for which only two datasets would be required, both of which would be present in
a rebuilt JOSCIS system. Soil erosion is a special case of degradation and is an aspect
of physical degradation discussed below.
The first dataset is the digital soil maps, the scale of which would define the scale
of the final degradation maps. All three levels of the NSMLUP could be used for this
purpose, creating soil degradation risk maps at a national level and for the study areas
of Levels 2 and 3. The second needed dataset is a database of soil profile laboratory
analyses. Soil mapping units from JOSCIS could be considered to be equivalent to the
geo-scientific mapping units of the de Paz study, as these mapping units were defined
according to a similar methodology and describe the landscape with similar parameters,
though there is no soil aggregate stability equivalent in the JOSCIS data, and would
be extremely useful. If further research were undertaken linking other factors to land
degradation, this data could be incorporated into enhanced land degradation analyses.
The initial step in preparing such a study would be to query the JOSCIS database to
list soil analyses according to soil series or family from profiles found within the study
area. The level of soil classification chosen would be dependent on the scale of soil
maps used. These results could then be analysed to determine the means and standard
deviations of the soil chemical, biological and physical degradation indices for each soil
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series/family. The second step could be to assign an adjustment factor to each index
for each mapping unit according to a number of criteria. The de Paz study used soil
aggregate stability and effective soil depth to modify the physical degradation index by
up to ±100%. The biological degradation index was increased by 1× standard deviation
when the organic matter was less than 2% and decreased by this value when organic
matter contents exceeded 4%. The chemical degradation index was adjusted according
to salinity estimates from the mapping units (low, moderate, high salinity). Finally,
mapping units with soil associations were weighted according to the proportions of the
soils present.
Performing such an analysis with this dataset would immediately highlight areas at risk
of these types of degradation without requiring further field studies or the acquisition
of new datasets (such as new climatic data or remotely sensed images), though this
type of data would be very useful for more sophisticated simulations and modelling.
Degradation-risk maps could, for example, then be combined with cadastral, agricultural,
land use/land cover (LULC) or climatic maps to allow more detailed analysis.
Soil degradation maps could be used by individual farmers seeking to maintain the
fertility of their lands. Soil conservation measures could be practised on areas identified
as being at high risk of degradation. If certain practices, such as the cultivation of grains,
were identified as being inappropriate for areas at high risk of physical degradation, these
degradation indices could be incorporated into land evaluation analysis.
10.3.2. Soil Interpretation and Land Evaluation
Given the importance of agriculture in Jordan and the current deficit of soil data in
the country, land evaluation is the most obvious application of NSMLUP soil data.
Indeed, as was described above, these suitability maps already exist. The study of
Harahsheh et al. [68] highlights a number of important issues discussed in this thesis,
such as the environmental challenges faced in Jordan and the ease with which land
suitability mapping can be undertaken. Most importantly, the authors note that there
exists a pressing need for soil interpretation and land evaluation in Jordan.
The need for land evaluation information will likely be filled irrespective of whether
NSMLUP soil data are used or whether, as demonstrated by Harahsheh et al. and numerous other studies reviewed here, investigations duplicating NSMLUP data are undertaken. This duplication of efforts is highly inefficient and has the disadvantages that
heterogeneous methodologies will likely be used and the extreme decentralisation of data
will occur.
A land evaluation study would bring tangible benefits to decision makers responsible
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for encouraging appropriate crop selection and zoning. Farmers would also benefit from
an interpreted discussion of the results of such a study. Additional data and classification
criteria, such as Akasheh et al.’s [3] study of the effects of varying soil surface treatments
(tillage) on barley yields, could benefit farmers with the specified soils. Indeed, without
adequate knowledge of soil spatial variation, any studies describing agricultural practices
based on soil types will be of limited use.
While the suitability analysis undertaken during the NSMLUP is the best resource of
this type in Jordan, it is likely that more detailed topographic maps and longer-term
climatic data have become available, thereby allowing a reclassification of mapping units
with a higher degree of confidence and at higher resolutions than was previously possible.
The NSMLUP used remotely sensed images as old as 1978 to describe land cover and
did not classify mapping units according to land use applications. The reclassification
of land cover could be undertaken using the criteria proposed by the NSMLUP (FAO)
or with new criteria.
10.3.3. Global Change and Monitoring
Precipitation modelling is extremely challenging [72] and it is difficult to predict how
precipitation patterns in Jordan will be affected by global change. It would therefore be
prudent to begin assembling and analysing what data is available to assist in scenario
generation and planning. The modelling of changing suitability would give decision
makers an understanding of possible alterations to land-use suitability and could allow
them to prepare agricultural strategic plans taking proper account of this important
phenomenon.
Because conditions improving soil productivity generally also contribute to the accumulation of soil organic carbon, those regions of Jordan that underwent detailed soil
mapping are also those with the highest levels of soil organic carbon. Because of the
timing of their study, Batjes et al. [25] had access to Level 1 profiles and soil maps only.
Both this study and the SOTER database of Batjes [24] would benefit from the full
NSMLUP dataset in order to increase the reliability and resolution of their estimates.
Studies estimating soil carbon stocks and the impacts of land management practices
on these stocks would benefit not only from access to NSMLUP, but also from further,
long-term, field studies [24].
Al-Zaad et al. [11] note that understanding historic, climate-induced changes in landuse patterns can help to estimate future impacts of anticipated climate change in Jordan.
A research project investigating this subject would likely yield insight not only into human cultures historically inhabiting this region, but also into the sensitivity of agriculture
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to climatic changes. Such information would be of interest to researchers studying the
past, such as archaeologists and cultural historians, and those studying the present and
future, such as agricultural scientists and planners. The identification of areas of elevated
risk, the setting of management priorities and the guidance of further research would be
aided by such research.
10.3.4. Surface and Groundwater Conservation
The effective management and conservation of surface and groundwater supplies in Jordan requires the calculation of available supplies and the protection of these supplies
from contamination. Calculation of recharge rates and sources is an important part of
aquifer management and is possible only with soil parameters such as texture and porosity. Although measures are being taken to improve the efficiency of the water distribution
system in Jordan [131], management and conservation of supplies remains critical.
Surface water is considered to be an important, under-exploited source of water in the
Badia region [53]. The collection of surface runoff would require detailed topographic
maps and knowledge of infiltration properties.
Warburton [165] concluded that water infiltration in the Badia region was extremely
variable over short distances, noting that further research of infiltration rates was required. Further knowledge of infiltration rates could assist in sprinkler irrigation and
water resource planning. Because soil physics tests were undertaken exclusively in the
Level 2 and 3 study areas, additional data collected in the Badia region could be integrated into Jordanian soil database and into land-suitability investigations.
The study of Margane et al. [106] discussed above was an important first step in
reducing contamination risks to Jordanian aquifers. Al-Adamat et al. [5] recommend
that further groundwater vulnerability studies be carried out. Their study could be
repeated with the higher resolution soil maps and extended to cover a larger area in
Jordan. Such mapping could easily, when such data existed, be combined with soil
contamination studies such as that of Jiries et al. [82].
A variety of approaches are used for the assessment of groundwater depletion and
contamination risks. Combining the available soil data with other datasets, a JOSDB
could be used to unify water conservation data in Jordan, and act as a basis for policy
decisions.
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10.3.5. Archaeological Studies
Due to the length of time the country has been settled, archaeology and cultural resource
management are important fields of research in Jordan. Archaeological studies undertaken in Jordan could have benefited directly from access to detailed and semi-detailed
soil data. Al-Saad et al. [11], for example, lacked soil depth information, which would
have assisted in their analysis of soil loss.
Cordova [47] notes that much archaeological research in Jordan is highly focused on
the area in the immediate vicinity of a site. Continuing, he states that “future evidence
from off-site paleoecological data may not only confirm the environmental impact [of]
Early Bronze Age development but also provide information on the environmental effects
of early farming in the Neolithic.” (pp. 186–187) Soil survey maps and analytical data,
as part of a GIS integrating disparate datasets, would act as a basis for such research.
The few archaeological and historical land-use studies reviewed here would have benefited from more recent data than was used (e. g. Moorman’s [113] soil survey of 1959),
more detailed data (1:10,000 vs. 1:250,000), more plentiful chemical analyses than were
used (e. g. Cordova [47], Lucke et al. [103]) or access to digital soil data. Access to more
soil data to assist in more conclusive research has been explicitly called for by a number
of authors (e. g. Cordova [47], Lucke et al. [103]), and could even be used to simulate
ancient landscapes when combined with climatic data [101].
Lucke et al. [105] identified a correlation between soil characteristics (texture, colour
brightness, calcium carbonate) and Mamluk pottery finds, while Schmidt et al. [146]
postulate land-use practices as an important factor in clay-content variation in Jordanian
soils.
Lucke et al. [103] and Schmidt et al. [146] note the potential for further research linking soil data with knowledge of present and historic climatic conditions and land-use
practices in Jordan. Because historic settlements were likely clustered in those areas
most favourable to rain-fed agriculture, the high sampling density (≈ 22 sites km−2 ) of
the Level 3 mapping areas and the subsequent detailed mapping could prove invaluable
in a larger scale study.
Tourism, largely centred on drawing visitors to historic sites and increasingly on ecotourism, is an important and growing sector of the Jordanian economy, accounting for
approximately 10% of the nation’s gross domestic product [116]. This industry would
benefit from the careful and systematic management of these resources. Indeed, a webbased GIS with 61 cm resolution satellite imagery is already accessible via the Internet [117]. Though this system is oriented towards potential tourists, it demonstrates
the feasibility of the scientific application of spatial archaeological information and the
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availability of data.
A GIS-based database of archaeological sites in Jordan already exists. The linking of
this system, the Jordan Archaeological Database and Information System (JADIS) with
the NSMLUP data would allow an investigation into historical land use impossible up
to this point. Especially when connected with climatic data, such an application could
reveal as-yet unknown linkages between environmental conditions and historic land use
or settle disagreements between conflicting hypotheses. Variables such as surface cover,
soil depth, soil chemical properties and topography could be related to land-use patterns.
Further, when these linkages are understood, the settlement and abandonment of ancient
cities could likely be better explained.
The JADIS database of ACOR would be easily integrated with NSMLUP data. An
information sharing agreement between ACOR and the Ministry of Agriculture would
bring benefits to both parties and would pose no technical problems. This combined
dataset could be made directly available to researchers or interpreted by experts and
made available to other authorities or interested parties.
While NSMLUP maps may not be as detailed as required for some archaeological
studies found outside of the Level 1 mapping areas, the semi-detailed and reconnaissance levels could highlight areas in need of further or more detailed examination and
could be used to extrapolate data from areas of detailed study. Researchers and historians investigating ancient civilisations in the region would be able to integrate spatial
archaeological data with spatial environmental data.
10.3.6. Rangeland Management
The NSMLUP dataset lends itself for integration with vegetation cover data, DEMs, precipitation data and cadastral data to form a rangeland management information system.
A small number of papers were reviewed above and demonstrate some of the possible
investigations that could be undertaken to scientifically describe and categorise Jordanian rangelands. Much research has already been undertaken to address sustainability
issues in the Badia and this knowledge base would be very useful when combined with
spatial soil data.
The Department of Lands and Irrigation of the Ministry of Agriculture is the only
known government agency currently using NSMLUP. Soil observation data is rudimentarily used to assist in rangeland management. This department was extremely interested in the prospect of accessing the full NSMLUP and was interested in improving
their environmental information resources. A JOSDB would be an excellent tool for this
department, allowing the integration of their spacial data describing rangeland use with
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other environmental datasets.
10.3.7. Discussion of Database Applications
The tendency to over-emphasise the importance of data and databases as ends in themselves must be avoided. Datasets and databases are of importance only to the extent
they are used or applied. A static and unknown database, like the NSMLUP, is simply
of no value. Rather than pursuing an archival approach, data owners need to view their
database as dynamic, suited for manipulation and expansion, and, of course, for application. For these reasons, a number of potential applications for the NSMLUP have been
suggested above.
This overview is a brief survey of applications of soil data relevant to Jordan. There exists many other applications and the literature describing soil studies, analysis, modelling
and applications of soil survey data is extensive. Decision makers and technicians will
initially need to identify urgent applications and plan for data acquisition and research
accordingly. Over time and as the utility of this dataset becomes better understood, it
could be expected that the NSMLUP dataset will be used for all of these applications.

10.4. Addressing Data Quality Issues
Data quality, defined as “fitness for use”, is a measure of the usefulness of a dataset for
a particular user. The NSMLUP is currently unfit for any use and requires the amelioration of the issues described in Section 4.5. The steps needed for this rehabilitation are
described on the following pages.
10.4.1. Map Legends
Digital copies of the Level 3 final reports are available from the World Soil Surveys
Archive and Catalogue (WOSSAC). Included in these are the tabular legends for land
suitability. These legends were originally stored in a single table for each area of Level 3
and were amalgamated into a single table consisting of 5979 mapping units as part of
the preparatory rehabilitation efforts of my previous study. The attribute sname_gis
identifies the individual mapping units.
WOSSAC does not possess digital copies of the Levels 1 and 2 soil legends or the land
suitability maps of Level 2. It is possible that digital copies of these legends exist with
the original NSMLUP team or with the publisher of the maps. Otherwise, the manual
entering of map legends (possibly with the aid of a very high quality scanner) will be
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required. Failure to link the mapping units with digital legends will drastically reduce
the utility of these maps.
10.4.2. Spatial Data Transformation and Digitisation Errors
The apparent shifting or mis-transformation of soil maps greatly reduces the accuracy,
and therefore the utility, of these maps.
Because the transformation of soil observations positions from the Universal Transverse Mercator Zone 36 (UTM 36) to JTM and from UTM 37 to JTM by JOSCIS were
successful and very accurate, those soil maps originally drawn in these systems must
have been correctly transformed as well. It is unfortunately not clear at the present time
which of the Level 3 soil maps were UTM 36 and 37, and which were from Palestine Grid
and Palestine Belt maps, thereby necessitating the verification of the accuracy of each
group of Level 3 soil maps. This could be accomplished by comparing the maps with
satellite imagery, or by consulting the original digitisation and map datum parameters.
The incorrect calculation of geographic coordinates from the Palestine Grid/Belt coordinate system by the original JOSCIS should be addressed. The creation of GIS layers
containing the observation sites should be undertaken using the original field coordinates. The transformation should be undertaken using the ReprojectME [141] software
program. This program can quickly and accurately transform spatial data between a
number of coordinate systems commonly used in the Middle East and was used for the
recalculation of observation site coordinates discussed above.
Ziadat’s [170] approach to the amelioration of this error could be followed for the
individual Level 3 digitised map sheets. This process involved treating the data to
remove the incorrect transformation and perform a reprojection, properly accounting
for the actual datum of the source maps. Alternatively, and with a lower degree of
accuracy, a manual transformation could be undertaking using high-resolution satellite
imagery as reference. This approach has the advantage that it is technically simply,
though the final accuracy would be uncertain. Additionally, warping of the soil maps
could take place.
Once the transformation errors of the Level 3 and Level 1 maps have been corrected,
the individual sheets must be merged into a single layer. Additionally, slivers and spurious polygons resulting from the digitisation process should be removed.
The Level 2 soil map created in 1996, soi3tot, was reduced in resolution through conversion of soil boundaries from smooth to step-like lines. The individual map sheets (28
sheets) which have not been converted could be merged to produce a smooth-boundary
version of soi3tot. This would require, however, the treatment of the final map for sliv-
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ers and spurious polygons, a time-consuming and tedious task. Figure 4.4(a) on page 52
shows two of these map sheets (sheets B4 and B5) and their overlap. The spurious
polygons can be observed in this figure. If it is determined that the higher accuracy of
the smooth-polygon Level 2 maps is needed, the treatment of the map edges would be
justified.
10.4.3. Profile Data Integrity and Soil Classification System
The investigation of inconsistencies with soil profile and horizon description should be
investigated. The reports of Batjes et al. [25] and Ziadat [170] should be consulted with
regards to the errors in the profile data they discovered. The decision to reclassify
the soil profiles and soil mapping units according to a different soil taxonomy should
be carefully considered. Such an exercise would require pedologists familiar with the
various taxonomies and would be a time consuming and difficult task.
10.4.4. Metadata
The lack of metadata not only makes the use of this data in isolation difficult; it also
hinders integration with other datasets. Both the EUSIS and NIBIS databases were
characterised by outstanding and very thorough metadata resources for both technical
users and the public. Whereas the data from these case studies can be easily reused by
third parties, the metadata describing JOSCIS is so poor as to make its use by the very
developers of the data difficult if not impossible.
One of the first steps in rehabilitating this data must be the compiling of the basic metadata that should have been prepared during the execution of the project. By
securing the proper parameters for the data, further errors can be minimised and any adjustments or treatments to data can be undertaken with confidence. Initially, a metadata
standard should be chosen. Because ESRI ArcGIS software is in use at various Jordanian
ministries, both the FGDC and ISO compliant metadata can be easily compiled using
the ArcCatalogue software.
Metadata sources include NSMLUP documentation and former staff, original NSMLUP field maps, and RJGC documentation. The decision to make all metadata, including full descriptions of laboratory procedures and methods, available digitally would be
influenced by the intended use of JOSCIS data. A progressive, open stance towards the
use of this data, as seen in the mandates of NIBIS and the EUSIS data, would necessitate
that the documentation be available to data users.
Batjes et al. [25] required consultations with original NSMLUP team members to com-
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plete their study using this dataset. Metadata is intended to provide thorough and
detailed information about a dataset such that a researcher is able to reuse the data
without additional assistance from the dataset authors. If it is possible to contact original members of the NSMLUP team, they would be able to be of great assistance in the
preparation of the metadata.
A JOSDB metadata library would consist of a single XML file for each data file. Thus,
three files would be needed to describe the soil maps of Levels 1, 2 and 3. Additional files
would describe the observation site files, precipitation datasets, and any other spatial
data included in the database. These files must be stored with the data, or in a location
where they can be freely accessed. As was mentioned above, various freely-available
programs are available to assist in the preparation of metadata.
The importance of metadata increases as the library within which a dataset is stored
increases in size. Users must be able to find the data they are looking for and have
access to exhaustive data documentation. If the NMSLUP become part of an integrated
GIS with data from disparate sources, the investment required to compile metadata will
definitely be worthwhile.

10.5. Institutional Framework
Unfortunately it is not possible to describe what the various ministries involved in the
NSMLUP had planned for the data at that time, or what arrangements were in place
for cooperation, staffing or data sharing between interested authorities. The proceeding
examination of EUSIS and NIBIS can assist in the development of an organisational
infrastructure to sustain and use a national Jordanian soil database.
The four issues discussed by Sahay and Walsham [139] (please see page 16) offer a useful framework for considering institutional issues relevant to this discussion. It should
be noted that these difficulties are also encountered in countries where a lack of financial
resources and trained personnel do not play a major role. Institutional issues are, however, especially acute in developing countries. Poor project planning and management is
found in every country, regardless of the level of industrial development. Less developed
countries are faced with the additional problem that the technologies they are adopting
have been and continue to be developed in wealthier countries for their own needs.
10.5.1. Data
Jordan is fortunate to have the NSMLUP dataset. Access to other datasets, such as
DEMs and satellite imaging, is a more simple matter than when Sahay and Walsham [139]
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were writing (1996) and when the NSMLUP began in 1989. Many of the datasets discussed above are available through remote sensing and therefore are relatively affordable.
As was demonstrated by the literature review performed above, there exists significant
interest from both domestic and international scientists in various research fields in Jordan, implying that additional datasets and data are available or could become available
in the near future. This would include archaeological data, climatic datasets and remotely sensed images of high resolution. The intense interest in rangeland management
would support land-cover studies.
Data is supplied to NIBIS from various authorities within Lower Saxony, while EUSIS data is supplied by soil survey organisations and scientific institutions from across
Europe. The identification of useful datasets, as was done in tab. 10.3 on the following
page, would be an important step in making NSMLUP data part of a more ambitious
database. This table has been compiled using a number of the possible applications of
soil data discussed earlier. Basic environmental datasets could be used with many of
these applications. Climatic data, LULC maps and DEMs are shown to be useful for
most of the applications. Decision makers should give the acquisition of these datasets
high priority.
10.5.2. Manpower
The NSMLUP was undertaken some 10 years ago when GIS was still a relatively new
technology, even in developed countries. Since that time, GIS programs have been
initiated at numerous Jordanian universities and the pool of available technicians has
likely increased significantly. Numerous researchers within Jordan use GIS and soil data.
The familiarity of decision makers and ministry staff with GIS has likely also increased
significantly since that time, especially given that GIS is in use at numerous ministries at
this time. These factors make the utilisation of NSMLUP more likely than was previously
the case.
NIBIS is operated by a large team, yet the quantity of data and the number of datasets
is far in excess of the data prepared during the NSMLUP. The importance of soil and
water quality to the economy of Lower Saxony is strong justification for the high funding
the system receives. The extensive research and the large number of applications made
with NIBIS require a number of staff.
Beyond the initial costs associated with rehabilitation, the maintenance and use of this
dataset would require at least a single full-time position for a database administrator.
This person would be responsible for maintaining proper documentation and facilitating
the use of the data by outside parties. A full-time database administrator would be
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Table 10.3: Supplementary data needs for various applications using JOSCIS data. Digital elevation models and land use/land change
mapping are seen to be especially useful.
Application
Research
Archaeology
Agricultural studies
Crop choice/rotation
Erosion modelling
LU suitability
Management
Climate research
Construction permits
Engineering projects
Irrigation planning
LU planning/regulation
Rangeland management
Water management

Cada

DEMb

LU/LCc

Cld

⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆

Hyde

⋆
⋆
⋆

a

cadastral maps, urban plans
digital elevation model
c
land use/land cover maps
d
climate and precipitation data
e
hydrological data
b

able to acquire and maintain an overview the data and would be a key partner for any
application.
While it is difficult to make a precise assessment of the costs entailed in the rectification
of these shortcomings, the examination of the dataset undertaken to date does allow a
generalised assessment. Table 10.4 on the next page estimates the time in person-hours
needed to accomplish the three tasks described below. The large variation between the
minimum and maximum estimates are due to a number of factors. For example, the
attaching of the map legends would be made much simpler if the legends are recovered
in digital form. If these legends must first be scanned from hard copies of the legends
and manually checked, this task would take much longer. Additionally, if it decided that
many of the digital maps (thematic maps) are not needed but rather only the soil maps,
this task could be more quickly accomplished. The variation in the metadata preparation
estimate lies in the thoroughness of the final product. If an informal approach is chosen,
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Table 10.4: Estimated time needed for completion of rehabilitation tasks. The actual time
required for each task will depend on the quality of the final product needed by the data owners
and the precise number of thematic layers to be treated.
Task

Time (minimum–maximum)

Attach map legends
Spatial transformation, digitisation cleaning
Preparation of metadata
Profile data integrity, soil classification

10–100 hrs.
80–150 hrs.
40–200 hrs.
40–150 hrs.

Total

170–600 hrs.

metadata could be quickly compiled. If, however, the FGDC or ISO metadata standards
are chosen, the task would require much more attention.
10.5.3. Decision-Making Structures
The importance of efficient and open information sharing structures is well known. Bernhardsen [27] notes that the tendency of an agency or department to monopolise data is
a common problem for GIS implementation. Both NIBIS and EUSIS have at their core
the concept of data sharing and inter-agency cooperation. Jordan, however, does not yet
have a well-developed data-sharing program between government institutions in general,
and does not have a single coordinating body responsible for storing and distributing
soil data. The absence of a coordinating body on environmental information has been
identified as an obstacle to sustainable development in Jordan [120].
Unfortunately, the organisational structure in which the original JOSCIS was embedded suffered from inter-ministerial rivalry: personal agendas of decision makers and
improper staffing strategies all stifled efforts to successfully complete data processing,
and made a cooperative environment for data sharing between authorities difficult, if
not impossible [8, 74].
A successful geographical information infrastructure in Jordan will address issues of
jurisdiction and data sharing and will ensure that data and information sharing is well
understood and supported by the different agencies and departments using and supplying
geographical data.
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10.5.4. Financing
Huxhold and Levingsohn [76] note that a project cannot reach the stage of application
unless the concept of the working system is accepted and funded by decision markers.
Decision makers must be prepared to finance not only the recovery of the dataset, but
also make funding for the maintenance, improvement and use of the data into the future. Costs for technology, staffing and data acquisition must be considered and met.
The rehabilitation of the dataset undertaken with committed operational funding would
ensure a viable NSMLUP for all to share and benefit from.
The NSMLUP originally cost approximately 4 million European currency units (the
forerunner to the Euro, equal to approximately e 2.4 million). While modern techniques
in remote sensing and laboratory analysis could offer some advantages, it is clear that
the undertaking of a new project of this magnitude would very difficult to justify to any
financial backer. The financial costs of land degradation and groundwater exhaustion or
contamination, or the economic and social hardships caused by the failure of agriculture
are very difficult to quantify. That these issues are real and pressing has been argued
above.
The financial outlay required to achieve a minimum level of data quality, as outlined
in tab. 10.4, would be limited. Indeed, the initial migration of the data was undertaken
by a M.Sc. student (myself). The tasks outlined here could also be undertaken by a
GIS technician and would not necessarily require pedologists or other expensive experts.
Therefore, the financial outlay required to rehabilitate the NSMLUP dataset should be
considered an excellent investment.
The maintenance of the system over the longer term would require highly trained
personnel and entail greater costs, yet the benefit would also be significant, as has been
argued throughout this thesis.
10.5.5. Institutional Framework: Discussion
The NSMLUP was no exception from the general case that institutional and organisational issues tend to be more problematic than technical issues. While it is beyond the
scope of this thesis to make specific recommendations as to what type of institutional
structure is needed or what type of organisation should be responsible for the maintenance of NSMLUP data, it is extremely important to emphasise that this issue must be
central to a rehabilitation effort.
Table 10.5 summarises these governmental institutions and whether they are users or
providers of environmental or spatial data. Additional departments and ministries could
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Table 10.5: Governmental users and providers of environmental data in Jordan.
Institution
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Defence (RJGC)
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Finance (Land and Survey Department)
Ministry of Planning (Department of Statistics)
Ministry of Transport (Jordan Meteorological Dept.)
Ministry of Water and Irrigation
Higher Council for Science and Technology
Universities and research centres

Env. data provider

Soil data user

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆

use environmental data indirectly for socio-economic analysis. The number of ministries
and departments collecting environmental data underlines the need for effective strategies
to achieve cooperation and data sharing. As seen in this table, it is generally the case
that government bodies both collect and use data. What NIBIS has shown is that the
individual bodies use many datasets they do not collect themselves, and many datasets
are used by numerous users.
A project to build a national soil database or environmental information system should
include an ambitious marketing campaign targeted to researchers, technicians, managers
and high-level management in Jordanian ministries. This campaign would address the
potential problem of managerial complacency towards the database and its potential
applications.
Decision makers could initially be presented with a small number of potential applications of JOSDB using concrete examples and visual means of presentation. These
examples should relate to the activities of the departments at the present time, and how
the database can assist them with these tasks and make further and more ambitious
goals realisable. Examples of what datasets they could contribute to the system and the
resulting information they would receive would bolster enthusiasm and willingness to cooperate. Such a campaign would also emphasise the long-term commitment required for
the success of such a system. The temporal nature of certain data should be highlighted.
It should be noted that the Ministry of Environment has only recently been created
and continues to grow in importance. For this reason, it cannot be expected that this
ministry be responsible for maintaining a central database or that the ministry would
have been able to alleviate jurisdictional issues related to data sharing. The problem of
overlapping and unclear jurisdiction is expected to diminish [14].
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Jordan, like many countries with arid environments, faces numerous environmental challenges that make the sustainability of agriculture and industry difficult. The degradation
of lands and soils and the over-exploitation and contamination of surface and groundwater resources are serious matters requiring scientific attention and careful management.
The failure to mitigate anthropogenic impacts on natural resources in Jordan could result in their permanent degradation, thereby seriously harming the health and quality
of life of Jordanians. The environmental management issues discussed were apparent to
decision makers in 1989, and have neither abated nor been solved.
The National Soil Map and Land Use Project was an ambitious effort to map Jordanian
soils, prepare land suitability maps, and train Jordanians in soil survey, land evaluation
and geographical information systems. The project, supported by the European Community, sought to create an information system to assist scientists and decision makers
to optimise land use across the landscape and to prevent the loss of the most valuable
soils. Though agriculture contributes a limited proportion to the national economy, it is
an important employer and alleviates some need for the import of expensive foodstuffs
from the world market. The health of the nation’s soils, in turn, is a key contributor
to this sector. Unfortunately, the knowledge of soil spatial distribution has been limited
to studies unable to contribute to a nation-wide understanding of soils and land-use
suitability. Thus, it was recognised that agricultural production could be only properly
managed with a systematic understanding of soil spatial distribution and qualities.
The freshwater supply in the Middle East is such that surface water resources are fully
exploited, ground water resources are over-exploited, and water demand continues to
grow. The few water resource that exist must be protected and understood if catastrophic
water shortages in the future are to be avoided. While it would be unrealistic to believe
that the optimisation of agriculture or a soil information system will alone alleviate these
issues, it is clear that the conservation of these resources without knowledge of soils is
unrealistic.
Sustainable development has been recognised as a priority of the Kingdom of Jordan.
Numerous research projects such as the Jordan Arid Zone Productivity Project and the
Badia Programme have attempted to increase the understanding of the environmental
and social factors affecting the sustainability of Jordanian society. These projects have
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made use of original research on soils or have used outdated soil studies. Various other
investigations by both Jordanian and external scientists have also investigated soil conditions. A review of this literature showed the inadequacy of soil information in Jordan
at this time. Many of the reviewed studies undertook soil profile analysis, and very
few borrowed data from earlier investigations. Given that this data already exists, the
duplication of effort is highly inefficient and has the disadvantages that heterogeneous
methodologies will likely be used and the extreme decentralisation of data will occur.
The National Soil Map and Land Use Project created a thorough and modern soil
profile and soil map database of Jordan. Unfortunately, a domino effect of software,
hardware and staffing problems led to a non-operational system and incomplete dataset.
The result is that the NSMLUP dataset is accessible only in analogue form. Moreover,
the use of analogue soil survey and land evaluation data is extremely impractical and
this issue must be addressed if the dataset is to be used on a larger scale than has been
the case.
Because the simple resurrection of the original information system would allow the exploitation of a small fraction of the data’s potential, a rehabilitation plan more ambitious
than the simple construction of a database is needed. A number of possible applications
have been reviewed here, many of which must be realised if the long-term sustainability
of Jordan is to be assured. What is made clear from the observations made herein regarding the failure of the original system is, however, that no effort to bring JOSCIS to
a useful condition can be executed failing an adequate strategy or realisation plan and
a vision of potential uses.
The review of two information systems above demonstrated the importance of an
institutional framework and inter-agency cooperation for the maximisation of a SGDB’s
utility. The contribution of data to a database by different parties and the sharing
of the datasets reduces costs and allows agencies to better fulfil their mandates. The
clear delineation of responsibilities in the management of such an information system
also improves its sustainability and the overall benefits it can yield. These lessons from
successful systems must be considered during the rehabilitation of the NSMLUP data
and the planning of future applications.
The importance of spatial data for environmental planning is undisputed and numerous
applications of the dataset were described above. With relatively little initial financial
outlay, this data could be prepared for such applications. The small size of Jordan and
the very limited areas in need of detailed mapping imply that quality studies could be
undertaken rapidly, cost-effectively and often.
Up until this point, the NSMLUP and JOSCIS have not brought the benefits origi-
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nally foreseen. If it is not endeavoured to make this data more widely available in digital
form, the original financial and human resources needed to undertake the soil survey
and create JOSCIS will have been squandered. Although the project was considered extremely successful by the funding agency at the time of its completion [74], an important
measure of success is the actual use of a system [76]. What this thesis has attempted to
demonstrate was not only that the construction of a new soil geographic database for
NSMLUP data would be relatively simple, nor only that the systematic errors discovered
in the dataset can be satisfactorily addressed, but that these technical issues must be
embedded in a well-planned and genuine effort on behalf of decision makers to create a
sustainable organisational context for the data.
As mentioned on page 15, it is critical that the indigenous scientists and administrators
grasp fully both the responsibilities associated with the management of such a system,
and the benefits it can bring. The decision to rehabilitate JOSCIS to further Jordanian
interests should be made with a long-term financial and institutional commitment from
within Jordan. While external assistance will likely be extremely important, whether
JOSCIS data will be utilised five years after a recovery effort will depend almost entirely
on Jordanian initiative. Cooperation between agencies and departments and between executives, decision makers, computer experts and users will greatly increase the likelihood
of the sustained use of NSMLUP data.
Management decision affecting the environment will be made regardless of the information base available to decision makers. That no modern soil information is currently
available implies that decisions are being made with a poor understanding of the environment.
This thesis has demonstrated that there are compelling reasons to rehabilitate this
dataset and that the technical obstacles are few in number and easily remedied. These
remaining challenges include the confirmation of an institutional commitment to the scientific management of natural resources in the Kingdom, and decisions makers’ financial
support of the system.
The short-term goal of a rehabilitation effort could be the addressing of the technical
issues discussed above and the generation of awareness of the dataset and its potential
among decision makers and within the community of Jordanian environmental data
users. Achieving this would bring the JOSDB to a state essentially where JOSCIS should
have been in 1996–1997 and would involve the construction of a soil geographic database
or a soil information system. The failure to achieve this level of development would
represent a squandering of an important resource and would compromise the ability of
decision makers to attain the sustainable management of natural resources in Jordan.
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Such a database would assist users of soil data to improve management and analysis
sophistication.
Based on the lessons learned from the collapse of JOSCIS, a medium-term goal would
be the creation a platform for data sharing and utilisation in Jordan based on a integrated spatial information system. Such a system would attempt to bring as broad a
spectrum of spatial and non-spatial data as possible together into a single system of
federated databases at both domestic and international levels. The needs and priorities
of Jordan would dictate datasets of highest priority. The system would be embedded in a
organisational structure binding ministries, departments, universities and development
organisations together in a cooperative context. This database system would bring a
host of new analysis possibilities as a synergetic effect would be realised.
A long-term vision for a Jordanian environmental information system would see a
rise in the perceived importance of data sharing and utilisation among decision makers,
improving funding and altering the strategic plans and agendas of user organisations.
The user base would be broadened to include municipalities and further embedding the
system in the day-to-day activities of the broadening user base. This level of development
would be a necessary part of any attempt to modernise planning and scientific research
in Jordan.
As was mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the rehabilitation and integration
of this data into an information system would bring real benefits to the people of Jordan.
What the citizens of Jordan must demand from their scientists, decision makers and
planners are informed recommendations for land-management decisions. The NSMLUP
is a keystone of any effort to improve the ability of Jordanian farmers to maximise
benefits from the land over the long term. These benefits, or the lack thereof, will affect
the lives of Jordanians for generations to come.
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A. Glossary
Clipper

The program Clipper is a dBASE compiler program and a programming language developed by the software vendor Nantucket. Functioning as a compiler, Clipper was used to write executable files (.exe),
which could be distributed to users. The executable files were able to
read and write dBASE files. The licensing agreement of Clipper allowed these files to be distributed and used with no further licensing—
an aspect that greatly improved its popularity and the portability and
distributability of Clipper programs.

Landsat MSS

Landsat is an image acquisition satellite operating since 1972. Its
optical array is a multi-spectral scanner (MSS).

dBASE

The first widely used database management system and was released
by the firm Ashton-Tate in the early 1980s. The program had its
roots in the database program Vulcan, a program available for a brief
time at the end of the 1970s. dBASE popularity fluctuated until 1991
when Borland bought the rights to the program. In 1993 sales were
low enough to prompt Borland to sell dBASE to dBASE Inc., a firm
dedicated to the program. Development continues and new versions
are still released. The program no longer captures significant market
share.
Although dBASE is also a programming language, it is the file format aspect of dBASE that is relevant to JOSCIS. dBASE database
files were created in a number of formats: dBASE III, dBASE IV,
and dBASE 5.0 are the formats available since 1984, dBASE IV being the format used in JOSCIS. All of these files have a “.dbf” suffix
and continue to be used as a standard for programs requiring tabular
data storage and manipulation. The GIS programs ArcView and ArcGIS from ESRI also use dBASE files to store feature attribute data,
while Microsoft Office programs are able to read and write dBASE
files [166].

Pedotransfer function A number of important soil characteristics are difficult or impractical to study in the field, yet are important for soil classification
and agriculture and increasingly for environmental simulation [107].
Pedologists have thus studied the relationships between soil attributes
in search of relationships that could be used to predict unmeasured
soil qualities. The resulting formulae are known as pedotransfer functions. The validity of such a function is highly restricted to the par-
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A. Glossary

ticular soil conditions in which it was developed, though there is often
temptation to use them in other contexts.
Primary key

A primary key consists of one or more attributes of a table in a relational database. The key acts to uniquely identify a dataset. A soil
profile could be uniquely identified by a profile ID or its geographical
coordinates. A soil mapping unit normally has a unique identifier. In
a relational database, this primary key is used to link data found in
different tables.

Soilscape

The distribution of soils across the landscape. Variations may be
based on the classification of soils according to a taxonomy, or on the
physical and chemical properties of the soils.

Soil series

In the USDA system of soil taxonomy, the soil series is the most detailed level of classification. The other levels include order, suborder,
great group, subgroup, and family. The definition of a soil series generally represents differences in the utility value of a soil, using criteria
such as differences in texture and soil moisture, and the characteristics of horizons. Order, Suborder, Great Group, Subgroup, Family,
and Series. Over 12,000 soil series are defined in this taxonomy.

Wadi

A watercourse that contains water only during times of heavy rain.
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B. Satellite Imagery Licence
The following license refers to the SPOT imagery used in many of the figures of this
thesis.
This data is provided by the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA). It
contains 10 Meter Resolution Digital Orthorectified Imagery (DOI-10M) derived from
data obtained from the SPOT Image Corporation under an unrestricted license.
License Tier: Unrestricted License permits distribution of the imagery and imagery
products to any entity or person. The unrestricted license (including unlimited reproduction and distribution) will pass through to all those who acquire the imagery and/or
imagery products. That is, this product is available for all users. No additional permission is needed to use or distribute this product. Inclusion of the “ CNES/SPOT
Image 1992–1994” copyright notice is required on all duplications of this product and
on all products which contain a literal image from the DOI-10M product. Information
extracted from DOI-10M, such as line drawings or road centrelines, as well as other
nonliteral products, such as coordinates or textual reports not having image chips, do
not require the copyright notices.

©
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C. Recent Soil and Land Studies in Jordan
The table on the following pages summarises a number of soil and land management
studies undertaken in Jordan in the past 15 years.
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Table C.1: Recent soil and land studies in Jordan. Author names, study title, types of soil-related data used and their sources are shown.
The final three columns indicate what types of NSMLUP data could have supplemented these studies.
NSMLUP substitutea
SM P A
N SD

Study

Data type

Data sourcesa

Al-Adamat
et al. [5]

Groundwater vulnerability and
risk mapping for the Basaltic
aquifer of the Azraq basin of
Jordan using GIS, Remote sensing and DRASTIC
Monitoring land use change in
the Badia transition zone in
Jordan using aerial photography and satellite imagery
Evaluating sediment yield at
King Talal Reservoir from
landslides along Irbid–Amman
Highway
Erosion risk assessment and
sediment yield production of
the King Talal Watershed, Jordan
Geomorphology of the eastern
Badia basalt plateau, Jordan

P A, SM & N SD

Allison et al. [16],
NSMLUP, field
studies

land cover maps

NSMLUP N SD

⋆

⋆

SM , P A

NSMLUP, other
reports

⋆

⋆

SM , P A

NSMLUP, other
reports

⋆

⋆

general description
of Badia soils

⋆

⋆

Soil data derived from SOTER
for studies of carbon stocks and
change in Jordan

PA

Moorman [113],
Al-Hussein [9],
field
observations
NSMLUP

⋆

⋆

Al-Bakri
et al. [6]

Al-Sheriadeh
et al. [13]
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Al-Sheriadeh
et al. [12]

Allison
et al. [15]

Batjes
et al. [25]
a

Legend: SM : Soil maps, P A: Profile and/or analytical data, N SD: Non-soil data (e. g. climatic data)
Continued on next page. . .

⋆

C. Recent Soil and Land Studies in Jordan

Author

NSMLUP substitutea
SM P A
N SD

Study

Data type

Data sourcesa

Harahsheh et
al. [68]

Remote sensing and geographic
information system application
for land use and land-suitability
mapping: case study– Irbid
District, Jordan
Formation and properties of
aridic soils of Azraq Basin in
northeastern Jordan

SM

NSMLUP

⋆

⋆

⋆

PA

own field and
laboratory studies,
Allison
et al. [16]
own field and
laboratory studies
own field and
laboratory studies

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

Khresat and
Qudah [91]

Khresat [88]

Khresat and
Taimeh [90]
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Khresat
et al. [89]

Khresat
et al. [92]

Lucke
et al. [105]

a

Calcic horizon distribution and
soil classification in selected
soils of north-western Jordan
Properties and characterization
of vertisols developed on limestone in a semi-arid environment
Morphological, physical and
chemical properties of selected
soils in the arid and semi-arid
region in north-western Jordan
Land degradation in northwestern Jordan: causes and
processes
The abandonment of the Decapolis region in Northern
Jordan—forced by environmental change?

PA

PA

P A, parent material descriptions

P A, parent material descriptions

PA

own field and
laboratory studies,
NSMLUP
N SD
own field and
laboratory studies,
NSMLUP
N SD
own field and
laboratory studies

Legend: SM : Soil maps, P A: Profile and/or analytical data, N SD: Non-soil data (e. g. climatic data)
Continued on next page. . .

C. Recent Soil and Land Studies in Jordan

Author

NSMLUP substitutea
SM P A
N SD

Study

Data type

Data sourcesa

Margane
et al. [106]

Mapping of groundwater vulnerability and hazards to
groundwater in the Irbid area,
N Jordan
The Decapolis region (Northern
Jordan) as historical example of
desertification? Evidence from
soil development and distribution
Monitoring soil moisture dynamics using satellite imaging
radar in northeastern Jordan
Applications of GIS and remote
sensing for land use planning in
the arid areas of Jordan
Analyzing digital terrain attributes to predict soil attributes for a relatively large
area
Merging Landsat TM imagery
with topographic data to aid
soil mapping in the Badia region of Jordan

SM , P A

NSMLUP
PA

SM ,

⋆

⋆

⋆

P A, N SD

NSMLUP, own
field and laboratory analysis

⋆

⋆

⋆

PA

⋆

⋆

⋆

P A, SM & N SD

NSMLUP, own
field and laboratory analysis
NSMLUP

P A, SM & N SD

NSMLUP

P A, SM & N SD

NSMLUP

Schmidt
al. [146]

et

Tansey
et al. [157]
Zaidat [170]
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Ziadat [171]

Ziadat
et al. [172]

a

Legend: SM : Soil maps, P A: Profile and/or analytical data, N SD: Non-soil data (e. g. climatic data)

C. Recent Soil and Land Studies in Jordan

Author

D. Principle Maps from the NSMLUP
Table D.1: Principle maps from the NSMLUP.
Short map name

Full map name

altxtot
aquftot
aquftot5
aridtot
bclitot
bitltot
carbtot
cat2tot
deadsea
dewmtot
draitot
draitot5
exs1tot
foretot
foretot5
foretota
foretotb
foretotd
foretote
fst1tot
gel1tot
gel1tot5
gov1tot
gov2tot
gov3tot
grw1tot
grwbtot
grwbtot5
imagtot
outxtot
phostot
phsgtot
pr2dtot
pr2xtot
prc1tot
prc2tot
reg2tot
reg3tot

altitude
aquifer
generalised aquifer map
soil moisture regimes
bioclimatology
bituminous limestone (bitlaa)
hydrocarbon
catchments
Dead Sea
mean dewfall
drainage basins & river catchments
major drainage basins
existing study areas
forestry units
forest: site class
forest
forest: species
forest: density
forest: height
ground-frost period
geology
geology (generalised)
governorates (1)
governorates (2)
governorates (3)
groundwater exploration
groundwater balance areas
major groundwater balance areas
LANDSAT images
Boundary of Jordan
phosphorites
physiographic - geological provinces
project phase ii (final)
project phase ii (preliminary)
precipitation (NWMP)
precipitation (Water Authority)
regions (RL)
regions

Continued on next page. . .
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D. Principle Maps from the NSMLUP
Short map name

Full map name

regxtot
riv2tot
roads
rrlstot
rrlstot5
sagrtot
slgstot
soi1tot
soi2tot
soi3tot
soit4tot
sowdtot
sys2tot
temda
temdajan
temdafeb
temdamar
temdaapr
temdamay
temdajun
temdajul
temdaaug
temdasep
temdaoct
temdanov
temdadec
temds
temta
temts
urb1tot
veg2tot
veg2tota
vegxtot
villtot
wldrtot
wldrtot5

regions (NM)
rivers
roads
rangeland survey areas
rangeland survey progress
groundwater salinity
schematic soil map
soil: physiography
soil map (Level 1)
soil map (Level 2)
soil map (Level 3)
sowing date
land systems
annual air temperature
air temperature: January
air temperature: February
air temperature: March
air temperature: April
air temperature: May
air temperature: June
air temperature: July
air temperature: August
air temperature: September
air temperature: October
air temperature: November
air temperature: December
temds annual soil temperature
annual air temperature (USDA classes)
annual soil temperature (USDA classes)
urban areas
vegetation (FAO 1991)
agricultural land use intensity
vegetation (HTS)
villages
wildlife reserve areas
wildlife reserve progress
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Observations:
✔

Very little use of the NSMLUP data

✔

Use of outdated studies

✔

All studies would have beneted from NSMLUP data in digital
form
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✔

Review of systems in use:
✘
✘
✘

✔

: NIBIS

Niedersä hsi hes Bodeninformationssystem

European Soil Information System: EUSIS
Other studies

Appli ations relevant to Jordan:
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

land degradation and soil erosion monitoring/modelling
soil interpretation and land evaluation
global hange monitoring/modelling
surfa e and groundwater onservation
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rangeland management
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NSMLUP

Jordan Soil and Climati

✔

Purpose and goals

Information System

✔

Methodology

✔

premature end to data proessing
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Issues identied as riti al for the NSMLUP dataset:
✔

Map legends

✔

Transformation and digitisation errors of spatial data

✔

Prole data integrity and soil lassi ation system

✔

Metadata (data about data)
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Missing Map Legends

Figure 1:

S anned soil map of Level 1 in

the Irbid area. Soil types are indi ated by

Figure 2:

Soil map legend of Level 1 in

the Irbid area.

Broad

hara terisation of

mapping units des ribed.

odes.
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Transformation Errors: I

Figure 3:

Transformation error seen when a Level 3 soil map is

ompared to a 10 m

resolution SPOT satellite image. Error is approx. 110 m.
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Transformation Errors: II

Figure 4:

Coordinate error of observation sites.

Original

oordinates

al ulated by the

omputer were in orre t. Error is approx. 170 m.
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Costs of Compiling Metadata
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✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Potential appli ations and information users to be identied
Data
Personnel
De ision-making stru tures
Finan ing
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Potential appli ations and information users to be identied
✔ Data: What data are available in Jordan?
✔ Personnel: What personnel are needed?
✔ De ision-making stru tures: What are important
onsiderations?
✔

Are de ision makers aware of the data?
✘ Are managers aware of uses of the data for their
departments?
✘ Does there exist an institutional network?
✘

✔

Finan ing
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Potential appli ations and information users to be identied
✔ Data: What data are available in Jordan?
✔ Personnel: What personnel are needed?
✔ De ision-making stru tures: What are important
✔

onsiderations?

✔

Finan ing: How mu h may it ost?
immediate rehabilitation is very low- ost
✘ longer term requires funding ommitment
✘
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✔

Need for soil data in Jordan exists and is well-do umented

✔

NSMLUP data be rehabilitated and used alone for simple
planning or integrated with additional datasets

✔

Te hni al obsta les to use of the data pose no real problems

✔

Institutional onsiderations are extremely important
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✔

NSMLUP data be rehabilitated and used alone for simple
planning or integrated with additional datasets

✔

Te hni al obsta les to use of the data pose no real problems

✔

Institutional onsiderations are extremely important

Con lusion:

Investment in rehabilitation is strongly justied
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Need for soil data in Jordan exists and is well-do umented

✔

NSMLUP data be rehabilitated and used alone for simple
planning or integrated with additional datasets

✔

Te hni al obsta les to use of the data pose no real problems

✔

Institutional onsiderations are extremely important

Institutional issues are at the ore of a su essful
system
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